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Cubic lattice models were used to represent sedimentary deposits and their role as 
georeservoirs. The percolation of high-permeability zones was studied using both 
analytical and simulation approaches. The analytical approach was developed for single-
scale sedimentary architecture. The approach showed that percolation is affected by 
cluster spatial correlation and by lattice size. It showed that correlation affects both high-
permeability and low-permeability clusters equally, and thus correlation does not likely 
affect the percolation threshold for infinite lattices. On finite lattices, the analysis showed 
that the effect of correlation on lowering the percolation threshold can be understood 
through the truncation of low-permeability cluster-size distributions, without the need for 
Monte Carlo simulations.  
The simulation approach was used to study multiscale, hierarchical sedimentary 
architecture. A computer code was developed to create a digital model representing 
hierarchical stratal architecture found in channel-belt deposits. The code uses a 
geometric-based approach to simulate strata observed over multiple scales (levels). 
Larger-scale unit types form the bounding surfaces of associations of smaller-scale unit 
types. The different scales of bounding surfaces were each found to create a finite lattice 
v 
 
effect on percolation. When using realistic length distributions, the high-permeability 
zones percolate across boundaries at all hierarchical levels if volume proportions are 
above 0.18, as is common. This threshold value is lower than the threshold proportion of 
0.3116 required for percolation on the infinite random lattice. Thus, in sedimentary 
deposits as represented here, percolation in the high-permeability zones is expected. 
vi 
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In georeservoirs (aquifers and petroleum reservoirs), the behavior of fluid flow 
and mass transport can be strongly affected by the spatial distribution and connectivity of 
high-permeability sedimentary units (e.g. sands, sandy gravels, open-framework gravels 
etc.). In particular, there is considerable interest in the effect of preferential flow 
pathways formed by connected high-permeability units that span upgradient and 
downgradient boundaries, because contaminants can move very easily through these 
pathways in aquifers. In petroleum reservoirs, these pathways create “thief zones” during 
water flooding and miscible gas injection during secondary and tertiary recovery projects. 
Therefore, it is important to understand the geometry and connectivity of these high-
permeability sedimentary units. 
 The problem of connectivity of high-permeability units can be considered within 
the mathematical theory of percolation. From this theory we know that if high-
permeability cells are distributed randomly in an infinite cubic lattice, then percolation 
occurs when their volume proportion equals or exceeds the threshold value of 0.3116. It 




cells often percolate at a proportion significantly less than the threshold value given by 
percolation theory (Silliman and Wright, 1988; Silliman, 1990; Harter, 2005). In 
percolation theory on the infinite, random, three-dimensional domain, the threshold 
proportions have not been derived analytically they are only known through Monte Carlo 
studies on very large number of realizations. The same is true for studies of finite 
correlated domains. The main goal of Chapter 2 is to better understand when high-
permeability cells will percolate in a finite correlated domain using an analytical 
methodology, presented as a augmentation to Monte Carlo simulation studies. Using this 
approach, I derived Euclidean length distributions and their statistics for clusters in the 
infinite random simulation, and close approximations for the finite correlated case. I used 
these distributions to develop some analytical relationships between random and 
correlated simulations, and between the size of the domain and the grid cells and the 
proportions of both high and low-permeability cells. These relationships offer some new 
insights on the effect of correlation and finite domain size on the percolation of high-
permeability cells.  
 Sedimentary deposits in nature are more complex than the geologic model used in 
Chapter 2. Chapters 3 and 4 present a new model for sedimentary deposits. In Chapter 5, 
the percolation problem is examined as in Chapter 2, but using the geologic model from 
Chapters 3 and 4. In nature, sedimentary unit types are created at different spatial scales 
under various processes of deposition and erosion and organized within a hierarchical 
framework. This organization can be seen in the hierarchical stratal architecture of a 
channel-belt deposit, which is a common type of aquifer and hydrocarbon reservoir. The 




depositional processes, with the shapes and scales of depositional bedforms, and to honor 
the metrics (e.g. proportions, characteristics lengths and grain sizes) quantified within 
modern depositional settings.  
 The code uses a geometric-based simulation approach, following Scheibe (1993) 
and Scheibe and Freyberg (1995). They used this approach to create a digital model of a 
portion of a compound bar deposit. That digital model has been useful in a number of 
studies. Scheibe and Cole (1994) used it to test the classical Fickian diffusion model and 
to develop an alternative transport model based on a correlated random walk. Scheibe and 
Murray (1998) used it to test methods for representing heterogeneity in models for flow 
and transport. Sevougian et al. (1994) used it to test ideas for reactive transport modeling. 
Scheibe and Yabusaki (1998) used it to test ideas about grid-cell upscaling. Ritzi et al. 
(2004) used it to show how hierarchical architecture affects measures of the spatial 
correlation of permeability. Clearly this synthetic digital sedimentary deposit has been 
useful for testing important ideas in computational hydrogeology. However, this model 
represents a relatively small volume of sediment and sedimentary units defined over a 
limited range of scales (a portion of a compound bar deposit with trough sets and scroll 
bars). Thus the geometric simulation approach is expanded in the present study to 
simulate unit types over a greater range of scales. Furthermore, the architecture within 
compound bar deposits is based on more recent field studies of both modern deposition 
and preserved deposits in the Sagavanirktok River, Alaska (Bridge et al., 2000; Lunt et 
al., 2004; Lunt and Bridge, 2004). These deposits were chosen not only because the three 
dimensional and hierarchical stratal architecture within such deposits is among the best 




and hydrocarbon reservoirs in braided channel deposits. Aquifers throughout the 
glaciated provinces of North America contain braided channel deposits (Ritzi et al., 
2000). Catastrophic glacial flood deposits in the Columbia River basin are coarse-grained 
braided channel deposits. These deposits are environmentally significant because of the 
storage and disposal of nuclear wastes at the U. S. Department of Energy's Hanford Site 
(Bjornstad et al. 2001; Gephart 2003). High-permeability open-framework gravels within 
them may serve as preferential flow pathways (see also Anderson, 1990; Desbarets, 1990; 
Ritzi et al., 2000). Among the petroleum provinces containing world-class reservoirs in 
gravelly braided channel deposits are the North Sea, northern Africa, Alaska, and Siberia 
(Lunt et al. 2004). The code is not intended to represent any specific site but it is intended 
to represent the important aspects of heterogeneity common to these sites.  
The code uses the geometric-based simulation method (Scheibe and Freyberg, 
1995) because it is well suited to creating hierarchical architecture in which unit types at 
one level form the bounding surfaces for an assemblage of smaller scale unit types at the 
next lower level, and each of those, in turn, form a bounding surface for unit types still 
smaller in scale. This approach has two stages. The first stage creates a geometric model 
for each unit type at each hierarchical level. The second stage creates a digital model 
from the geometric model. Each voxel in the digital model is assigned a unit type at each 
hierarchical level independently. The details of the methodology of this code are 
discussed in Chapter 3. In Chapter 4, we evaluated the digital model of a channel-belt 
deposit created across each hierarchical level using the code by comparing to metrics 




It is known that interconnected pathways of open-framework gravels occur in 
channel-belt deposits, percolating at a proportion lower than the threshold proportion for 
an infinite random domain. We believe that the percolation of open-framework gravels in 
the hierarchical sedimentary architecture of channel-belt deposits must be understood 
from not just the proportion and geometries of open-framework gravels, but also from the 
size and shape of the boundaries of unit types at higher levels. For this purpose I used the 
digital model of a channel-belt deposit developed in Chapters 3 and 4 to study the 
percolation of open-framework gravels at each hierarchical level. The results show how 
the size and shape of the bounding surfaces of unit types defined at higher levels affect 
the percolation. I also studied conditions (sizes and proportions of unit types) that are 




Studying the Effect of Correlation and Finite-Domain Size on Spatial Continuity of 
Permeable Sediments 
Most parts of this chapter have been previously published as cited: Guin, A. and Ritzi, R.W., 
2008, Studying the effect of correlation and finite-domain size on spatial continuity of permeable 
sediments, Geophysical Research Letters, 35(10) L10402, doi: 10.1029/2007GL032717. 
Reprinted as according to the permission granted for the authors by Geophysical 
Research Letters, Copyright (2008) by American Geophysical Union 
 
2.1 Introduction 
In geo-reservoirs (aquifers or petroleum reservoirs), the behavior of fluid flow and 
mass transport can be strongly affected by the spatial distribution and continuity of high-
permeability sediments (sands, gravels, sandy gravels, referred to hereafter collectively as 
“sand”). In particular, there is considerable interest in the effect of preferential flow 
pathways formed by connected sand that spans upgradient and downgradient boundaries 
(Liu et al., 2004; Lee et al, 2007). 
The finite-difference method is commonly used in constructing numerical models 
for simulating the flow of ground-water through heterogeneous sediments. Figure 2.1a 
represents a finite-difference grid for a heterogeneous aquifer, with cells having higher-
permeability (sand), and lower permeability (clay). This chapter is concerned with 





difference grids, and understanding the resulting connectivity among the sand cells. Note 
that in finite-difference equations, water can move between cells which have face-to-face 
connections, but not those which have corner connections. Though it is not immediately 
apparent from examining Figure 2.1a, the realization contains preferential flow pathways 
of sand cells with face-to-face connections which span any two opposing domain 
boundaries, and thus the sand is said to “percolate.” 
The realization shown in Figure 2.1a was created with an indicator-simulation 
method often used for representing aquifer heterogeneity within finite-difference flow 
models (Carle, 1998). (Note that there are other methods (e.g. McKenna and Smith, 2004; 
Telles et al., 2006); reviewing and comparing them is outside of the scope of this 
chapter). This chapter focuses on one often-used approach in which the “ordered” aspects 
of geology are represented by an exponential two-point bivariate spatial correlation 
model. Such correlation model can be expressed as the transition probability ( βαt ) 








−+=    (1)    
where βαδ is the Kronecker delta and λ is the integral scale of correlation in the y-
coordinate direction and  
22222
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λε == ,  
(Dai et al., 2004, 2007). The realization in Figure 2.1a was created with this correlation 
structure, with λ  isotropic )1( == yzyx εε  and of one length unit, on a grid of cubic cells 
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with zyx δδδ ,,  equal to 0.1 length units. The overall grid size was chosen to be 10 length 
units or 100 cells on each side giving 1 million cells.  
The problem of sand connectivity is considered within the mathematical theory of 
percolation (e.g. Stauffer and Aharony, 1994; Hunt, 2005). The finite-difference grid 
corresponds to a three-dimensional cubic lattice in this theory. From this theory we know 
that if sand cells are located randomly (as in Figure 2.1b) in an infinite grid (imagine it 
extends in all directions, an infinite random lattice hereinafter), then percolation occurs 
when their proportion reaches the “critical” value, PC, equal to 0.3116 of the lattice cells. 
At the PC the sand clusters become ramified and the length of the percolating cluster is a 
fractal (Stauffer and Aharony, 1994). This PC value can not be derived in closed form 
(Stauffer and Aharony, 1994). What is known about percolation on infinite random 
lattices is only accomplished through Monte Carlo simulations on large grids that 
approximate the infinite lattice. The proportion of sand in Figure 2.1b is same as Figure 
2.1a, 0.2758, however unlike Figure 2.1a, the realization in Figure 2.1b does not have 
percolating sand. This is only one realization on a finite lattice, and we can not draw 
conclusions from it alone. However, correlated-finite lattices often exhibit percolation at 
proportions significantly less than 0.3116 (e.g. Harter, 2005; Silliman and Wright, 1988; 
Silliman, 1990). 
The goal of this chapter is to better understand when sand cells will percolate in 
finite correlated lattices, given the lattice size, the cell size, proportion of sand, and 
integral scale of correlation. Prior work on percolation in this general context has focused 
on simulating permeability as a continuous variable and finding the permeability cutoff at 
which percolation occurs. Furthermore, the prior work has mainly used the Monte Carlo 
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methodology for determining average lattice behavior given particular sizes for the grid, 
cells, and permeability correlation range. Here we focus on percolation of discrete 
geologic units. The advantage is that we are able to develop some analytical relationships 
in closed form for the distribution of the cluster sizes produced in infinite random grids 
and in finite correlated grids. This allows us to directly asses the probability for cluster 
sizes exceeding the size of a finite grid without using Monte Carlo methods, which offers 
new insights into when percolation will occur. We show that it is especially important to 
examine the distribution of clay cluster sizes, which has not been previously discussed.  
In this chapter we first develop some specific definitions and relationships for 
Euclidean cluster length. We then derive Euclidean length distributions and their statistics 
for clusters in the infinite random simulation, and close approximations for the finite 
correlated case. We use these distributions to define relationships between the random 
and correlated simulations, and between the sizes of grids and the grid cells, and 
proportions of sand and clay. We then use these relationships to develop some insights on 
the effect of correlation and of finite domain size on percolation of sand. 
 
2.2 Equations and Methods 
Consider that the cells within a cubic lattice have dimensions of zyx δδδ ×× and 
that the centers are referred to within the lattice by indices i, j, and k. The indicator 
variable Iα(i,j,k) can be defined by 
1),,( =kjiIα   if an α cell    (2) 
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                 = 0  otherwise 
and where α = sand or clay. The lattice may be sampled along a straight line through the 
middle of cells in a direction along unit vectors xy uu , or .zu  The cumulative length of α 
cells along one of these, say yu is: 
∑∑∑=
k i j
y ykjiIuL δαα ),,()(     (3) 
Cluster length can be defined in different ways (Stauffer & Aharony, 1994). Here, we 
define it as the length of adjacent cells along a line sampled parallel to yu . Thus, the m
th 
sample of the length of a facies α cluster along yu is given by: 
myul )(α  = the number of such adjacent α cells yδ×  
The average lα of all samples for a given cluster would give the average length of that 
cluster along .yu  We are most interested in metrics for the ensemble of clusters. If 
exhaustive sampling of the entire lattice generates )( yuNα samples, the mean cluster 
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σ   (5) 
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Similarly, we can determine the mean cluster length and the variance of cluster length for 
facies α in the zu  and the xu directions, and for facies β in all three coordinate directions. 
We will show that it useful to compare these metrics to the overall grid dimension when 
assessing finite-domain effects.  
Pα is given by: 
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And from Equation (3): 





























































α ===        (8)          
and from Equation (4): 












α =     (9)     
As the lattice size approaches infinity there is a sand cluster for every clay cluster along 













α =      (10)       
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α    (11)    
These equations become important below because they show that for a fixed Pα, we 
cannot increase the average size of sand clusters without also increasing the average size 
of clay clusters. Note that these relationships exist for both random and correlated 
placement, and for isotropic or anisotropic correlation. This expression also shows that if 
)()( yy ulul αβ > , then )()( zz ulul αβ >  and then )()( xx ulul αβ > . Therefore, if Pα is 
fixed and less than Pβ, then αβ ll > in all coordinate directions, for both correlated and 
random simulations. 
Rearranging Equation (4) for both )( zuLα and )( zuLβ and substituting into 












=    (12) 












=       (13) 
We now derive some equations for the distribution of Euclidean cluster lengths on 
an infinite-random lattice. The following analysis builds on that of Stauffer and Aharony 
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(1994) for a 1-D cluster. We can extend to a 3-D cluster because of our different 
definition of the cluster length. The distribution function of lengths sampled in direction 
yu is )).(( yulf α Let ζ be the number of cells per unit length and ζα )( yulr = , so r is the 
number of connected cells along yu  in one sample. To derive ))(( yulf α , consider the 
probability of a sample of length .yrδ  Each of the cells is occupied with probability Pα. 
Since all cells are randomly occupied, the probability of r cells being occupied is .rPα  
Both left and right ends of this sample are bounded by β cells. The probability of both 




The ))(( yulf α would be the fraction of samples of length yrδ  among all sample 
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=∑ )1(    (15) 
Applying Equation (15) to Equation (14) yields 
  =))(( yulf α βα PP
r 1−      (16) 
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The mean length of facies α is given by: 
  yrulfulE
r
yy δαα ∑= ))(()]([       






βδ      (17) 
Substituting Equation (15) and taking the derivative yields 
  yPulE y δβα
1)]([ −=          (18) 
The variance can be derived as follows: 
  })]]([)({[)( 22 yyyl ulEulEu ααασ −=  
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−+=    (21) 
The coefficient of variation of length, CV, is the ratio of the standard deviation to the 
mean and thus is given by: 
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  αα PulCV y =)]([     (22) 
In most geostatistical approaches, no particular length distribution is assumed 
within correlation models. Length samples of sedimentary units commonly have highly 
skewed distribution and are often modeled with lognormal, exponential or gamma 
probability density functions (Ritzi, 2000; White and Willis, 2000). Ritzi (2000) showed 
heuristically that realizations created with exponential αβt , as in Equation (1), have a 






















=   (23) 
where yδ is the smallest value of length possible for an occurrence in this context. As 
will be shown, this is a good representation of the distribution of cluster lengths in Figure 
2.1a. Ritzi (2000) also showed that for a αβt structure given by Equation (1), the mean 
length is given by   
                  1)( −= βα λPul y     (24)        
We can relate λ to αl and βl  through Equation (13): 











=      (25) 
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Thus, λ is a harmonic-like function of the mean lengths for both facies (see also Lu and 
Zhang 2002). All relationships apply in the x and z directions, with xλ and zλ respectively 
in the anisotropic case. 
With CV = 1, the variance in the length of α clusters is: 
   222 −= βλσ α Pl      (26)  
Table 2.1 compares equations for length distributions and statistics between the random 
and correlated cases. 
Using Equations (24) and (18) and noting that 1=yζδ  allows comparison of 
statistical metrics that characterize the geometry of unit types created utilizing random 











   (27) 
Thus, the mean length of the sand length samples in the correlated simulation will be λζ  
larger than with random placement. One might expect that larger-size sand clusters could 
promote connectivity. However, this analysis shows that for fixed Pα the mean length of 
clay samples in the correlated simulation will also be λζ  larger than that with random 
placement. Similarly Equation (11) states that sand clusters get pushed apart in all 
directions. So, though larger, the sand clusters will be pushed further apart. 








Table 2.1: Expressions for computing theoretical length statistics for both random  
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2)(  larger in the correlated case. This analysis shows that 
fixing Pα and increasing αl  will cause both sand and clay clusters to increase in length by 





. With βα PP < , the sand geometries become more variable than the clay 
geometries. 
Using Equation (23), the probability of a length occurring with ξ≥  length units 
is: 
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e      (30)    
and             )ln()ln( χλχλδξ
ββ PP
y −≈−=    (31) 
Therefore, using this equation, an appropriate grid size can be computed for a very low 
probability of exceeding a grid size. 
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In the following section we present, compare, and discuss the theoretical vs. 
actual length distributions for the cases shown in Figure 2.1a&b, and show the insights 
that can be gained for the reason the sand percolates in one case, and not the other.  We 
then present and discuss results for some other simulations. 
 
2.3 Results and Discussion 
The length statistics (mean and variance) along yu  are computed from the 
realizations illustrated in Figure 2.1 and are summarized in Table 2.2. Theoretical length 
statistics using expressions from Table 2.1 are also given in same table. Length 
distributions for sand and clay samples are plotted as histograms in Figure 2.2a&b along 
with the theoretical distributions. 
For the sand realizations, Figure 2.2a&b shows that the distribution of lengths is 
fairly similar to the theoretical distributions, for both the correlated and random cases. 
According to Equation (27), the mean length of sand clusters for a correlated realization 
should be λζ (in this simulation, 10=λζ ) larger than that for the corresponding random 
realization. Table 2.2 shows that this is generally true for sand samples.  
Also, according to Equation (28), the difference in the variance of length for sand 
clusters for a correlated realization should be more than two orders of magnitude larger 






100 ). Table 2.2 shows that 











sand clay sand clay 
P 0.2758 0.7242 0.2758 0.7242 
)(Rl  1.2715 2.7889 0.1376 0.3533 
)(Tl  1.3808 3.6258 0.1380 0.3626 
)(2 Rσ  1.0905 6.4543 0.0059 0.0900 
)(2 Tσ  1.9067 13.1465 0.0053 0.0950 
Figure 2.2: Histograms showing length distributions of sand and clay samples 
along with theoretical curves (bold line) at PS = 0.2758. (a) Random, (b) corre-
lated systems for smaller domain (10 length units), and (c) correlated system for 






In contrast to these results, the sample length distributions and length statistics for 
clay regions in the correlated realization are very different from those predicted by 
theory. The sample length distributions do not follow the theoretical curve (Figure 2.2b). 
The histogram shows a large peak at the sample length of 10, the size of the grid. From 
Equation (30), there is a 0.05 probability that clay clusters will be larger than 10 length 
units.  The histogram shows that about 0.05 percent of clay has length of 10 or more, but 
the domain cannot represent them. This is a finite boundary effect. The grid size is not 
large enough to allow the clay samples to occur at their full length. Instead, they are 
truncated, occurring at the grid size of 10 length units. A consequence is that sand 
samples cannot repeat on either side of these occurrences of clay. This means that the 
spacing between sand sample occurrences is under-represented. Also, the variance in the 
length of clay samples is under-represented (Table 2.2). These results demonstrate that in 
the correlated realizations, the grid size is not large enough to represent the distribution of 
lengths for clay samples. A number of realizations were also created for 
3116.02758.0 ≤≤ SP and the sand percolated in all of them (Guin, 2005). Thus, in the 
correlated realizations created here, sand percolates at proportions lower than PC and it 
appears to be due to the finite boundary and its affect on the clay distribution. The sand 
clusters are more concentrated than they would be if the correlated lattice size appeared 
infinite. We do not conclude that the PS value of 0.2758 represents a threshold for 
spanning (i.e., that PC = 0.2758), or that correlation causes spanning at values less than 
PC in an infinite grid. Note that if the correlated realizations were larger and viewed from 
the distance much further away they would not look different from the random 
simulations as presented. This, along with the fact that correlation increases the size of 
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both sand and clay clusters, suggests that correlation on an infinite grid may not cause 
spanning at proportions any different from those with random placement. Furthermore, it 
is known that when spanning occurs in the percolation lattice the path is ramified and has 
a fractal rather than Euclidian length. The correlation affects the Euclidean geometry of 
the cluster types, both sand and clay, in a similar way. Thus, holding λ constant and 
increasing the size of the grid should reduce the finite domain effect that promotes 
spanning at PS < Pc. Using Equation (31), we can reduce the probability of clay sizes 
exceeding the grid to 0.01 if the grid (ξ) is 20 length units. A domain of 20 length units 
was simulated using PS value of 0.2758. The histograms of length distribution of both 
sand and clay samples are given in Figure 2.2c. The length statistics between realizations 
and theoretical results are summarized in Table 2.3 and they are fairly similar for both 
sand and clay samples. Spanning did not occur in this realization.  
 
2.4 Conclusions: 
1. The theoretical distribution function for Euclidean cluster lengths in an infinite-
random lattice was derived in closed form and was given, with the expected value and 
variance, in Table 2.1. The results of random simulations closely followed the theoretical 
results.  The length distribution in exponential-correlated simulations tends to follow an 
exponential distribution function as shown, with expected value and variance as also 






Table 2.3: Sample length statistics (for larger simulation) at PS = 0.2758. (R) = 
Realization, (T) = Theory 
 
 
 Sand Clay 
P 0.2758 0.7242 
)(Rl  1.3517 3.1884 
)(Tl  1.3808 3.6258 
)(2 Rσ  1.5671 9.8596 
)(2 Tσ  1.9067 13.1465 
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2. In an infinite grid, for fixed Pα, the ratio of the mean lengths in correlated to 
random simulations is a constant and equal to ζλ y  (Equation 27) in the y direction, and 
ζλx and ζλz  in the x and z directions respectively. This is true for sand and clay 
clusters, and thus if the sand clusters are made larger then they must be “pushed further 
apart”. Thus, correlation most likely does not affect spanning on an infinite grid.  
The influence of a finite grid on spanning requires considering the length 
distribution of both sand and clay clusters in relation to grid size. Prior studies have not 
considered these relationships.  
 
3. Because exponential-correlated grids produce approximately exponential-
distributed lengths, as a check that the grid size affects spanning, the probability of a clay 






e    
 
4. The current study shows that in a finite-correlated domain, the sand percolation 
will be strongly affected by truncating the length distributions for clay from what would 
occur on an infinite domain even when χ for length exceeding the grid size is negligible 
for sand (less than 0.001) and small for clay (0.05).  
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5. One should be careful about whether the preferential flow pathways that are 
created (i.e. percolation of sands) are truly representative or spurious. If the full region of 
the facies occurrences is represented then any finite-domain influences on percolation 
that occur in the grid, represent the true finite domain of the facies. However, if the 







A Model for Heterogeneity in Channel Belt Deposits: Creation of a Geometric-
Based Simulation Model 
Preface 
 This code was developed through the collaboration and the equal efforts of Arijit 
Guin and Ramya Ramanathan, to partly fulfill their Ph.D. degree requirements under the 
co-direction of Profs. R.W. Ritzi, Jr. and David F. Dominic in the Department of Earth 
and Environmental Sciences at Wright State University. Ian Lunt (StatoilHydro) 
consulted and gave expertise on stratal architecture. Tim Scheibe (Pacific Northwest 
National Labs) shared expertise on geometric-based simulation and provided a code 
(Sheibe and Freyberg, 1995) which served as the starting point. Vicky Friedman (Pacific 
Northwest National Labs) provided expertise on converting the code from a serial Fortran 
77 version to a parallel Fortran 90 version and running this code on a parallel processor 
array. A proportion of the research was performed using EMSL, a national scientific user 
facility sponsored by the Department of Energy’s Office of Biological and Environmental 
Research and located at Pacific Northwest National Laboratory. The codes and manual 
were developed with support from the National Science Foundation under grant EAR-
0510819 and EAR-0810151. Any opinions, findings and conclusions or 
recommendations expressed in this manual are those of the authors and do not necessarily 
reflect those of the National Science Foundation. The software is provided as 
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an .f90 file with this dissertation but given without any warranty or guarantee of freedom 
from bugs. The user assumes complete responsibility in using them. 
 
3.1 Introduction 
Subsurface flow and mass transport in sedimentary aquifers and reservoirs cannot 
be understood without understanding, characterizing, and modeling physical and 
chemical heterogeneity. This heterogeneity is strongly related to stratification of sediment 
during deposition (e.g. Scheibe and Freyberg, 1995; Allen-King et al., 1998, 2006; Dai et 
al., 2005; Rubin et al., 2006; Ritzi and Allen-King, 2007). 
Sedimentologists conventionally model sedimentary deposits using a hierarchy of 
stratal unit types, defined at different scales (Figure 3.1). Unit types at each hierarchical 
level (scale) comprise smaller-scale unit types at the next lower level. At a single site, 
relevant scales of stratal architecture may range from kilometers to small fractions of a 
meter. 
Three-dimensional information reflecting the true complexity of sedimentary 
deposits is rare because the subsurface is difficult to access and sample. To overcome this 
difficulty, synthetic data sets are often developed to serve as proxies for reality in 
computational research on subsurface fluid flow. There is a large body of literature in this 
vein (e.g. Schwartz, 1975; Desbarats, 1990; Scheibe and Cole, 1994; Scheibe and 
Yabusake, 1998; Willis and White, 2000; Maji et al., 2003, 2004; Zinn and Harvey, 
2003). Importantly, some of this research has evaluated how hydrogeological processes 
are affected by heterogeneity. Geologic structure can greatly increase the entropy in  
Figure 3.1: (Top) Study areas both in the active channel belt and in the pre-
served channel-belt deposits of the Sagavanirktok River (Lunt et al., 2004). 
(Middle and bottom) Conceptual model for the hierarchical sedimentary archi-
tecture found in channel-belt deposits (see also Table 3.1). The compound bar 
deposits at level III represent the process of unit-bar accretion and channel 
migration. Within unit bar deposits (level II), sets of open-framework gravel 
(level I) have highest permeability. As channels are abandoned, they are filled 
with lower-permeability sediment. Major channel fills (level III) and smaller 




statistics quantifying mass transport. For example, models containing interconnected 
gravel units within a lower permeability background can have greater variance in mass 
residence times than models containing gravel cells located randomly. This underscores 
the importance of properly representing sedimentary architecture. Other research has 
sought to address the problem of how to mathematically upscale processes occurring 
below the scale of direct resolution on a numerical grid. For example, the cross-
stratification simulated in Figure 3.2 is too small to be directly represented on grids of 
conventional numerical ground water or reservoir models. Can this heterogeneity be 
ignored; if not, how can it be upscaled? To answer such questions requires computational 
research which employs a full resolution base case, including the details at all levels, to 
compare against. To move such computational research forward, it is important to move 
beyond synthetic data sets that are computationally convenient, to synthetic data sets that 
better reflect the natural hierarchical architecture of sedimentary aquifers and reservoirs. 
The code was developed, in this vein, as a research tool. The code may also find practical 
application in applied modeling at specific sites, and future updates might include useful 
additions such as conditioning to existing data. 
We chose to model channel-belt deposits formed by braided rivers because the 
three-dimensional and hierarchical stratal architecture within such deposits is among the 
best defined. The code was developed in close collaboration with sedimentologists who 
have studied both modern deposition and preserved sediments in these systems (e.g., 
Lunt et al., 2004). The code was written to create the strata observed over multiple scales, 
and to honor the metrics (e.g. proportions, characteristic lengths) quantified at each scale, 
in those studies. Because there are, in fact, these quantitative metrics for the stratal  
Figure 3.2: Comparison between conceptual model (top) and a slice through the numerical model (bottom) at the scale of 
cross stratasets.  The bottom shows a 30 m x 1 m section through one unit bar deposit generated with 0.01 m x 0.01 m voxels.  
Voxels near the boundaries of unit types have been given a different color, to better distinguish unit bar and set boundaries 




architecture in channel belt deposits, in three dimensions, channel belt deposits are indeed 
a good target for modeling. Our criterion for evaluating the simulations produced by the 
model, in Chapter 4, is that metrics of the actual geologic deposit are honored. Thus the 
simulation is being verified at a very fundamental level (in contrast to comparing flow 
simulations to hydraulic head data, etc.). 
This particular stratal architecture, which the code models, does not represent all 
sedimentary deposits, aquifers, and reservoirs, but it does represent some very important 
ones. These include the Fortymile Wash alluvium at Yucca Mountain (Ressler et al., 
2000; Sun et al., 2008), glaciofuvial aquifers in the northern United States (e.g. Ritzi et 
al., 2000), the Ringold Formation at the DOE Hanford site, and the Ivishak Formation (an 
Alaska north-slope hydrocarbon reservoir; Lunt et al., 2004). The model is not meant to 
exactly represent any one site, but is meant to represent important aspects of 
heterogeneity common to these sites. Importantly, Rubin et al. (2006) showed that among 
braided channel rivers of various sizes around the world, the dimensions of all scales of 
strata types in channel belt deposits increase together linearly with the size of the fluvial 
bedforms that created them. This aspect of channel belt deposits makes the code 
generally applicable in representing channel belt deposits from braided rivers of various 
sizes. Note that in the Fortymile Wash alluvium, all scales of strata represented by this 
model occur within a single grid cell in the saturated alluvium zone of the site-scale 
model for the Yucca Mt. repository (Sun et al., 2008). This underscores the relevance of 
this code to studying and evaluating theories and approaches for solving the upscaling 
problem. 
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 Note that these sedimentary deposits are quite different from the alluvial fan and 
fluvial systems modeled by Carle et al. (1998), Weismann et al. (1998), McKenna and 
Smith (2004), or Teles et al. (2006). Those models represent deposits that have a small 
volume fraction of channel facies filled with higher permeability sediment. The focus in 
creating those models was to represent the preferential pathways for flow through 
connected channel facies, as embedded within the larger volume of lower-permeability 
sediment. In contrast, channel facies have lower permeability sediment in channel belt 
deposits. As discussed below in greater detail, higher-permeability bar deposits are the 
dominant volume fraction in braid-belt deposits. Bar deposits are formed during channel 
migration. As channels are later abandoned, they are filled with lower-permeabilty 
sediment. Thus, channel fills are baffles in the flow domain (Figure 3.1). Another 
difference is that in channel-belt deposits, preferential flow pathways arise from the 
interconnection of trough cross-stratified sets of open-framework gravels (OFG) within 
the bar deposits. These “thief zones” have a negative effect on attempts to use steam for 
enhanced petroleum recovery in channel belt deposits (Lunt et al., 2004). Thus, the 
channel belt model is a distinctly different, important, and useful alternative paradigm for 
aquifer and reservoir heterogeneity.The geometric-based simulation approach we use, as 
described below, might be adapted in the future for other types of sedimentary deposits. 
 The geometric-based simulation approach was chosen because it is well suited to 
creating hierarchical architecture in which unit types at one level form the bounding 
surfaces for an assemblage of smaller-scale unit types at the next lower level. Each of 
those is, in turn, a bounding surface for unit types still smaller in scale, and so on. It is 
also well-suited to high performance computing because of its two-stage approach to 
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simulation. The first stage creates a geometric model, which is continuous in space and 
has smaller storage requirements than the final model. The second stage creates a digital 
model from the geometric model. Each cell in the digital model is assigned independently 
from all others, and thus the second stage is essentially perfectly scalable in the parallel 
version of the code. The digital model can be created (and re-created) from the geometric 
model for all or part of the global domain, with any desired grid resolution. The 
geometric-based simulation approach is also particularly well suited to modeling 
heterogeneity when the simulated unit types have characteristic geometries and known 
juxtapositioning relationships.  Scheibe and Freyberg (1995) used the geometric-based 
approach in simulating hierarchical architecture within part of a compound bar deposit.  
Their approach is expanded here in some fundamental ways. Unit types are simulated 
over a greater range of scales. Furthermore, the architecture within compound bars is 
based on more recent field studies. These changes are discussed further below. 
 This chapter presents the methodology of the geometric-based simulation of 
channel-belt deposits. The next section contains a review of the relevant background 
literature on the depositional processes and the consequent stratal architecture observed 
within channel-belt deposits. Then the methodology of the geometric model is presented, 
followed by a section on methodology of the digital model. Finally, the nine modules of 
the code are presented and the logic of the algorithms and the details of the computational 
processes related to each module are reviewed. In Chapter 4, the code is used to simulate 
a channel-belt deposit as depicted in Figure 3.1. This digital channel-belt deposit is 




3.2 Depositional Model: Hierarchical Sedimentary Architecture in Channel Belt 
Deposits 
 The depositional environment in braided rivers and the corresponding 
sedimentary architecture of their deposits are described by Bridge (2003, 2006), Lunt and 
Bridge (2004), and Lunt et al. (2004). As summarized in Bridge (2006), the three-
dimensional structure of their deposits has been illuminated by (1) the use of ground-
penetrating radar in combination with cores and trenches; (2) the study of channel 
deposits in frozen rivers, allowing access to whole channel belts; and (3) improved 
methods for studying the history of evolution of bars and channels by using time series of 
aerial photos and satellite images. The structure of fluvial deposits has been tied to the 
processes creating them by studies of water flow, sediment transport, and channel 
migration in natural rivers and by laboratory studies in flumes. The depositional model 
that has emerged would not be known from any one of these data types alone, and was 
possible only through their synthesis. 
 Sediment moves in braided rivers over and within fluvial forms that range in scale 
from centimeters to kilometers. Deposits of this sediment feature strata types, which are 
the preserved remnants of those fluvial forms. The geometry and scale of a particular 
strata type can thus be related to the geometry and migration of an associated fluvial 
form. These fluvial forms and their deposits can be organized in a hierarchy such that 
those at one scale comprise mutually exclusive spatial associations of those at the next 
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smaller scale. Table 3.1 shows this hierarchy, and relates the strata types simulated (right 
side) to the forms responsible for their creation (left side). 
 The model creates, at level IV, the sedimentary deposit left by a channel belt.  The 
channel belt is defined as the extent affected by flow during flood events (e.g., Lunt et al., 
2004); it comprises active and partially abandoned channels, and compound bars. Under 
conditions of net deposition, channel belts accrete vertically. However, most such 
deposits are preserved when an active channel belt becomes inactive by the diversion of 
flow to a different portion of the floodplain.  
 Within the channel-belt deposit the model creates, among strata types at level III, 
groups of inclined stratasets which are the remnants of fluvial forms called compound 
bars.  Compound bars have adjacent channels on one or more sides, and bars and 
channels evolve together (Figure 3.3). Channels migrate by erosion on one margin and 
concomitant deposition on the opposite margin. Deposition occurs as unit bars (described 
more fully below) accrete onto the margins of compound bars. The internal structure of a 
compound bar consists of inclined strata (see cross section with Figure 3.3a) in sets 
having a consistent orientation of the straa (Bridge, 2006). Deposition may occur on more 
than one margin of the compound bar so that multiple sets, each with different internal 
orientations, may occur within a single bar. 
 As described above, active channels contribute to the deposition of compound 
bars but leave no deposits of their own. Instead, active channels are identifiable by the 
erosion surfaces their migration creates. Channels may, however, become inactive and 
gradually fill with sediment finer than in adjacent active channels and bars. Such major  
Table 3.1: Hierarchy of fluvial forms found in active depositional environments of channel belts (left). Hierarchy of stratal architecture 
found in deposits (right), each strata type on the right is created by the fluvial form in the corresponding position to the left. The table 























1. Largest unit type.  Typical dimensions in Lunt et al. (2004): 750 x 500 x 2 m3 





LEVEL FLUVIAL FORM STRATA FOUND IN DEPOSITS 
IV channel belt group of inclined stratasets & channel fills 
III compound bars channels 
1group of inclined stratasets  
(compound bar deposits) 
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Figure 3.3: Illustrations of some of the processes which create the different 
scales of strata which are simulated in the model. Map view and cross section 
show how a compound bar bedform grows with channel migration and unit bar 
accretion. Enlargement of area (b) illustrates processes which form trough 
cross strata, including small-scale sediment avalanches (see close up at (c)).  
Ideas for these figures are drawn from Bridge (2003).

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channel fills, also simulated at level III, have the shape of the abandoned channel 
segment. Channel fills may contain smaller scales of strata-sets, but we chose not to 
represent it. This and other as yet unrepresented aspects of the stratal architecture might 
be added to later versions of the code. 
 Within a compound-bar deposit, at level II, the model creates cross stratasets 
which are the remnants of fluvial forms called unit bars. Unit bars are lobate in plan view 
and generally longer (along-stream direction) than they are wide (cross-stream direction). 
Their length is typically 2 to 4 times the channel width. In profile, they are convex 
upward and asymmetrical in the along-stream direction with a steep (up to 20 degrees) 
downstream side. During high flow stages, they actively grow and migrate downstream, 
eventually accreting to the margin of adjacent compound bars. Each unit bar deposit is a 
stratum inclined in the direction of the channel margin upon which it forms. Seasonal 
flood deposits (proto-unit bars) may also form on the margins of compound bars, as a 
similarly inclined stratum, and are undifferentiated from unit bar deposits in the model.  
Repeated accretion of unit bars upon the larger compound bar creates a set of inclined 
strata (inclined strataset), identifiable by the similarity of orientations within each set. 
 Sediment moves over the top and sides of an active unit bar in smaller-scale 
fluvial forms, such as the dunes shown in Figures 3.3b. The size of these fluvial forms is 
controlled by local flow velocity and depth. They create a variety of cross-stratified 
deposits, and sets of trough-shaped cross strata are commonly observed. Figure 3.3c 
shows a cut-away view of such internal, cross-stratified structure being created near the 
top of a unit bar. The concave up, trough-shape of a set is seen in the view parallel with 
dune movement. Stratasets deposited near the head of a unit bar typically dip at the angle 
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of repose, in the downstream direction, whereas those deposited near the tail may be 
nearer to horizontal. The model is currently developed to simulate unit types down to the 
scale of a set of cross strata (i.e. cross strata formed by movement of the same dune). We 
do not resolve textural differences below the scale of a set, and we make a simplifying 
assumption that a single set has uniform texture. 
Figure 3.4 shows that the primary fluvial forms and corresponding strata types 
simulated by the model scale fairly linearly among channel belts of various sizes around 
the world. 
The most rigorously studied of these braided rivers is the Sagavanirktok River, 
which is dominated by sandy gravel. Lunt et al. (2004) quantified grain size distributions 
in three textural categories of strata, as shown in Figure 3.5a-c. At level I, the code 
simulates sets of one of these three textural types: sandy gravel sets, sand sets, and open-
framework gravel sets. Lunt et al. (2004) presented permeability values they thought 
were corrupted in the Corelab analyses and not representative. Newer studies of how 
permeability varies in sandy gravels by Conrad (2008) are important in this context. As 
shown in Figure 3.5d, the permeability in sandy gravel varies non-linearly with the 
percent sand. There is a sharp drop as the percentage of sand exceeds the porosity of the 
coarse pores (18% sand in the Sagavanirktok sediment), and the permeability of the 
mixture is relatively close to that of the sand, and orders of magnitude lower than that of 
the open-framework gravel. Open-framework gravel stratasets are typically 28% of a unit 
bar deposit, and are typically smaller in size than sand or sandy gravel stratasets. 
 
Figure 3.4: The length:thickness ratio in the geometry of a strata set is shown to scale log-linearly with that of the 
bedform which created it, over all scales of bedforms simulated in the model. (Rubin, Lunt and Bridge, 2006).
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Figure 3.5: (a-c) Representative distributions of grain size for the three textural categories of cross stratasets (Lunt et al., 2004). 
(d) Permeability in sandy gravel varies non-linearly with the percent sand, here computed based on (a-c) and a fractional packing 
model (Conrad et al., 2008). 
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We do not resolve textural differences below the scale of sets, and we make a 
simplifying assumption that each set has the same texture. The code could be further 
developed in the future to simulate textural differences at smaller scales (e.g. textural 
differences among strata within a single set, and textural differences within a single 
stratum). Furthermore, the code does not currently represent all of the bedforms types or 
associated deposits (e.g. sandy planar strata occasionally found on the tops of unit bars) 
which are described by Lunt et al. (2004). But it does include the most common and best 
studied of them. The preliminary goal were to produce a working code that simulates the 
most prominent aspects of the hierarchical architecture observed by Lunt et al. (2004), to 
test it well, and thereby build confidence in the methodology. Only then will we consider 
before adding less common features and increasing the complexity of the code. 
 
3.3 Geometric Model 
To best represent the hierarchy and geometry of these unit types, the code uses the 
geometric-based simulation method (Scheibe and Freyberg, 1996). In this approach, unit 
types are created at each hierarchical level, and a level N unit is the bounding surface for 
an assemblage of level N-1 unit types. For a given level, creating an occurrence of a unit 
type starts with an archetypal geometry, as shown in the Figure 3.6a. Note that the final 
geometry of each occurrence in the model will generally differ from its starting, 
archetypal geometry, as sinuosity is added to its axis, and as parts are removed in later 
stages of the simulation. The archetypal geometry of the unit type is a polygon defined by 
piecewise planar elements (17 planes in the example). As discussed in more detail below,  
Figure 3.6: Steps in creating the geometric and digital models. (a) Creating an 
archetypal polygon with piecewise-planer elements. The archetypal polygon is 
formed from a parsimonious number of parameters (IGL) drawn from statistical 
distributions. It initially has a straight centerline. b) Adding curvature to the 
centerline. c) Merging with other unit types and creating a digital model on a regu-
lar voxel grid. d) Only pieces of the archetypal model are represented in the digital 
model. When exhaustively sampled for length along grid coordinate directions, 
their length distributions are much different than those of the IGL.
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a parsimonious number of geometric lengths are used to define the size and shape of a 
polygon. A length of this sort is referred to as an input geometric length (IGL). The 
number of such parameters is kept small by defining many other geometric lengths and 
angles as fixed ratios or trigonometric functions of an IGL. Only three IGL are required to 
create the archetypal shape shown in Figure 3.6.  In the example, the code defines a 
polygon by determining 51 coefficients (3 for each of 17 planar equations) from three 
IGL. Note that these coefficients are initially defined in a local coordinate system. The 
coefficients are stored by the geometric model, and read as input by the digital model. 
Ritzi (2000) showed the importance of properly representing the variability in 
length of unit types. Variability in the final geometry of each occurrence of a unit type, as 
compared to that of other occurrences, is introduced at a number of steps in the 
simulation. Initially, variability is introduced by randomly drawing an IGL, such as L, 
from a statistical distribution function. Thus, required inputs are the statistical parameters 
(e.g. the mean and variance) for the distribution function for each IGL. For some IGL, the 
distribution function is fixed (e.g., normal, or Erlangian), but for others the user may 
choose the distribution function. The next step transforms the axis of a unit from straight 
to sinuous. This is accomplished by creating a curve, to be used for the sinuous axis, by 
linking a series of arc segments. As described in more detail below, the arc segments are 
defined by a parsimonious set of random variables, and the required inputs are statistical 
parameters that define the distribution functions of these variables. The curve is created 
in the coordinate system of the level N+1 unit in which it will reside. The straight-
centerline unit is later mapped from its local coordinates into the N+1 coordinate system 
through a coordinate transformation. The algorithm is repeated to create other level N 
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units until the level N+1 unit is filled. The same process is used to create smaller-scale 
level N-1 unit types and fill, in turn, the level N unit. 
 
3.4 Digital Model 
In the digital model, the global domain is discretized into a regular cubic lattice.  
In choosing the voxel size, there is a trade-off between capturing the smallest unit types 
(representing both their mean lengths and the variance in length) and having manageable 
file sizes. Our experience gives a rule of thumb that a voxel size of the order of 0.1 of the 
mean length of the unit type on a side is required to represent the variance in the shape of 
the unit type. 
Each voxel in the lattice is considered individually and assigned a unit type at 
each hierarchical level. To do this at each level, the code compares the location of the 
voxel to the planes of the polygons merged in the global domain, and determines if the 
voxel is inside or outside of each polygon. Note that polygons which are not bound by 
planes in a particular direction essentially extend in that direction until meeting the planes 
of another polygon (such as lower extension of the example unit in Figure 3.6c). 
Furthermore, there is a great deal of overlap among polygons, and a voxel will typically 
fall within the boundaries of more than one polygon of one hierarchical level. At each 
level, the voxel is assigned to one polygon in the final model, based on rules consistent 
with knowledge of depositional processes and whether boundaries represent erosional or 
conforming surfaces (discussed further below). In this manner, the algorithm assigns only 
one unit type for each hierarchical level to a voxel. The assignment of unit types to one 
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voxel is independent of another voxel, and thus this algorithm is highly scalable on 
parallel processor arrays. 
The geometry of the piece of the unit that exists in the final model has a shape 
that usually is quite different from its starting geometry. Furthermore, the length 
distributions that best characterize the final residual geometry are those that are derived 
from the exhaustively sampled lengths (ESL) of the grid. The ESL distribution is 
generally Erlangian, as shown in Figure 3.6d. 
The code creates compound bar deposits and major channel fills. It then generates 
unit bar deposits and cross-bar channel fills to fill each compound bar deposit. Then the 
code generates sandy gravel, sand, and open framework gravel sets to fill each unit bar 
deposit. At the end of the process, there may be some unfilled space in the domain (less 
than 1% in our experience). The code gives the user two options for assigning unit types 
to these voxels, each based on sedimentological considerations, as discussed further 
below under the module MERGE. 
In the final step the code assigns the value of a hydrogeologic attribute, such as 
permeability, to each voxel. The value is randomly drawn from a statistical distribution 
defined for the level I unit type assigned to that voxel. The user specifies the type of 




 The code is written in eleven modules, as shown in Figure 3.7. These modules are 
of 4 basic types. To convey the general nature of what each does, some basic aspects of 
the hierarchical geometric simulation are first explained. 
 Two types of modules create the geometric model. One type creates the piecewise 
planar polygons that define the external geometry of each unit. The other type locates the 
unit within the polygon of a larger-scale unit at the next higher level of the hierarchy. 
 Each stratal unit is initially created with a straight centerline within an individual 
local coordinate system. The archetypal polygons used for different unit types have 
different shapes, defined by different numbers of planes, but the modules that create them 
do so in the same general way. For example, Figure 3.8a shows an archetypal polygon for 
a unit bar (hierarchical level II) with a straight centerline in its local coordinate system. 
The polygon shown is defined by 17 planes. Three parameters selected from the length, 
width and height of the polygon ( Lub, Wub, and Hub), and several other characteristic 
dimensions shown in Figure 3.8b&c (e.g. L1) are computed from them based on fixed 
geometric relationships as indicated in the figure. These length parameters to compute 
coordinates of control points in the local coordinate systems; sets of three control points 
are used to define each plane of the polygon. Some of these points are labeled in Figure 
3.8. For example the points labeled as D, F, and G define a plane on the top of the tail of 
the unit bar. The coordinates for control points 1-3 are used to compute the coefficients, 
a, b, c, and d in the equation for this plane: 
 0=+++ dczbyax IIII  
using Cramer’s rule: 
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Figure 3.7: Flow chart of the modules. Modules CBLOC, UBLOC, and 
UBGEN generate two output files, shown as passed on to other modules 
with two arrows.
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Figure 3.8: (a) Archetypal polygon for a unit bar with a straight centerline in its local 
coordinate system (xII, yII, z), and cross sections along the b) longest and c) shortest 
(c) axes of the polygon. The cross sections illustrate how some of the various 
lengths defining the geometry of the polygon have fixed relationships with a parsi-











































































































These are calculated in subroutines FINDABC and DET3D (both borrowed from Scheibe 
and Freyberg, 1995). The collective set of coefficients for all 17 planes define the 
polygon and are stored as the geometric model, for later use in MERGE. 
 As shown in Figure 3.9, this unit bar, UB(j), is located within a compound bar, 
CB(i), along a curved locator line created in the local CB(i) coordinate system 
(hierarchical level III). Here j = 1, …, NUB, with NUB equal to the number of unit bar, and 
i =1, …, NCB, with NCB equal to the number of compound bar. The curved locator line in 
the CB(i) coordinate system [xIII,yIII, z] is linked, as described below, to the straight 
centerline of the unit bar deposit in the UB(j) coordinate system [xII, yII, z]. Note that the 
z-coordinate is identical among the global and all local coordinate systems, so it is not  
Figure 3.9: Illustration of how a point is related between the local coordinate system in which the archetypal polygon has a 
straight-centerline, and the coordinate system at the next higher level in which the polygon is given a curved axis.
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labeled with a superscript. Importantly, a point P(xIII,yIII, z) in the CB(i) straight-
centerline coordinate system corresponds to a point P(xII, yII, z) in the UB(j) straight-
centerline coordinate system by two lengths, l1 and l 2. As shown in Figure 3.9, the first is 
the measure along both the locator line and straight centerline, and the second is the 
measure perpendicular to the straight centerline, or perpendicular to the tangent of the 
locator line. Thus, P has the same position within UB(j) in either of the two coordinate 
systems. 
 To generalize, one type of module creates the straight centerline polygon of each 
unit in a local, level-N coordinate system. Another type of module creates the line (or in 
some cases the point) which locates the unit in the (N+1)-level coordinate system of the 
larger-scale unit within which it exists. A third type of module, MERGE, has subroutines 
(COTRANM, COTRAN, and TRANF) which link the hierarchy of all coordinate 
systems. These relationships among specific modules are presented in Table 3.2. 
 Specifically, CBLOC locates a compound bar polygon created by CBPLANE into 
the level IV global coordinate system. The level III and level IV coordinate systems are 
linked through the subroutine COTRANM in MERGE. The modules UBLOC and 
UBGEN locate a unit bar polygon created by UBPLANE into the level III coordinate 
system of a compound bar deposit. The modules CBLOC and XBGEN locate a cross-bar 
channel fill polygon created by XBPLANE into the same compound bar. The level II and 
level III coordinate systems are linked through the subroutine COTRAN in MERGE. 
TSLOC locates a cross set polygon created by TSPLANE in the level II coordinate 
system of a unit bar. The level I and level II coordinate systems are linked through the 
subroutine TRANF. 






















Compound Bar Deposit and 
2 Adjacent Major Channel 
Fills 
CBLOC Line rotated with respect to the level IV coordinate system CBPLANE COTRANM
II Unit Bar Deposit UBLOC, UBGEN 
Line curved in level III 
coordinate system UBPLANE COTRAN 
II Cross-Bar Channel Fill CBLOC, XBGEN 
Linked arc segments in level III 
coordinate system XBPLANE COTRAN 
I Cross set TSLOC Line dipping in level II coordinate system TSPLANE TRANF 
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A few of the modules perform other required tasks. The module TSLOC also 
assigns the textural category to each cross strataset. The module MERGE also creates the 
digital model by creating a cubic lattice, locating each voxel within the hierarchy of 
polygons, and determining the unit type at each hierarchical level in that voxel. The 
fourth module type, PERMGEN, assigns a permeability value to each of the voxels based 
on the level I unit type. 
 More detail about the computational process in each module is given here. 
 
3.5.1 CBLOC and CBPLANE (Level III) 
The module CBLOC locates the polygons of level III unit types within the global 
coordinate system [xIV, yIV, z]. It runs first and defines the total number of level III unit 
types to be created. Then the module CBPLANE creates the polygons defining the 
archetypal geometries of each level III unit.   
Though CBLOC runs first, it helps to clarify some aspects about each polygon 
that CBPLANE creates within the local level III straight-line coordinate system. Each 
defines the archetypal geometry of a compound bar deposit with two adjacent major 
channel fills. As shown in Figure 3.10a, it is a concave-up hull which is created from 15 
planes. This hull represents the lower and lateral bounding surface (erosional surfaces) of 
the bar and adjacent channel fills. Three IGL define the straight centerline length, the 
width and the height of this hull (Lcb, Wcb and Hcb). These are drawn from normal 
distributions defined by means and variances specified as input into CBLOC (Lcbmn, 
Lcbvar, Wcbmn, Wcbvar, Hcbmn, Hcbvar; we use bold font here and throughout this 
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chapter in order to indicate input variables specified by the user). The input file for 
CBLOC is summarized in Table 3.3. Figure 3.10 (b&c) shows the additional 
characteristic lengths that are computed as fixed ratios of these lengths. As shown in 
Figure 3.10d, additional planes are created inside the hull by adding control points to 
define the concave-up boundaries of major channel fills on either side of the compound 
bar, along the lateral margins around the inside of the hull. Control points D′ and G′ are 
two examples of the six additional control points added to create these six planes. In 
essence, there are two polygons created inside of the hull polygon. Neither of these 
polygons have top bounding surfaces, and thus they extend upward in the geometric 
model until truncated by the planes of a hull (erosional surface) located above. The user 
can specify the creation of boundary markers which, if given a different color when 
rendering images, are useful when visualizing the simulation in order to distinguish one 
unit from the next. To create the boundary markers, the user specifies the boundary 
marker thickness, Bcb, at the screen prompt. Using this thickness, an additional 15 planes 
are created parallel to the first 15 planes which define the polygon of CB(i).  
The simulation starts with CBLOC. The user defines the size of the global domain 
with the parameters Xmx, Ymx, and Zmx.  The algorithm generates locations for level III 
hulls, filling the global domain first along lateral coordinate directions, and then along +z 
Note that the order of creation in CBLOC does not follow order of deposition. However, 
the rules used in MERGE to assign unit a type where polygons overlap do follow from 
the order of deposition. The top-most points are created with a lower density than used 
for points below the top. This causes less overlap among the polygons exposed at the top 
and thus the compound bar deposits and major channel fills simulated on the top of the  
Figure 3.10: Archetypal polygon of a level III hull which defines the bottom of a 
compound bar and two adjacent major channel fills. a) perspective, and b-c) cross 
sections. The IGL used to define all control points and planer coefficients are Lcb, 
Wcb, and Hcb. W D and G it is Wcb, 
at point A it is 2Wcb/5, and at point C it is 2Wcb/3. d) Points  and  are used to 
define planes which form the boundary between the archetypal compound bar and 
the two, adjacent, archetypal channel fills. 
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Input for CBLOC 
 
File: Cbpts.par 
Line 1 Xi, Yi, Zi                                                                     / starting location of first compound bar deposit          
Line 2 Lcbmn, Lcbvar, Wcbmn, Wcbvar, Hcbmn, Hcbvar  / means and variances of IGL of compound bar  
                                                                                                  deposits                                                                      
Line 3 Xxcmn, Xxcvar, Yycmn, Yycvar, Zzcmn, Zzcvar      / means and variances of scaling coefficient for  
                                                                                                  perturbing x, y and z locations 
Line 4 Xmx, Ymx, Zmx                                                          / size of global domain in x, y and z directions 
                                                                                                   
Line 5 Alphamn, Alphavar                                                    / mean and variance of angle (in radians) of the  
                                                                                                  locator lines of compound bar deposits. Defined  
                                                                                                  w.r.t. the x- axis of global coordinate system  
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domain look closer to the abandoned channels and bars on the top of the abandoned 
segments of the channel belt shown at the top right of Figure 3.1. 
A first locator point the user specifies as [Xi, Yi, Zi], is used to start the location 
of the first hull in the global level IV coordinate system as shown in Figure 3.11. The 
point is also the origin of the level III local straight-line coordinate system. The point is 
generally specified just outside the domain by using negative values for all three 
coordinates. The IGL for this hull are drawn from their distributions. The algorithm then 
creates a locator line rotated with an angle of α radians with respect to the global 
coordinate system. The angle is drawn randomly from a normal distribution with mean 
and variance specified by the user (Alphamn and Alphavar). The next locator point is 
created by choosing xIV (i+1) = xIV(i) + Wcb(i) and yIV(i+1) = yIV (i) + Yyc. The value of 
Yyc is drawn randomly from a normal distribution with mean and variance specified by 
the user (Yycmn and Yycvar). This process is repeated along the +xIV coordinate direction 
until a point is chosen with xIV greater than Xmx. For each of these points, the z-location 
is chosen by adding a value of Zz to the z-coordinate of the (i-1) point, where the value of 
Zzc is drawn randomly from a normal distribution defined by user input Zzcmn, Zzcvar. 
The next row of points are created using the same process but with a new starting 
point. This point is created by choosing xIV = Xi + Xxc and yIV = Yi + Lcb. The value of 
Xxc is drawn randomly from a normal distribution with mean and variance specified by 
the user (Xxcmn and Xxcvar). The z-location of this point remains same as Zi. The 
process of filling along xIV, and then of filling along yIV, is continued until a point is 
chosen with yIV greater than Ymx.  




Next, deeper points are created in the same way, from a new starting point, and 
with greater density. The z-location of the starting point is created by defining z = Zi + 
Hcb/2.0, and the xIV and yIV locations of the point are defined by choosing new values of 
Xxc and Yyc and adding to Xi and Yi. The process of filling along xIV proceeds as above 
but the locations are spaced according to xIV(i+1) = Wcb(i)/3.0. As rows are filled the yIV 
is incremented by one-third of the Lcb of the first compound bar deposit in the previously 
defined row. The entire process is repeated until z exceeds Zmx.  
 
3.5.2 UBLOC, UBGEN, and UBPLANE (Level II) 
 The module UBLOC creates two points, IP1 and IP2, as shown in Figure 3.12, 
which define the position of a curved centerline of unit bar deposit within the local, level 
III, straight centerline coordinates of a compound bar deposit. The module UBGEN 
creates an arc segment connecting the two points, which serves as the locator line. The 
archetypal polygon for the unit bar is created by UBPLANE as discussed above, in a 
local, level II straight-centerline coordinate system for that unit bar. 
 The UBLOC algorithm locates the unit bar deposits starting at the upstream base 
and center of the compound bar deposit, and fills first out outward on either side along 
+/- xIII, then downstream along +yIII, and finally upward along –z. (Note that the order of 
creation in UBLOC follows order of deposition of unit bar deposits.) As unit bar deposits 
are located outward from the center, the algorithm defines their orientation and curvature 
based on within which of the quadrants of the compound bar deposit they fall (labeled 1-
4 in Figure 3.12). Unit bar deposits are overall oriented with the xIII of IP2 less than that  
Figure 3.12: Forming the curved centerline for a unit bar within the level III 
coordinate system of a compound bar.

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of IP1 in regions 1 and 3, and the opposite orientation in regions 2 and 4. The curvature is 
defined to be convex in the – xIII direction in regions 2 and 3, and opposite in regions 1 
and 4. Both the angle of the orientation and the angle of the curvature are systematically 
increased outward. 
 Three IGL (Lub, Wub, and Hub) are drawn for from user-defined means and 
variances (Lubmn, Lubvar, Wubmn, Wubvar, Hubmn, Hubvar). The IP1 for the first 
unit bar deposit is created by choosing xIII = Wcb/2, yIII = -Lcb/10  and z = Zcb-
Hubmn/1.2. 
 The point IP2 is chosen as follows. Its xIII coordinate is computed by adding a 
value Xxu to the corresponding coordinate of IP1.  The value of Xxu is equal to 
Lub/tan(Angs). The value of Angs is the angle that a line through IP1 and IP2 makes with 
the xIII axis (note that Angs is not shown in Figure 3.12). It is defined as negative in 
quadrants 1 and 3 and positive in quadrants 2 and 4. In each quadrant it is equal to +/- 
n*45/Nub where n is the ordinal number among the Nub unit bar deposits in the quadrant 
counted away from center.   
 The curvature of the arc created by UBGEN is defined by angle θ in Figure 3.12 
(chosen as discussed below). The angle is used to create a line through IP1. That line is 
used as the tangent line of the arc at IP1, and thus that line determines the curvature of 
the arc. An arc segment with that curvature is defined by a center point, arc radius and arc 
length. These are computed as shown in Figure 3.12. 
1. The slope and intercept (a and b) of the tangent line at IP1 are computed, and are 
used to compute the slope and intercept (a2 and b2) of its perpendicular at IP1. 
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2. The slope and intercept of a bisector of the arc perpendicular to the line 
connecting IP1 and IP2 are calculated (a1 and b1). 
3. The point of intersection of lines 1 and 2 gives the center point of the arc: 











c +=  
The radius of the arc is computed from IP1 and the center point. The central arc angle is 
computed and used with the radius to compute the arc length. These are passed on to 
MERGE. 
 The x location of next IP1 on the left side of the first hull is generated by 
subtracting Wub/2. The next point on the right side is created by adding that value. For 
each of these points, the yIII(j) location is chosen by adding a value Yyu to the y location 
of the j-1 point, where the value of Yyu is randomly drawn from a normal distribution 
defined by user input Yyumn and Yyuvar. The z value is not changed. The process is 
repeated on alternating sides until the points fall outside the compound bar deposit. 
 For each added IP1 a paired IP2 is created as described above.  The θ for the first 
pair is created by defining θ = Ang/0.99. The angle for each additional pair is created by 
choosing θ (j) = θ(j-1) + Delang (in regions 1 and 3) and θ(j) = θ(j-1) - Delang (in 
regions 2 and 4). The Delang is computed by ABS(θ -Angcb)/10. The Angcb is the angle 
between xIII and the line labeled QD in Figure 3.12 for regions 1&3, and line RG for 
regions 2 & 4. These angles represent the curvature angle of the channel on both side of 
the compound bar deposit. 
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 Next a new center pair of IP1 and IP2 are created by choosing coordinates for IP1 
with xIII = Wcb/2 and determining the yIII by using the coordinate from the prior row and 
adding Lubmn/2.0 if in quadrant 3&4 or adding Lubmn/3.5 (in regions 1&2), and z = 
Zcb-Hubmn/1.2. The θ is reset to θ (j=1). The process of determining IP2, defining pairs 
on alternating sides until the row is filled, and creating a new row is repeated until a 
center IP1 is chosen with yIII greater than Lcb(i). Then higher unit pairs are created by 
choosing a new center IP1 as above, but subtracting Hubmn/2 from the z coordinate of 
the next lower IP1. More layers are created in the –z direction until a center IP1 is chosen 
with z coordinate greater than (Zcb+1.5*Hcb) 
 The module UBPLANE creates one of three different archetypal polygons. Any 
of these types start with 17 planes to create a piecewise lobate shape, as was shown in 
Figure 3.8. This geometry is then modified for polygons that are central, polygons 
representing accretion on side in the –xIII direction, and on the side in the +xIII direction.  
 As shown in Figure 3.13, three additional planes are used to modify the polygons 
of a unit bar deposit to represent channel erosion before another unit bar deposit accretes 
onto it. A plane is created parallel to the plane defined by the points F, G and D in Figure 
3.8a, but the new plane is offset by a vertical distance of Zh. The value of Zh is drawn 
randomly from a normal distribution with mean and variance (Zhmn, Zhvar) specified by 
user. Another is parallel to the plane defined by points C, D and E. A third is defined by 
C, H, and D. Center polygons are modified by all three planes as shown in Figure 3.13a. 
Those in the –xIII direction from the center are modified as in Figure 3.13b, and those in 
the +xIII direction as in Figure 3.13c. 
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 As with the other polygons, there is an option to create boundary markers of 
arbitrary thickness (i.e. the orange cells in Figure 3.2). To create the boundary markers, 
the user-specified parameter Bub is used to create another set of 20 planes (for the central 
polygon) or 19 planes (non-center polygons), which are parallel to the first set, but offset 
by the vertical distance Bub. The input files for both UBLOC and UBPLANE are 
summarized in Tables 3.4 and 3.5 respectively. 
  
3.5.3 XBGEN (w/ CBLOC) and XBPLANE (level II) 
 As the module CBLOC creates the location of each compound bar deposit it also 
creates locations of cross-bar channel fills within the level III compound bar straight-
centerline coordinate system. It does so by creating locator points in a procedure similar 
to the way UBLOC locates the arcs of unit bars. An archetypal cross-bar channel fill is 
located at the top of all archetypal compound bar deposits, but many are removed as the 
polygons are combined. A cross-bar fill is located in CBLOC by establishing three points 
IP1, IP2 and IP3. These three points define two arc segments that inflect at IP1, and IP2 
which together serve as the locator line for the cross-bar fill. Each arc is created as 
discussed under UBLOC above. 
All three points have a z-coordinate defined by subtracting Hcb from the z-
coordinate of the corresponding compound bar locator point. The coordinates for IP1 are 
further defined by choosing yIII= 0 and xIII is chosen randomly as either Wcb or zero with 
equal probability. Similarly, the coordinates for IP3 are further defined by choosing yIII= 
Lcb and xIII=Wcb - xIII (IP1). The coordinates for IP2 are defined by yIII= Lcb/2 and  
Figure 3.13: Additional planes that are used to modify the polygons of a 
unit bar in order to represent the channel erosion that occurred before 
accretion of another unit bar. a) for unit bar in the center of the com-
pound bar deposits, and b-c) for those on opposing side of it.  

Table 3.4: Input file for UBLOC 
 
Input for UBLOC 
 
File: arcpt.dat 
Line 1 Hubmn, Hubvar     / mean and variance of height (IGL) of unit bar deposits 
Line 2 Wubmn, Wubvar    / mean and variance of width (IGL) of unit bar Deposits 
Line 3 Lubmn, Lubvar      / mean and variance of length (IGL) of unit bar deposits 
Line 4 Ang                         / angle (in radian) of the tangent line of central arc, from the x axis of  
                                             local coordinate system 
























Input for UBPLANE 
 
File: ubplane.dat 
Line 1 Zhmn, Zhvar, Bub    / mean and variance of the z-locations of the horizontal planes of  unit  
                                                bar deposits, thickness of the boundary planes of unit bar deposits 
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xIII=Wcb)/2. The slope of the tangent line at IP1 is positive when xIII (IP1) = 0 and 
negative when xIII (IP1) = Wcb. 
The module XBPLANE creates the piecewise planar polygon that defines the 
lower bounding surface of each archetypal cross bar channel fill. The bounding surface is 
a piecewise planar concave-up hull defined by the 5 planes illustrated in Figure 3.14. The 
Lxb is defined as equal to Lcb which always gives it more than enough length to traverse 
the level III hull, and Wxb is defined as equal to Wcb/15. Lxb and Wxb are passed onto 
XBPLANE from CBLOC, whereas, Hxb is drawn from a normal distribution with mean 
and variance fixed 0.6 and 0.001. This will be changed to user-specified input in future 
versions of the code. 
 
3.5.4 TSLOC and TSPLANE (level I) 
 The module TSLOC locates the polygons of cross stratasets of sand, sandy gravel, 
and open framework gravel (three textural types), within the level II straight-line 
coordinate system of a unit bar deposit. The locator lines dip toward the head of the 
straight-centerline unit bar deposit (i.e. dip in the -yII direction). The angle of dip of each 
line systematically decreases from head to tail. Lines at the head are near the angle of 
repose (30o) and lines at the tail are near horizontal. The lines are generated first, and then 
assigned a textural category according to proportions specified by the user (Pfs, Psg, and 
Pofg). The lengths of the lines are then adjusted, so that the locator lines for open-
framework gravel sets are relatively shorter. The final length along a locator line  
 




determines the length of a cross strataset polygon. The module TSPLANE then creates a 
polygon.   
 The archetypal polygon for a cross strataset of sand, sandy gravel, or open 
framework gravel is the same, as shown in Figure 3.15. The polygon is a scoop-shaped 
hull that represents the basal and lateral boundary of a set, which is an erosional surface.  
There is no top boundary to the polygon, so the hull extends upward in the digital model 
to the boundary of the next higher unit. For a given cross strataset, the width and height 
of the hull are specified from two IGL, Wts and Hts, which are drawn from normal 
distributions (truncated for Hts) specified by the user in the input to TSLOC (Wtsm, 
Wtsvar, Htsm, Htsvar, Htsmax). The length, Lts, is determined in TSLOC as explained 
below. From these three parameters, a number of fixed geometric relationships, shown in 
Figure 3.15 are used to compute the coordinates for 19 control points (some are labeled, 
e.g. A-D) in the level I straight-centerline coordinate system through the relationships  
R1-R11.  The hull is defined by 15 planes, and the control points are used to compute and 
store the coefficients for each. As with the other polygons, there is an option to create 
boundary markers of arbitrary thickness. To create the boundary markers, the user 
specifies parameter Rb to be non-zero and less than unity. This causes another set of 15 
planes to be created, parallel to the first set, but offset by the vertical distance Bts (which 
is given by Rb*Hts). 
 The module TSLOC starts filling a unit bar polygon with locator lines by creating 
a template of lines in the yII-z plane within the straight-centerline coordinates of the unit 
bar deposit. The template is used to estimate the number of cross stratasets that will be  




required to fill the unit bar deposit so that certain arrays can be efficiently allocated in the 
algorithm. In doing so, an initial population of locator lines is created. The TSLOC 
algorithm then goes back through and adjusts the lines to their final position and length. 
 The process of creating locator lines is illustrated in Figure 3.16. It starts by using 
the yII-z coordinates of points A1 and B1 of the unit bar polygon (Figure 3.8) in order to 
create a line along the front center of the bar head with angle θk (in radians) from base of 
the unit bar deposit. In creating the template, the user-defined constant distance of h is 
used for Hub and an initially read constant is Hts (made variable afterward) is used for 
set thickness. A parallel line is computed from these parameters, which is used to 
compute the coordinates of point C in Figure 3.16. Then point D is determined by 
subtracting the distance Sety from the y coordinate of point C. Sety is drawn from a 
normal distribution with mean and variance defined by the user (Setym, Setyvar). In 
creating the template, a user-defined fixed value of dy is used instead of Sety. Point D is 
the first locator point for line k+1. Then angle θk+1 is computed by subtracting 0.0087 
radians (0.5o) from θk and adding a random increment Tthi. The increment is drawn from 
a normal distribution with mean and variance defined by the user (Thim, Thivar). Point 
D and θk+1 are used to compute the coordinates of point E, completing the process of 
defining locator line k+1. To create the template, this algorithm is repeated, with θ 
systematically decreasing until the number of lines is equal to the user specified Nlines, 
or the control point falls beyond the tail of the bar, which ever comes first. As angles are 
computed, if θ is less than the user-specified lower limit Mcthi, then it is set at that limit. 
 The template is repeatedly applied with it originating at xII-coordinate locations 
across the head of the unit bar polygon starting with the point at xII=0 and z at Hub. The  
Figure 3.16: Locating lines for cross stratasets in the yII-z plane of the local straight-centerline coordinate system 
of a unit bar.
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algorithm above is used to recompute points for forming locator lines using the actual 
height of the unit bar. Then the template is shifted in the positive xII direction. To locate 
the next xII coordinate, the width Wts of the first cross strataset is randomly chosen from a 
normal distribution with mean and variance defined by the user (Wtsm, Wtsvar). Tw is 
added to xIImin to get xIImax. A random value Delx is added to xIImax, as drawn from the 
positive half of a normal distribution defined by user-specified mean and variance 
(Delxm, Delxvar). This defines the xII coordinate of the center of the next template, xIIc.  
Then the next Tw(n+1) is drawn, and xIImin(n +1)= xIIc(n +1) - ½ Tw(n +1) and  
xIImax(n) = xIIc(n +1) + ½ Tw(n +1). Choosing Delxm to be about 0.1 generally causes 
about 60% of the width of archetypal cross strata polygons to be preserved in the digital 
model. This process is repeated until the x coordinate exceeds the width of the unit bar 
polygon, or the number of templates used exceeds the user-defined Ncoset, whichever 
occurs first. The process is then repeated by moving through the xII-coordinate locations.  
 Then the TSLOC algorithm assigns a textural category to each line. The user 
defined proportions Pfs, Psg, and Pofg sum to equal unity, and thus form a continuous 
distribution function (cdf). For each line, a number is randomly drawn from a uniform 
distribution between 0 and 1, and the category assigned is based on where that value falls 
in the cdf. 
 Then the lengths of open framework gravel locator lines are reduced. A scaling 
value Rfz is randomly drawn from a normal distribution with user specified mean and 
variance (Rfzm, Rfzvar). The parameter Rfz is used to scale the z coordinate. The revised 
z coordinate is used along with other parameters of the line to obtain the revised length of 
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open framework gravel. The input files for both TSLOC and TSPLANE are summarized 
in Tables 3.6 and 3.7 respectively. 
 
3.5.5 MERGE 
The module merge creates the digital model. The user gives screen input for the 
domain size, the domain boundary coordinates, and the voxel size for a regular cubic 
lattice.  Each voxel in the lattice is considered individually and assigned a unit type at 
each hierarchical level. To make the assignment, the algorithm compares the location of 
the voxel to the planes of the polygons as merged together in the global domain, and 
determines if the voxel is inside or outside of each polygon.   
 At level III, the z-coordinate of the center of the voxel is compared to the z-
coordinate of the IV-level hulls computed at the same xIV and yIV, computed through 
CORTRANM. As shown in Figure 3.17a, the hull with the highest z value below the 
point is assigned to the voxel using an indicator integer value. The algorithm then checks 
to see if the voxel is within a major channel fill or a cross-bar channel fill and if so, it 
assigns that unit type to the voxel with the appropriate integer indicator. If the voxel is 
otherwise within the interior compound bar deposit, it is assigned as such (again, with an 
integer indicator), and then the algorithm finds which level II unit bar deposit the voxel 
falls within, among those within that compound bar deposit. To do this, the algorithm 
searches through the z-coordinates of unit bar polygons with the same xIIIand yIIII 
coordinates, as computed through the CORTRAN subroutine. These polygons represent 




Table 3.6: Input file for TSLOC 
 
Input for TSLOC 
 
From file lngn.dat 
 
Line 1    H                              /  Height of unit bar for allocating purposes                     
Line 2    Dy, Delc                   / Amount perturbed along y, angle of next coset (allocating   
purposes) 
Line 3      Ncoset                     / Initial # of coset 
Line 4     Nlines                     / Initial # lines along a coset 
Line 5      Thim, Thivar          / Mean and variance of perturbed angle of coset 
Line 6     Rdiffm, Rdiffvar     / Mean and variance of scaling coefficient for perturbing y      
location 
Line 7     Wtsm, wtsvar           / Mean and variance of width 
Line 8     Delxm, Delxvar       / Mean and variance of scaling coefficient for perturbing x  
location 
Line 10   Indtm, Indtvar         / Mean and variance for indicator number (the indicator 
value corresponds to textural material e.g. 3 for sand, 4 for 
OFG and 5 for sandy gravel)  
Line 11   Rfzm, Rfzvar            / Mean and variance of scaling coefficient for perturbing 
ofgl  
Line 12   Pofg, Psg, Pfs          / Proportion of open framework gravel, sandy gravel, and  
      sand 
Line 13   Nlow, Nhi                 /  Initial values for subroutine that generates indicators 
Line 14   Htsm, Htsvar, Htsmax  / Mean, variance and max value for thickness of trough 
Line 15   Setym, Setyvar           / Mean and variance of scaling coefficient for perturbing y 
location (each line in a coset) 




Table 3.7: Input file for TSPLANE 
 
Input for TSPLANE 
From file tdata.dat 
 
Line 1   R1, R2, R3, R4, R5      /fixed ratios of IGL used to define control points as  
         shown in Figure 3.15 
Line 2   Dr1, Dr2                      / fixed ratios of IGL used to define control points as 
shown in Figure 3.15 
Line 3   Rb                                / scaling coefficient that determines the thickness of the                        
boundary planes     
 
Figure 3.17: Rules for assigning an indicator to a voxel when inside more 
than one polygon of a given hierarchical level.  a) Rule used for level III hulls 
and level I cross-stratasets, b) rule used for level II unit bar deposits. 
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erosion boundary of the lower unit bar deposit.). Therefore, as shown in Figure 3.17b, the 
unit bar polygon with the lowest z-coordinate value which is above the voxel center point 
is assigned to the voxel, using an integer indicator value. A cross strata set within the unit 
bar deposit is then assigned, using TRANF to link the z-coordinates of the cross strata 
polygons to the global z coordinate system. Like the level III hulls, the cross strataset 
hulls represent erosional boundaries, and thus as in Figure 3.17a, the polygon with the 
highest z-coordinate below that of the voxel center is assigned to the voxel. 
 In the rare case that a voxel does not fall inside any polygons at a particular level 
of the hierarchy, it is assigned a temporary integer indicator identifying it as empty. In the 
example below, the percentage of unassigned voxles is under 0.0004%. The user can 
choose between two options for filling such voxels. 
1. Fill with sand. This approach is justified when the unfilled space is primarily at or 
near the top of compound bars. At the end of compound bar deposition, as its 
associated channels become inactive, lower flows will deposit finer-grained 
sediment.   
2. Fill with randomly selected pieces of unit bars. A “donor” unit bar is chosen from 
one of the existing unit bars separately with all types of medium-scale strata (open 
framework gravel, sandy gravel and sand). An algorithm finds the dimensions of 
unfilled regions in compound bar deposits, samples an identical sized piece of 
from the donor unit bar, and fills it in with those sample. This requires more 
computation time and more computer memory than the first option. 
 The output file is an ordered sequence of integer indicator values indicating the 
unit type at each level assigned to each voxel in the final model.  
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 The user is given the options to save the output to either ASCII or binary format. 
Note that this choice will also set the format of all files passed between modules during 
execution. Note that the assignment of unit types to one voxel is independent of another 
voxel, and thus this algorithm is highly scalable in the parallel version of the code, 
discussed further below.  
 
3.5.6 PERMGEN 
 The module PERMGEN assigns permeability. The algorithm reads in the textural 
category assigned to each voxel and randomly draws a value from a distribution defined 
separately for each category by the user. The variable Lind indicates the number of 
categories for which permeability will be assigned. For each, the user may choose a 
normal distribution (Igen = 1) and specify the mean and variance (Mean, Var) or may 
choose an exponential distribution (Igen = 2) and specify the mean (Mean). Note that for 
an exponential distribution, by definition, the variance equals the mean squared. A third 
option can be used to assign a constant value (Igen = 3). The input file for PERMGEN is 
summarized in Tables 3.8. 
 
3.5.7 ORGANIZATION OF THE PARALLEL CODE 
 The parallel version of the code allocates the computing to different available 
processors. It does this in two different stages, once in the geometric simulation, and once 
in the digital simulation. In both cases, user defined variables are first read by a “root 
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processor” which are then broadcast (through MPI_BCAST) to other processors. The 
parallel version has the modules CBPLANE to TSPLANE as described above, combined 
into one module called MAIN. The first stage of allocating for parallel processing is done 
in MAIN. The parallel version also places the module MERGE as a subroutine within a 
module called MERGEALL, which performs the second stage of allocating for parallel 
processing. Thus, the parallel version can be thought of as having three modules, 
CBLOC, MAIN, and MERGEALL. 
 Before MAIN is executed, CBLOC runs in its serial version, to locate the level III 
hulls. Then, in MAIN, each level III hull is allocated to a processor, and that processor 
executes the algorithms in CBPLANE through TSPLANE for that hull. 
 The second stage of allocating processing among the processor array occurs in 
MERGE. The lattice is subdivided into a user-defined number of subblocks, and each 
subblock is allocated to an available processor for the algorithms in MERGE. The sub-
block partitioning is established through lxproc, lyproc, and lzproc (MPI_Cart_Create, 
MPI_Cart_Coords, and MPI_Cart_Shift). Note that currently lxproc, lyproc, and 
lzproc have to be changed within the code. There is a plan to make them externally user 
defined. The user has the option of generating separate final output files for each sub-
domain or a single output file for the whole domain. 
 




Table 3.8: Input file for PERMGEN 
 
Input file for PERMGEN 
 
File: Permx.par 
Line 1 Lind                           / number of indicator categories                         
For each indicator category, one of the following lines is given: 
Iperm, Igen, Mean, Var         / indicator category, distribution type (1=normal, 




Figure 3.18 shows a digital model of a channel-belt deposit created with the code. The 
smaller-scale features are more visible in analyses presented in the next chapter, where all 









Figure 3.18: Digital model of a channel-belt deposit created with the code. The model represents 500 m x 400 m x 4 m with 
a voxel size of 2 m x 2 m x 0.1 m. Note that boundary markers of arbitrary thickness and different colors are used to delin-
eate one unit from another. At level III, a compound bar and the major channel fills created with are separated from another 
set by neon green voxels. At level II, unit bar deposits are separated by orange voxels. Where the top boundary of flatter tails 
of unit bar deposits intersects the top grid layer, the orange markers voxels create patches, which should be considered arti-
facts. Unit types at level I are hard to make out at this scale, but teal voxels are sandy gravel, dark blue are sand and light 









A Model for Heterogeneity in Channel Belt Deposits: Example Simulations and 




 In Chapter 3, we presented and discussed a new computer code for simulating 
reservoir or aquifer heterogeneity. The code creates models for the hierarchical 
sedimentary architecture existing in channel-belt deposits. The code uses a geometric-
based approach to simulate strata observed over multiple scales. Larger-scale unit 
types form the bounding regions of associations of smaller-scale unit types.  
Accordingly, unit types at each scale are organized as a hierarchy. The input 
parameters are primarily univariate statistics such as the proportions and the mean 
and variance for characteristic lengths, of sedimentary unit types, at each hierarchical 
level. The models are created as a 3-D cubic lattice (i.e. a voxel rendering), which can 
be used directly in numerical models for fluid flow. 
The code was developed as a tool for computational research on subsurface 
fluid flow. The goal was to develop a three-dimensional digital sedimentary deposit 
with realistic architecture from the km scale down to the cm scale. The digital deposit 
is intended for use as a high-resolution base case in various areas of research, 
including the testing of upscaling theories in models for flow and transport in 







The code is not intended to represent any one site, but to represent the 
hierarchical sedimentary architecture, common to sites where channel-belt deposits 
occur. In this vein, the code is not intended to be used, at least in the current version, 
for developing a flow and transport model for a specific location within a specific 
aquifer or reservoir. Instead, it is intended for more basic research into the 
relationship between multi-scale heterogeneity and processes such as mass transport, 
over a range of scales. The intention is to advance work in the vein of Scheibe and 
Yabusaki (1998), Willis and White (2000), Maji et al. (2003, 2004), and Zinn and 
Harvey (2003) by providing improved representations of heterogeneity. Thus, this 
evaluation of the geometric simulation code does not follow the normal paradigm for 
developing a reservoir model for a specific site in practical applications. In that 
paradigm, heterogeneity models are commonly developed by interpolating between 
observations such as well logs (such observations are commonly referred to as 
conditioning data). Furthermore, in that paradigm, there is often a stage of calibrating 
the reservoir model, in which the heterogeneity model might be adjusted to improve 
history matching between the computed and observed hydraulic head, concentration, 
or other state variable of the reservoir model. The ability to match head or 
concentration data is usually viewed as the most important criterion in evaluating 
heterogeneity models in that paradigm. 
In contrast, our goals in creating the code, led to a different paradigm for 
evaluating or judging the heterogeneity models which it creates. Our goal was to 
create synthetic data sets that reflect the natural hierarchical architecture of 







flow and transport processes. In this light, it is most appropriate to evaluate the code 
by directly comparing the simulated geology (a digital sedimentary deposit) against 
that which has been observed and quantified in research on well studied natural 
deposits. 
In this chapter we evaluate the code by comparing it to natural deposits. The 
metrics used in this comparison are primarily the proportions and geometric lengths 
of unit types. Our criterion for the evaluation is that metrics of the actual geologic 
deposit can be honored. Thus the simulation is being evaluated at a very fundamental 
level (in contrast to comparing flow simulations to hydraulic head data, etc.). 
 The idea of comparing a digital model for sedimentary deposits to natural 
deposits seems straightforward, and yet one is hard pressed to find existing studies of 
natural deposits that are suitable for such comparisons. This issue was discussed by 
Anderson (1990) in a review of the literature on sedimentary facies models. There are 
few quantitative models for natural deposits that provide appropriate metrics such as 
volume proportions or length statistics of strata units in three dimensions. In the past 
decade, perhaps as a result of more communication and collaboration between 
sedimentologists and reservoir modelers, new studies have been conducted, and more 
quantitative, three-dimensional facies models have emerged. 
 In this vein, the three-dimensional and hierarchical stratal architecture within 
channel belt deposits is among the best defined, as a result of recent studies of both 
modern deposition and preserved sediments in these systems (e.g., Bridge, 2003, 
2006; Lunt and Bridge, 2004; and Lunt et al., 2004). As summarized in Bridge 







the use of ground-penetrating radar in combination with cores and trenches; (2) the 
study of channel deposits in frozen rivers allowing access to whole channel belts; and 
(3) improved methods for studying the history of evolution of bars and channels by 
using time series of aerial photos and satellite images. The structure of fluvial 
deposits has been tied to the processes creating them by studies of water flow, 
sediment transport, and channel migration in natural rivers and by laboratory studies 
in flumes. The depositional model that has emerged would not be known from any 
one of these data types alone, and was possible only through their synthesis. Because 
there are, in fact, quantitative metrics for the stratal architecture in channel belt 
deposits, in three dimensions, channel belt deposits are indeed a good target for 
testing ideas about geometric-based simulation. 
 The research link between these newer field studies of sedimentary deposits 
and the associated computation research on reservoir and aquifer heterogeneity is a 
two-way street. While the advances in field research enable our ability to test ideas 
about geometric-based modeling approaches, those attempts at modeling, in turn, 
reveal the limits of what we currently know from field studies. Attempting to properly 
represent the volume proportions, typical geometry, and variation in geometry of a 
particular unit type may reveal that type as being insufficiently characterized in the 
natural deposits, but at the same time this revelation may help focus future field 
studies by identifying which attributes indeed most need to be quantified. 
The stratal hierarchy found in channel-belt deposits, as reviewed in Chapter 3, 
is summarized in Table 3.1. Here some of the relevant points from Chapter 3 are 







and then a digital model.  In doing so, unit types are created at each hierarchical level 
in Table 3.1, and a level N unit is the bounding surface for an assemblage of level N-1 
unit types. For a given level, creating an occurrence of a unit type starts with an 
archetypal geometry (Figure 3.6a). The final geometry of each occurrence in the 
model will generally differ from its starting, archetypal geometry, as sinuosity is 
added to its axis, and as parts are removed in later stages of the simulation. The 
archetypal geometry of the unit type, at the start, is a polygon defined by piecewise 
planar elements. A parsimonious number of geometric lengths are used to define the 
size and shape of a polygon. A length of this sort is referred to as an input geometric 
length (IGL). The number of such parameters is kept small by defining many other 
geometric lengths and angles as fixed ratios or trigometric functions of an IGL. 
Though an archetypal polygon may be defined by as many as 20 or more piecewise 
planer elements, it typical will require only three IGL such as a length, width and 
height.  
Ritzi (2000) showed the importance of properly representing the variability in 
length of unit types. The variability affects the structure in two-point bivariate 
statistics (transition probabilities, and consequently permeability semivariograms), 
and therefore dispersion (Ramanathan et al., 2008). It also affects the connectivity 
and percolation of units in bounded domains (Guin and Ritzi, 2008). Variability in the 
final geometry of each occurrence of a unit type, as compared to that of other 
occurrences, is introduced at a number of steps in the simulation. Initially, variability 
is introduced by randomly drawing an IGL, such as L, from a statistical distribution 







variance) for the distribution function for each IGL. For some IGL, the distribution 
function is fixed (Gaussian in most cases), but for others the user may choose the 
distribution function. 
In the digital model, the global domain is discretized into a regular cubic 
lattice. Each voxel in the lattice is considered individually and assigned a unit type at 
each hierarchical level. To do this at each level, the code compares the location of the 
voxel to the planes of the polygons as merged together in the global domain, and 
determines if the voxel is inside or outside of each polygon. Note that there is a great 
deal of overlap among polygons, and a voxel will typically fall within the boundaries 
of more than one polygon of one hierarchical level. At each level, the voxel is 
assigned to one polygon in the final model, based on rules consistent with knowledge 
of depositional processes and whether boundaries represent erosional or conforming 
surfaces. In this manner, the algorithm assigns only one unit type for each 
hierarchical level to a voxel. 
The geometry of the piece of the unit that exists in the final model has a 
residual shape which might be quite different from the starting geometry.  
Furthermore, the length distributions that best characterize the final residual geometry 
are those that are derived from the exhaustively sampled lengths (ESL) of the grid.  
The ESL distribution is generally Erlangian. Thus, the distribution of lengths in the 
output is quite different from the distribution of the IGL. An important perspective is 
that the input variables (the mean and variance, defining the distributions from which 







metrics for the output, but are chosen with the goal to achieve metrics, different from 
the input, which are sought for the output. We will examine this below. 
In comparing the hierarchical sedimentary architecture created by the digital 
model to natural deposits, we decouple the hierarchical levels. In the next section of 
this chapter, we discuss the metrics which will be used for making the comparisons.  
The chapter is organized so that comparisons are presented for those of the largest 
(level III) strata first, and then consecutively down to the smallest (level I) strata. At 
each level, there is first a qualitative examination with comparisons to reference 
images, conceptual models, and associated background knowledge. Then, there are 
quantitative comparisons using metrics discussed in the next section. 
 
4.2 Metrics used for comparisons 
 The stratal architecture in natural deposits is studied in aerial photographs, or 
as revealed along an outcrop exposure, within a trench exposure, or in an image from 
a radar transect. In trench exposures and radar transects, the apparent dip of a unit 
will depend on the orientation of the exposure or transect in relation to the true dip.  
In the same way, the apparent length will also depend upon the orientation of the 
exposure or transect, as illustrated in Figure 4.1. This fact gives rise to a few issues 
that must be addressed with regard to how lengths are sampled, when comparing the 
model to metrics quantified in real deposits from such exposures or transects. 
 Lunt et al. (2004) presented a quantitative model of the hierarchical 
sedimentary architecture in channel-belt deposits based on preserved deposits in the 
Sagavanirktok River system. They reported ranges for the lengths and heights they  
Figure 4.1: Portion of a channel belt deposit. Deposits from individual unit 
bars are delineated and in some cases numbered. (a) Map view and location of 
 
profile (Lunt et al. 2004). (c) and (d) cross sections along the shorter and lon-
ger axis of the unit bar deposit numbered as 1, respectively. The figures are 
not drawn to the same scale, as indicated.
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(a)
Figure 4.1 (cont.): Portion of a channel belt deposit. Deposits from individual unit bars are delineated and in some cases 
-
file (Lunt et al. 2004). (c) and (d) cross sections along the shorter and longer axis of the unit bar deposit numbered as 1, 




Figure 4.1 (cont.): Portion of a channel belt deposit. Deposits from individual unit bars are delineated and in some cases 
-
file (Lunt et al. 2004). (c) and (d) cross sections along the shorter and longer axis of the unit bar deposit numbered as 1, 
respectively. The figures are not drawn to the same scale, as indicated.
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(d)
Figure 4.1 (cont.): Portion of a channel belt deposit. Deposits from individual unit bars are delineated and in some cases 
-
file (Lunt et al. 2004). (c) and (d) cross sections along the shorter and longer axis of the unit bar deposit numbered as 1, 








measured among the strata types given in Table 3.1. The measurements of unit types 
such as unit bar deposits and the cross stratasets within them, included those taken 
from trench exposures, and from radar transects as shown in Figure 4.1b. Consider 
the sampling of the length of a unit bar deposit. A unit was sampled once along the 
longest line (maximum length) that could be drawn. For example, if the horizontal 
length of unit bar (1), as shown, is to be measured, it could be taken along any 
number of horizontal lines drawn across the unit. In exhaustively taking all such 
samples this way, they will all be less than the maximum extent of the unit as 
projected onto the horizontal line below. This projection represents the maximum 
horizontal metric one could define from this exposure of unit bar (1). 
 Furthermore, such radar transects are usually not oriented exactly along the 
principal axes of units, though it may happen on occasion. Thus, as shown among 
Figures 4.1b-d, the maximum length metric for unit bar (1) in the radar profile is an 
apparent maximum length that is less than the length measured along the long axis 
(Figure 4.1d), and greater than the length measured along the short axis (Figure 4.1c).  
The samples of length reported in Lunt et al. (2004) were taken as is the longer 
sample in Figure 4.1b. Accordingly we will refer this metric as the Maximum 
Apparent Length (MAL). 
 In taking transects of radar profiles and trenches along an orthogonal grid, 
Lunt (2002) generally knew if unit bar deposits were closer to the longer axis or 
shorter axis, and if so, the statistics were classified as being more representative of 







 At the scale of cross stratasets of sand, sandy gravel, and open framework 
gravel, the metrics change with the orientation of the sample. As shown in Figure 4.1, 
the geometry of the units changes from trough-shaped if in the direction of dune 
migration (Figure 4.1c), to apparently planer in the normal direction (Figure 4.1d).  In 
the latter case, the angle of dip can be quantified, but not in the former. In the latter 
case, it makes sense to separate dip angles near the head of the unit bar, where near 
the angle of repose, from those in the tail, which are much less. Lunt et al. (2004) 
discuss but do not tabulate ranges for dip angles in cross stratasets, so we develop 
statistics from a particularly good exposure at another site, and compare angles of 
cross stratasets in the model to them. 
 Among the hierarchical levels collectively, even using a site which has 
architecture that has among the best in attempts to characterize and quantify three-
dimensional geometric attributes, there are only these MAL and a few other metrics to 
which the output can be compared. In making the comparisons, the perspective is not 
one of trying to calibrate the model by matching these metrics. It is only to show that 
a digital deposit can be created which represents, on a quantitative basis, what has 
been observed in nature. To choose the mean and variance of the IGL used in this 
simulation, summarized in a later section (as compared to ESL), we in most cases 
simply started with input values as: 
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=σ   (2) 
where μ is the input mean, 2σ  is the input variance, and max and min are the upper 







and made small refinements from those values. We started with proportions for cross 
strataset types as given by Lunt et al. (2004), and had to make only small adjustments 
to get the proportions within unit bars to match. The final values used are given in 
Table 4.1. 
 
4.3 Level III Unit Types: Compound Bar Deposits and Major-Channel Fills 
 
Figure 4.2 shows an aerial photograph of both active and abandoned channel 
belts. Using this image, the compound bar deposits and major channel fills in the 
abandoned channel belt were traced as shown in Figure 4.2, to help in making 
comparisons. The tracings help clarify that the compound bar deposits have an 
anisotropic geometry in plan view, with a longer axis sub-parallel to the direction of 
paleoflow. These deposits are interlaced by the braided network of major channel fill 
deposits. Table 4.2 gives ranges for MAL of these two level III unit types in the 
horizontal and vertical directions as reported by Lunt et al (2004). 
 The geometric model was sampled with a subdomain size of 2.0 km by 1 km 
by 5 m, and a digital model was created using a grid spacing of 2 m by 2 m by 0.1 m.  
A slice along an x-y plane near the top of the simulation is shown in Figure 4.3a. The 
image is rendered to only show the compound bar deposits, major channel fills and 
cross bar fills. As in Figure 4.2, the simulated compound bar deposits are anisotropic 
with the longer axes being sub-parallel to the predominant direction of paleoflow 




Table 4.1: Mean and variances defining the distributions of IGL drawn in creating 
compound bar deposits, unit bar deposits and cross stratasets 
 




Lcb 1000.0 53336.46 
Wcb 400.0 7367.97 
Hcb 2.5 0.4145 
Unit bar 
deposits 
Lub 225.0 5641.1 
Wub 45.0 225.64 
Hub 1.25 0.1026 
Cross 
stratasets 
Wts 2.996 0.0497 






Figure 4.2: Sagavanirktok River, Alaska (Lunt et al. 2004) showing a portion of the active channel-belt (left) and of the 
abandoned channel-belt deposits (right), with highlighting of compound bar deposits.  
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Table 4.2: MAL of compound bar deposits and major channel fills (a) reported by Lunt et al. (2004), (b) measured from model in 




1Horizontal  Vertical 
Compound bar 
deposits 
200 – 1100 1.0 – 3.8 




long axis) from y-z 
slices 
Horizontal (along 
long axis) from an 







axis) from an 
x-y slice 
Vertical from all 
vertical slices  
Compound bar 
deposits 209.09-1045.45 495.24-1104.76 98.1-405.98 171.43-380.95 0.36-3.45 
Major channel fills 172.73-454.54 142.86-1180.95 28.57-211.45 19.04-180.95 0.9 – 3.2 
   1could not distinguish lengths from widths in GPR profiles (Lunt et al., 2004, p. 409) 
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Figure 4.3: Simulated compound bar deposits shown as lighter areas, and cross-bar and 
major channel fills as darker areas. (Architecture within compound bars is not rendered in 
these images.) (a) Image of a portion of the grid layer (x-y slice) sampled from close to the 
top of the digital model. Blue Lines indicate the locations of grid slices along x-z and y-z 
which are used to sample MAL for compound bar deposit and major channel fill unit types. 
(b) Cross section showing a portion of a grid slice sampled from the digital model along 
4.3a. (c) Cross section showing a portion of a grid slice sampled 
4.3a. Vertical exaggeration in (b) 








between these deposits. Figures 4.3b and 4.3c show cross-sections through the 
simulation. 
 In reporting the range of MAL summarized in Table 4.2, Lunt et al. (2004) 
stated that lengths could not be distinguished from widths among measurements taken 
from GPR profiles. Thus, a range is given only for undifferentiated horizontal 
lengths. As the digital model was sampled, we could make finer distinctions. We 
generally knew if measurements were closer to the long or short axes of compound 
bar deposits, and thus we could group the MAL as being more representative of length 
or width. Furthermore, we separated the statistics computed from a horizontal slice 
near the surface which has better preserved compound bars, corresponding more 
closely to the surface exposure in Figure 4.2, from those taken along vertical profiles, 
and thus which include the deeper, more dissected remnants of compound bars and 
channel fills. Though only the bulk range can be compared to the range from Lunt et 
al. (2004), we also report the differentiated results as a point of interest. As pointed 
out in the introduction, we are here underscoring the current limitations of field data 
and helping to identify what field metrics would be useful in the future for advancing 
hydrogeologic research. 
The MAL metrics for the simulated compound-bar deposits and major channel 
fills are given in Table 4.2. The bulk range of horizontal lengths is close to the range 
reported by Lunt et al. (2004) for natural deposits, for both unit types, in both 
directions. Matching with the elongate shapes of compound bar deposits as seen in 
the images in Figures 4.2 and 4.3a, the MAL for the length of simulated compound 
bar deposits are about twice those for width. 
1 km
5 m
Figure 4.3 (contd.): Simulated compound bar deposits shown as lighter areas, and cross-bar and major channel fills as 
darker areas. (Architecture within compound bars is not rendered in these images.) (a) Image of a portion of the grid 
layer (x-y slice) sampled from close to the top of the digital model. Lines indicate the locations of grid slices along x-z 
and y-z which are used to sample MAL for compound bar deposit and major channel fill unit types. (b) Cross section 
4.3a. (c) Cross sec-
4.3a. Vertical 





Figure 4.3 (cont.): Simulated compound bar deposits shown as lighter areas, and cross-bar and major channel fills as 
darker areas.  (Architecture within compound bars is not rendered in these images.)  (a) Image of a portion of the grid 
layer (x-y slice) sampled from close to the top of the digital model. Lines indicate the locations of grid slices along x-z 
and y-z which are used to sample MAL for compound bar deposit and major channel fill unit types. (b) Cross section 
4.3a. (c) Cross section 
4.3a. Vertical exaggera-









To summarize, the simulated compound bar deposits and major channel fills 
have expressions in plan view which are qualitatively similar to those in aerial 
photographs of abandoned channel-belt deposits. The compound bar deposits are 
anisotropic and oriented with longer axes sub-parallel to the direction of paleoflow.  
The major channel fills occur between them. The range of MAL in the simulation 
generally corresponds to those quantified in the abandoned channel belt.   
 
4.4 Level II Unit Types: Unit Bar Deposits and Cross-Bar Fills 
 
 Figure 4.1a conveys a history of unit bar accretion as preserved in compound 
bar deposits. Figures 4.1b-d convey some of the spatial relationships among the 
resulting unit bar deposits. Unit bar deposits are generally elongate in the direction of 
the longer axis of the compound bar deposit. Where unit bars accreted on the 
upstream side of preceding bars, their deposits generally dip upstream. As unit bars 
accreted on the flanks of a compound bar that was expanding outward with 
concomitant channel migration (forming scroll bars), their curvature increased with 
concomitant increase in channel curvature. In view across the compound bar deposit, 
the early formed unit bar deposits are more symmetric. In the along-stream view, 
where heads of unit bars are preserved, they have fronts near the angle of repose. 
 A complete level III polygon (compound bar and adjacent channel fills) was 
sampled from the geometric model, and a digital model was created from it with a 
subdomain size of 450 m by 900 m by 4 m, and a grid spacing of 1.0 m by 1.0 m by 







Figure 4.4a, with only the unit bar deposits and channel fills imaged. In this figure, 
the shading of the unit bar deposits is arbitrary, and only used so that they can be 
individually distinguished in the figure. Figures 4.4b and 4.4c give cross sections 
through the simulation. Here, boundary markers can be used to distinguish among 
individual unit bar deposits. The boundary markers are problematic in the x-y plane 
because they patch that hide the underlying image, and thus were only used in the 
cross-sections. In all of these images, we see the same general spatial relationships 
described above for the unit bar deposits. 
The ranges for lengths, widths and heights of unit bar deposits from trench 
exposures and radar transects, quantified by Lunt (2002) and Lunt et al. (2004), are 
given in Table 4.3a. The MAL metrics for the simulated unit-bar deposits were 
computed from 3 slices along x-z planes (1-3 in Figure 4.4a) and 2 slices of y-z planes 
(4 and 5 in Figure 4.4a). These MAL are given in Table 4.3b. The horizontal MAL 
from y-z planes are closer to the long axes of the unit-bar deposits, as reflected in 
their larger upper range and those from x-z planes are closer to the shorter axes. The 
ranges of MAL in all directions generally correspond to those reported by Lunt et al. 
(2004). 
The other unit type at level II is the cross-bar fills, which were shown in 
Figure 4.3. The ranges for MAL for the width and height of cross-bar fills in trench 
exposures and radar transects as reported by Lunt et. al. (2004) are given in Table 
4.3a. The ranges for the corresponding MAL in the model were computed from 4 
slices along x-z planes (1-4, Figure 4.3a) and are given in Table 4.3b, which compare 










Figure 4.4: (a) Image of a portion of the grid layer (x-y slice) from a digital model of one of the level III hulls, before merging with 
others, showing the internal architecture at level II. Unit bar deposits are shown with different, randomly chosen shades of gray. Note 
that the base of a unit bar deposit is generally not horizontal, and therefore the slice may not capture the lobate head. As a result, grid 
slices showing unit bar morphology along only one elevation will appear slightly different from images as Figure 4.1a, which project 
morphology occurring at more than one elevation onto a single horizontal plane. (Architecture within unit bars is not rendered in this 
image.) Lines indicate the locations of grid slices along x-z and y-z which are used to sample MAL for unit bar deposits. Two of these 
are shown in (b) and (c). In (b) and (c) the unit bar deposits shown as lighter areas, major channel fills as medium gray, and unit bar 





Figure 4.4 (cont.): (a) Image of a portion of the grid layer (x-y slice) from a digital model of one of the level III hulls, before 
merging with others, showing the internal architecture at level II. Unit bar deposits are shown with different, randomly chosen 
shades of gray. Note that the base of a unit bar deposit is generally not horizontal, and therefore the slice may not capture the 
lobate head. As a result, grid slices showing unit bar morphology along only one elevation will appear slightly different from 
images as Figure 4.1a, which project morphology occurring at more than one elevation onto a single horizontal plane. 
(Architecture within unit bars is not rendered in this image.) Lines indicate the locations of grid slices along x-z and y-z which 
are used to sample MAL for unit bar deposits. Two of these are shown in (b) and (c). In (b) and (c) the unit bar deposits shown as 







Figure 4.4 (cont.): (a) Image of a portion of the grid layer (x-y slice) from a digital model of one of the level III 
hulls, before merging with others, showing the internal architecture at level II. Unit bar deposits are shown with dif-
ferent, randomly chosen shades of gray. Note that the base of a unit bar deposit is generally not horizontal, and 
therefore the slice may not capture the lobate head. As a result, grid slices showing unit bar morphology along only 
one elevation will appear slightly different from images as Figure 4.1a, which project morphology occurring at 
more than one elevation onto a single horizontal plane. (Architecture within unit bars is not rendered in this image.)  
Lines indicate the locations of grid slices along x-z and y-z which are used to sample MAL for unit bar deposits. 
Two of these are shown in (b) and (c). In (b) and (c) the unit bar deposits shown as lighter areas, major channel fills 
as medium gray, and unit bar boundaries (arbitrary thickness) with darker gray. Vertical exaggeration: 1:30.  
(c)
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Table 4.3: MAL of unit bar deposits and cross-bar fills (a) measured from radar lines and trenches by Lunt (2002, Table 4.1), 
(b) measured from the model in Figure 4.4. All lengths in meters 
 
a.  
 Horizontal along long 
axis 
Horizontal along short 
axis 
Vertical 
Unit bar deposits 20 -150 5 – 40 0.3 – 1.7 
Cross-bar fills  5 - 40 0.1 – 1.0 
b.  
 Horizontal along long 
axis (from y-z slices) 
Horizontal along short 
axis (from x-z slices) 
Vertical 
Unit bar deposits 41.7 – 161.7 7.5 – 52.5 0.13 – 1.33 









Figure 4.3a), were also taken and the MAL reflect some longer measurements along 
rather than across the channel fill segments. 
 
4.5 Level I Unit Types: Cross stratasets 
 
 The range of MAL of cross stratasets quantified by Lunt (2002) in the 
Sagavanirktok River deposits are give in Table 4.4. The cross stratasets were of one 
of the following three types, with the following volume proportions: sandy gravel 
(SG) sets, open framework gravel (OFG) sets, and sand (S) sets as 68%, 27%, and 5% 
of a unit bar deposit respectively. The OFG sets occur with slightly higher than 
average proportion at the head and along the base of unit bar deposits. As per Figures 
4.1c and 4.1d, the shape of the cross-stratasets exposed in a trench or radar profile 
will differ depending on the orientation of the exposure or transect. Along the 
direction of dune migration, they look like cross stratasets having planer boundaries, 
with dip increasing to near the angle of repose in the downstream direction. In an 
exposure normal to that direction, they appear trough shaped. In the latter case, a 
particularly good view of cross stratasets within a unit bar deposit, taken from the 
Parana River, is given in Figure 4.5. This exposure allows quantifying the dip of 
trough sets in downstream v. upstream parts of the unit bar, an important attribute 
discussed but not tabulated in Lunt et al. (2004). It also allows quantifying the 
number of sets encountered by a vertical line in the upstream and downstream 
sections of the unit-bar deposit. We estimate the length of the exposure to be 30 m 
and we measured MAL assuming that scale. The MAL, number of sets sampled by a 
vertical line, and dip angles measured from Figure 4.5 are given in Table 4.4. The dip  
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Table 4.4: Lengths and angles of cross stratasets (meters).  a) Range of MAL measured 
from radar lines and trenches by Lunt (2002), b) Range of MAL and apparent dip 
measured from Parana River exposure (Lengths are under the assumption that the 




     
a. 
Horizontal along 
long axis  
Horizontal along short 
axis Vertical  
 2 - 7 1 - 5 0.1 – 0.4  
   
b. Downstream  Upstream  
Length (horizontal) 
along long axis 1 – 4.4   2 – 14  
Vertical 0.1 – 0.4  0.15 – 0.5  
Dip 10 – 26 degrees  2 – 9 degrees  
# med-scale strata 
along vertical line 9 - 11  5 - 8  
     
c. Downstream Mid Section Upstream  
Length (horizontal) 
along long axis 0.14-1.09 0.21-1.53 2.0-13.0  
Vertical 0.03 – 0.3 0.03 – 0.33 0.03 – 0.16  
Dip 12-22 degrees 7.5-10.0 degrees 1 - 5 degrees 
# strata along 
vertical line 3 to 4 6 to 8 3 to 4  
 
 
Figure 4.5.  An exposure of the stratal architecture within a compound bar deposit excavated near the Parana River, South 
America. The arrows are on a trench face parallel to the long axis of the unit bar deposits. The white arrows indicate the 
upper and lower boundaries of one unit bar deposit. The black arrows indicate the boundary between two cross stratasets 









angles at the downstream end of the unit bar are near the angle of repose, indicating 
that the exposure is close to parallel with the long axis of the unit bar deposit. 
 To sample cross stratasets requires using a high resolution grid, and current 
file-size limitations permit using only a small domain size. For this analysis, we 
created a digital model for a sub domain of 15 m by 35 m by 2.1 m with a grid 
resolution of 0.05 m by 0.05 m by 0.05 m. In doing so, we extracted one relatively 
complete unit bar deposit from the simulation that has an axis close to the y-
coordinate direction, for analysis of the cross stratasets, analogous to analyzing one 
unit bar central to Figure 4.4a. What we show here is the architecture internal to any 
of those unit bars.  Figure 4.6a shows a slice along the x-z plane revealing the trough-
cross stratified nature of the strata in the view along the long axis of the bar. The OFG 
sets have a higher probability of occurrence at the bottom of the unit bar, as seen. 
Figures 4.6 b-d show slices along a y-z plane from the downstream, midsection, and 
upstream sections of the unit bar deposit. It is visually apparent that the dip of the 
cross stratasets is steep (near the angle of repose) at the downstream end, and 
systematically decreases from one figure to the next. The OFG sets occur in more 
volume at the downstream and mid sections of the unit bar and in less volume at the 
upstream section of the unit bar. 
The proportions of the simulated cross stratasets are 70% SG, 24% OFG, and 
6% S. Thus, the proportions in the sample are in general agreement with those 
reported by Lunt et al. (2004). The MAL, dip angles, and number of strata along a 
vertical line were quantified from Figures 4.6 b-d and are presented in Table 4.4. The 
vertical MAL are close to the corresponding downstream metrics determined from  
Figure 4.6: Cross sections sampled from the digital model. Orange lines delineate boundaries between units, and are not 
themselves strata. Thicker lines are used to mark boundaries of the unit bar, (a) section normal to the axis of a unit bar deposit 
(compare to Figure 4.1c (vertical exaggeration) and orthogonal trench face in Figure 4.5 (no exaggeration)). (b-d) sections 
parallel to the axis of the unit bar deposit and taken (b) near the bar head (c) midway along the length of the unit bar deposits, 
(d) near the bar tail.
(a)
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Figure 4.6 (cont.): Cross sections sampled from the digital model. Orange lines delineate boundaries between units, and are 
not themselves strata. Thicker lines are used to mark boundaries of the unit bar, (a) section normal to the axis of a unit bar 
deposit (compare to Figure 4.1c (vertical exaggeration) and orthogonal trench face in Figure 4.5 (no exaggeration)). (b-d) sec-
tions parallel to the axis of the unit bar deposit and taken (b) near the bar head (c) midway along the length of the unit bar 
deposits, (d) near the bar tail.
(b)
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Figure 4.6 (cont.): Cross sections sampled from the digital model. Orange lines delineate boundaries between units, and are 
not themselves strata. Thicker lines are used to mark boundaries of the unit bar, (a) section normal to the axis of a unit bar 
deposit (compare to Figure 4.1c (vertical exaggeration) and orthogonal trench face in Figure 4.5 (no exaggeration)). (b-d) sec-
tions parallel to the axis of the unit bar deposit and taken (b) near the bar head (c) midway along the length of the unit bar 
deposits, (d) near the bar tail.
(c)
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Figure 4.6 (cont.): Cross sections sampled from the digital model. Orange lines delineate boundaries between units, and are 
not themselves strata. Thicker lines are used to mark boundaries of the unit bar, (a) section normal to the axis of a unit bar 
deposit (compare to Figure 4.1c (vertical exaggeration) and orthogonal trench face in Figure 4.5 (no exaggeration)). (b-d) sec-
tions parallel to the axis of the unit bar deposit and taken (b) near the bar head (c) midway along the length of the unit bar 









Figure 4.5 and the number of strata along vertical lines in Figure 4.6b-d is slightly 
lower than the corresponding downstream metric determined from Figure 4.5. The 
vertical MAL in all sections are also close to the vertical MAL reported by Lunt 
(2002). The horizontal MAL is closer to the lower bound values reported by Lunt 
(2002). 
 To summarize, the simulated cross stratasets have the following aspects 
consistent with real deposits: their geometry is consistent with the shape of sets of 
trough cross-stratified strata, they have a steeper dip angle, near the angle of repose, 
in the downstream end of a unit-bar deposit if preserved, and the OFG sets occur with 
a higher volume fraction near the front and base of the unit bar. The MAL metrics are 
similar among the Sagavanirktok River data, the Parana River data, and 
measurements made here on the output. The range of MAL for a simulation will 
probably increase a bit as the domain size is increased. The proportions agree with 
those that have been reported by Lunt et al. (2004).  
 
4.6 Distributions of Lengths in the Model, if Sampled Exhaustively 
 To further characterize the final geometry of the unit types we also compute 
lengths on model output that are measured along grid lines, and exhaustively sampled 
along every line of the grid.  In this exhaustive sampled length (ESL) metric, each 
unit type has many measurements made through it along each grid-coordinate 
direction. These are the lengths that influence bivariate statistics, such as transition 
probabilities, when computed in grid coordinate directions (Ritzi et al., 2004; Dai et 







percolation (Guin and Ritzi, 2008). In any one direction, the distribution of ESL will 
include measurements across both the smallest and the largest lines that could be 
drawn through a unit. Thus, the range and variance in the distribution of the ESL 
metric will both be considerably higher than the MAL or IGL metrics in the same 
simulation. Furthermore, the distribution of the ESL metric often tends to be 
Erlangian, even though the IGL metric might be normally distributed. White and 
Willis (2000) discussed the fact that within the context of ESL distributions, 
Erlangian distributions are common in natural deposits, and indeed, this is often seen 
among studies of real deposits  where they have been quantified (e.g. Dai et al., 2005; 
Ramanathan et al., in review). 
 As a point of interest, we show both the IGL distributions used to create the 
archetypal polygons, which were superimposed in creating the geometric model, and 
the ESL distributions which result in the digital model, from the pieces of the 
polygons that were ultimately used after superposition. The histograms for each type 
are shown, in each coordinate direction, in Appendix A. The majority of the IGL 
statistics appear normal, and the majority of the ESL distributions indeed appear 
Erlangian except for the compound bar deposits (Figure A2a). Their ESL distributions 
have some large spikes because the finite domain size sampled truncates compound 
bar deposits in that range of lengths. 
 Statistics including the mean, variance and range for these length distributions 
are compiled in Tables 4.1 and 4.5. The IGL of both major channel fills and cross-bar 
fills are not included in these tables and figures because the IGL of these unit types 
were not drawn from statistical distributions with users specified mean and variances.  
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Table 4.5: Mean and variances of ESL of each unit type in the three coordinate directions, 
from exhaustive sampling of lengths from the large scale run. All lengths in meters 
 
  Mean Var. Range 
Compound bar 
deposits 
x-direction 340.43 69253.19 2.0 – 1376.0 
y-direction 115.7 85.23 2.0 – 420.0 
z-direction 0.97 0.79 0.1 – 4.2 
Major channel 
fills 
x-direction 74.4 4432.28 2.0 – 538.0 
y-direction 22.48 318.96 2.0 – 120.0 
z-direction 0.90 0.37 0.1 – 2.6 
Unit bar 
deposits 
x-direction 35.76 992.25 1.0 – 281.0 
y-direction 15.14 129.96 1.0 – 184.0 
z-direction 0.26 0.029 0.1-1.5 
Cross bar 
channel 
x-direction 31.16 195.45 2.0 – 62.0 
y-direction 27.07 357.79 2.0 – 78.0 
z-direction 0.85 0.31 0.1 – 2.9 
Sand cross 
stratasets 
x-direction 3.40 5.50 2.0 – 38.0 
y-direction 2.11 0.22 2.0 – 8.0 





x-direction 4.23 10.94 2.0 – 58.0 
y-direction 2.48 1.21 2.0 – 24.0 
z-direction 0.16 0.01 0.1 – 1.6 
Sandy gravel 
cross stratasets 
x-direction 18.6 600.26 2.0 – 518.0 
y-direction 10.81 149.08 2.0 – 272.0 








They were established within the code as fixed ratios of the IGL of other unit types. 
For example the IGL of major channel fills are computed by the code from the IGL of 
compound bar deposits (see Chapter 3).  
 
4.7 Summary and Conclusions 
 A digital model for the hierarchical sedimentary architecture in braid-belt 
deposits was created using the code presented in Chapter 3. The simulated 
architecture was compared to the real stratal architecture observed in an abandoned 
channel-belt of the Sagavanirktok River, Alaska by Lunt et al. (2004). The 
comparisons included assessments of similarity which were both qualitative and 
quantitative. The qualitative assessments included comparing cross-sections sampled 
from the digital deposit to field photographs and profiles from radar transects and 
trenches. The quantitative assessments were based on comparing proportions and 
three-dimensional length metrics from the model to those reported by Lunt et al. 
(2004) for natural deposits, for all scales of unit types, across the hierarchical levels. 
 From the qualitative comparisons we conclude that a synthetic deposit created 
by the code has unit types, at each level, with a geometry which is generally 
consistent with the geometry of unit types observed in the field. The digital unit types 
would generally be recognized as representing their counterparts in nature, including 
lobate-shaped unit bar deposits, trough-shaped cross strata, concave-up channel fills, 
etc. The apparent geometry of these unit types varies with perspective, as do their 







relationship among these unit types, when considered together across scales, which 
represents how the unit types are observed in field exposures and geophysical images. 
 The length, width, and height of unit types in the Sagavanirktok River deposit 
were quantified by Lunt et al. (2004) through sampling each unit with a maximum 
apparent length metric (MAL) and reporting the ranges of MAL by unit type and 
characteristic direction. Samples of the synthetic deposit along transects with 
different orientations give ranges for the MAL metric which compare favorably to 
those given by Lunt et al. (2004). The input to the code was chosen with the intention 
to create a deposit where the MAL metrics indeed compared favorably to the ranges of 
Lunt et al. (2004), but their ranges can not be directly input. The inputs to the code 
are  primarily the mean and variance of statistical distributions, from which input 
geometric lengths (IGL) are randomly drawn. These IGL are used to define archetypal 
polygons for the initial shape of units, before they are rotated, in some cases 
transformed to create curvature, and merged together in the code. There is great 
overlap among archetypal polygons in the geometric model, and only one polygon at 
each level is assigned to each voxel of the digital model, chosen based on rules 
following from depositional processes. There are two important points from this that 
are relevant and needed for perspective in drawing conclusions. The first is that, 
indeed, the ranges of Lunt et al. (2004) can not be input directly to the model, and 
they can only be used as a starting point for considering how to define the 
distributions of IGL. We simply started by choosing a mean and variance for the 
normal distribution functions from which are IGL are chosen, which would create 







amount of adjustment as needed. Second, because only pieces of the archetypal 
polygons are preserved in the digital model, there is no a-priori reason that ranges for 
MAL in the digital model should match those of the IGL distributions, or match the 
MAL of Lunt et al. (2004). In fact, the pieces of unit types in the digital model have 
length distributions, which when exhaustively sampled, are mostly Erlangian like, 
even though the IGL are drawn from a normal distribution function.   
 With regard to future research motivated by the desire to include more 
realistic representations of stratal architecture in reservoir models, the limitations are 
as much in understanding the real architecture, as they are in mathematical or 
computational methods for simulation. The idea of comparing a digital model for 
sedimentary deposits to natural deposits seems straightforward, and yet one is hard 
pressed to find existing studies of natural deposits that are suitable for such 
comparisons. There are few quantitative models for natural deposits that provide 
appropriate metrics such as volume proportions or characteristic stratal length 
statistics in three dimensions. The Sagavanirktok River deposit is a research site 
rather unique in the three-dimensional quantitative characterization that has been 
produced by Lunt et al. (2004). Even in this, one of the best-characterized 
sedimentary deposits, we do not have metrics such as the ESL distributions of unit 
types in three dimensions, or distributions for strike and angles of dip of unit types, 
which would be needed as a basis for refining and more rigorous evaluating the code 
and model output. Thus, the attempts to develop digital representations of 
sedimentary deposits motivate the need for more exhaustive field characterization, 







research link between field studies of sedimentary deposits and the associated 
computational research on aquifer and reservoir heterogeneity should be a two-way 
street.  
 In closing, based on the collective qualitative and quantitative comparisons of 
the digital model to natural deposits, we conclude that the code can be used to 





Study of the Percolation of Open-framework Gravels Using the Digital Model of a 
Channel-belt Deposit with Hierarchical Sedimentary Achitecture 
 
5.1 Introduction 
 In Chapter 3, we presented and discussed a new computer code that generates a 
three-dimensional model representing hierarchical sedimentary architecture of channel-
belt deposits. The model represents realistic sedimentary architecture from the kilometer 
scale to the centimeter scale. This architecture does not represent all types of aquifers or 
reservoirs but it does represent some of the very important ones. This model can be used 
as a synthetic, but realistic, data set for testing ideas. Here I used this digital deposit to 
explore the connectivity of high-permeability open-framework gravels (OFG) in channel-
belt deposits. It is known that interconnected OFG create preferential flow-pathways for 
contaminant migration in aquifers (Liu et al., 2004; Lee et al., 2007). In petroleum 
reservoirs, these pathways can create thief zones during water flooding and miscible gas 
injection during petroleum recovery projects (Lunt et al. 2004). Therefore, it is important 
to know whether these OFG percolate in channel-belt deposits and the conditions which 
will promote percolation.  
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Previous studies showed that the size and the shape of the boundaries of a finite domain 
can influence whether or not a unit type occurring within it percolates (Renault, 1991; 
Stauffer and Aharony, 1992; Silliman, 1991; Harter, 2005; Guin and Ritzi, 2008). In 
hierarchical sedimentary architecture, the unit types at one level are bounded by a unit 
type at the next higher level. The effect of this hierarchy of boundaries on percolation is 
unknown because prior studies have not considered percolation within hierarchical 
sedimentary architecture. Thus the goal of this work is to study the percolation of OFG 
within a hierarchical sedimentary architecture in a finite domain, and show how the size 
and shape of boundaries of a unit type at a higher level affect the percolation. 
I used digital models of a portion of a channel-belt deposit to study the 
percolation of OFG. If OFG percolate they must percolate at level I inside of unit bar 
deposits, at level II inside of compound bar deposits, and at level III across compound bar 
deposits, spanning the portion of the channel-belt deposit. Therefore I decoupled each 
hierarchical level and studied percolation at each level individually. I also explored the 
effect of the size and shape of boundaries of both unit bar deposits and compound bar 
deposits on the percolation of OFG, and proportion of OFG, to find conditions that are 
favorable for percolation.  
 The study was divided into three parts. In the first part, the percolation of OFG 
was studied within the irregular boundaries of unit types at each hierarchical level 
separately, creating multiple realizations at each level. In the second part, I studied 
conditions (sizes and proportions of units) that are favorable for percolation. In part three, 
two realizations of a channel-belt deposit with all levels of the hierarchy were generated. 
For a first realization, I used conditions found to be favorable for percolation and 
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expected OFG would percolate. For a second realization, I used unfavorable conditions 
for percolation, and expected they would not percolate. I examined both for percolation 
and present the results.  
 
5.1.1 Overview of methods 
 The code was used with the same input parameters that were used in Chapter 3 to 
create geometric models (Table 5.1). These input parameters were used with the intention 
of representing the Sagavanirktok River channel-belt deposits as studied by Lunt et al. 
(2004).  
Each of the realizations I generated was searched for percolation of OFG. Here I 
revisit the definition of percolation. In Chapter 2, if a cluster of a unit type spanned any 
two opposing boundaries of a cubic domain then it was said to percolate. Because the 
surfaces bounding unit types at smaller scales in the hierarchy are irregular (Figure 3.6d), 
I consider OFG clusters to percolate the bounding unit if they intersect any two boundary 
markers opposed with respect to one coordinate direction. A search code was developed 
for this purpose as modified from CONNEC3D (Pardo-Iguzquiza and Dowd, 2003). The 
code is listed in Appendix C (A .f90 file included with this dissertation). This code first 
separates an individual OFG cluster and then checks if the cluster percolates across the 
higher-level unit which contains it, separately in each coordinate direction. Each of the 
realizations that were generated in this study was checked for percolation using this code. 
The realizations at levels I and II were created on a desktop workstation because they had  
 
Table 5.1: Parameters (means and variances) that define normal distributions from which IGL of polygons of unit types 









Width (m) Length (m) Height (m) Proportion of OFG 














400.0 7367.97 1000.0 53336.46 2.5 0.41 
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moderate sized output files and small run times. A realization at level III was generated 
on a supercomputer at Pacific Northwest National Lab.  
 
5.2 Study of percolation of OFG at each hierarchical level 
 In the study of percolation of OFG across the boundaries of a level II polygon, ten 
realizations of an assemblage of cross stratasets were generated inside of a unit bar 
deposit polygon with a length, width and height of 150.0 m, 40.0 m and 1.7 m 
respectively. The IGL used to create cross stratasets in these realizations were drawn 
from normal distributions generated using mean and variances from Table 5.1. A grid 
spacing of 0.5 m by 0.5 m by 0.05 m was used to sample these realizations. I checked 
these realizations for percolation across the bounding polygon in each coordinate 
direction.  
In the study of percolation of OFG across the boundaries of a level III polygon, 
ten realizations of an assemblage of unit bar deposits (with internal architecture) and 
cross bar fills were generated inside of a level III polygon with length, width and height 
of 800.0 m, 400.0 m and 3.0 m. In these realizations the IGL used to create unit bar 
deposits and cross stratasets were generated from normal distributions with means and 
variances from Table 5.1. As discussed in Chapter 3, the cross bar channel fill and major 
channel fill sizes were determined as fixed ratios of the unit bar deposit or level III 
polygon they occur within. In these realizations I used a grid spacing of 1.0 m by 1.0 m 
by 0.1 m.  
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In the study of percolation across a portion of a channel belt, I generated a 
realization of a domain of 500.0 m by 400.0 m by 4.0 m, containing an assemblage of 
compound bar deposits (with internal architecture) and major channel fills using a grid 
spacing of 2.0 m by 2.0 m by 0.1 m. Only one realization was generated on a 
supercomputer.  
 I computed the following metrics for  all of the above models: 
1. proportion of OFG cells (POFG ) 
2. number of percolating clusters along the x, y, and z coordinate directions (each 
direction separately); 
3. volume fraction of OFG cells in the largest cluster and in all percolating 
clusters; 
4. mean of the ESL (
−
l ) of both percolating and non-percolating OFG clusters, all 
OFG clusters and background clusters along the x, y, and z coordinate 
directions. 
The average of each metric among all realizations at level I and II are summarized in 
Table 5.2. The metrics for the realization at level III are also given in the same table. As 
shown in Table 5.2, in the realizations at all three levels, OFG percolate at a POFG lower 
than the threshold proportion for an infinite random domain (0.3116) in all three 
coordinate directions.  
Table 5.2 shows that in the realizations of level I unit types within the polygon of 
a unit bar deposit, more clusters percolate in the z-coordinate direction as compared to in 




Table 5.2: Average values of metrics computed from 10 different realizations at levels I 
and II and metrics computed from a realization at level III 
 











Levels I, II 
& III units 
within a 
sample of a 
channel-belt  
    
OFGP  (Output) 0.25 0.26 0.24 
Number of percolating clusters (x) 5.4 1.0 1.0 
Number of percolating clusters (y) 4.8 1.2 1.0 
Number of percolating clusters (z) 61.2 1.0 2.0 
Volume fraction of OFG in 
percolating clusters 0.94 0.82 0.7 
Volume fraction of OFG in the 
largest cluster 0.23 0.81 0.7 
)(xl OFG
−
 (percolating clusters) 4.27 5.82 4.43 
)(yl OFG
−
 (percolating clusters) 2.85 3.19 2.23 
)(zl OFG
−
 (percolating clusters) 0.23 0.19 0.17 
)(xl OFG
−
 (non-percolating clusters) 2.32 3.43 2.79 
)(yl OFG
−
 (non-percolating clusters) 2.21 2.34 1.75 
)(zl OFG
−
 (non-percolating clusters) 0.15 0.13 0.13 
)(xl OFG
−
 (All clusters) 4.01 5.14 3.76 
)(yl OFG
−
 (All clusters) 2.8 2.99 2.06 
)(zl OFG
−
 (All clusters) 0.22 0.18 0.16 
)(xl BG
−
 9.03 17.8 13.9 
)(yl BG
−
 5.43 9.73 7.75 
)(zl BG
−






Figure 5.1: Percolating OFG clusters in a realization of a complete polygon of a unit bar deposit (150.0 m x 40.0 m 
x 1.7 m). Vertical exaggeration: 1:30.
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realization. As shown in the figure, the clusters are distributed throughout the polygon. 
Table 5.2 shows that 94% of OFG cells are in percolating clusters. Furthermore, the 
volume of the largest OFG cluster is 0.23 of the volume of all OFG cells on average 
(Table 5.2). Therefore, OFG clusters are numerous but each contains a small fraction of 
OFG cells.  
In the realizations of level I and level II unit types within a polygon of level III 
bounding surfaces, the OFG also percolate in all realizations in all three coordinate 
directions. However, they tend to do so in just one large cluster. Table 5.2 shows that the 
average volume fraction of all percolating OFG cells almost equals the volume fraction 
of the largest cluster. Thus the numerous but separate OFG clusters in each unit bar 
deposit became connected after being merged. Figure 5.2 shows an image of the large 
percolating cluster in one realization at level II.  
 In the realization of a cubic domain with level I, level II, and level III unit types, 
the OFG formed a large cluster with a volume fraction of 0.7 and this cluster percolates 
the domain in all three coordinate directions (Table 5.2). Thus, the large clusters in each 
compound bar deposit became connected across the level III boundaries after being 
merged . The ESL of all percolating, non-percolating and all OFG clusters and 
background clusters in a realization are plotted as histograms for all levels (Appendix B). 
The Figures show that the distributions of ESL are Erlangian. 
 To summarize, the OFG percolate across unit bar deposits in numerous separate 
clusters, mainly across boundaries opposed in the z coordinate direction. Most of these 
clusters became connected across the boundaries of unit bar deposits and became  
Figure 5.2: A OFG percolating cluster in a realization of a complete polygon of a level III bounding surface 






essentially one large cluster that percolated across the finite portion of a channel-belt 
deposit in all three coordinate directions. 
 
5.3 Study of conditions favorable for percolation 
 In this section I varied the length dimensions of bounding polygons at level II and 
level III, and varied the proportions of OFG to better understand the conditions that are 
favorable for percolation. The length dimensions used for the bounding polygons were 
either the minimum or the maximum in the ranges of length dimensions that are reported 
in Lunt et al. (2004). Those length dimensions are summarized in Table 5.3. The 
approach in section 5.2 is repeated except using bounding polygons as specified in Table 
5.4. 
For level I units bound by a level II unit bar deposit polygon, the results are given 
in Table 5.5. The OFG clusters percolate within both the smaller and the larger polygons 
of a unit bar deposit in all three coordinate directions. In the smaller unit bar deposit, the 
average number of percolating OFG clusters is slightly larger in the x and y coordinate 
directions but significantly smaller in the z-coordinate direction compared to that in the 
realizations of a larger unit bar deposit. Furthermore, Figure 5.3 shows that the number of 
OFG cells in the percolating OFG clusters in the realizations of a smaller unit bar deposit 
is larger than that in the realizations of a larger unit bar deposit. In both unit bar deposits, 
90% or more of the OFG cells are part of the numerous percolating clusters.  
 The results of using smaller and larger level III bounding surfaces are given in 
Table 5.6. As in section 5.2, the individual clusters inside level II polygons became part  
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Table 5.3: The range of length dimensions of unit types from Lunt et al.(2004) 
 
 Cross 
stratasets Unit bar deposits 
Compound bar 
deposits 
Width (m) 1 - 5 10 - 80 200 – 600 
Length (m) 2 - 7 50 - 400 500 – 1500 














 Level II bounding surface Level III bounding surface 
Length 
Dimensions 
Smaller Larger  Smaller  Larger  
Width (m) 10 80 200 600 
Length (m) 50 400 500 1500 
Height (m) 0.5 2.0 1 4 
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Table 5.5:  Average of metrics computed from 10 different realizations of level I units 
within both smaller and larger level II bounding surfaces 
 
 Level I units within a level II boundary 
Level I units within a level 
II boundary 
 Smaller Larger 
OFGP  (output) 0.30 0.25 
Number of percolating 
clusters (x) 4.1 2.1 
Number of percolating 
clusters (y) 5 3.9 
Number of percolating 
clusters (z) 25.6 148 
Volume fraction of OFG 
cells in percolating 
clusters 
0.97 0.90 
Volume fraction of OFG 













Table 5.6: Average of metrics computed from 10 different realizations of level I and II 
units within both smaller and larger level III bounding surfaces 
 
 Level I & II units within a level III boundary 
Level I & II units within a 
level III boundary 
 Smaller Larger 
OFGP  (output) 0.19 0.28 
Number of percolating 
clusters (x) 1.2 1.0 
Number of percolating 
clusters (y) 1.5 1.5 
Number of percolating 
clusters (z) 1.1 1.0 
Volume fraction of OFG 
cells in percolating 
clusters 
0.33 0.79 
Volume fraction of OFG 





of one large cluster. This is true in both smaller and larger boundaries. The volume 
fraction of cells in the cluster is much smaller in the smaller level III polygon.  
Here I also repeated the study in section 5.2 but used different POFG . I started with 
three input POFG of 0.25, 0.20 and 0.15 and ten different realizations were generated for 
each POFG.  
The results are summarized in Tables 5.7 for level I units bounded by a level II 
polygon. The OFG percolate in all realizations in all three coordinate directions. The 
results are not much different from section 5.2.  
For level I and II units generated within a level III polygon, the results are given 
in Table 5.8. Here the results were strongly dependent on POFG . At POFG of 0.19 the 
volume fraction of cells in percolating clusters is markedly lower. Furthermore, at POFG 
of 0.14 there is no percolation. To determine the approximate value of POFG where OFG 
do not percolate, I generated more realizations using input POFG between 0.20 and 0.15 
(ten realizations at each step). These proportions were 0.19, 0.18, 0.17, and 0.16. The 
results are given in Table 5.9. Percolation starts to occur at a POFG of around 0.18. 
 The above analysis shows that in the channel-belt deposit studied by Lunt et al 
(2004), the percolation of OFG is mostly limited by the POFG occurring within compound 
bar deposits. 
 




Table 5.7: Average of metrics computed from 10 different realizations of level I units 
within a level II boundary at different OFGP  
 
 
Level I units 
within a level II 
boundary 
Level I units 
within a level II 
boundary 
Level I units 
within a level II 
boundary 
OFGP  (Input) 0.25 0.2 0.15 












65.33 74.4 78 
Volume fraction 
of OFG in 
percolating 
clusters 
0.94 0.89 0.81 
Volume fraction 
of OFG in the 
largest cluster 




Table 5.8: Average of metrics computed from 10 different realizations of level I and 
II units within a level III boundary at different OFGP  
 
 
Level I & II units 
within a level III 
boundary 
Level I & II units 
within a level III 
boundary 
Level I & II units 
within a level III 
boundary 
OFGP  (Input) 0.25 0.2 0.15 












1.2 1.0 0 
Volume fraction 
of OFG in 
percolating 
clusters 
0.73 0.13 0 
Volume fraction 
of OFG in the 
largest cluster 
0.73 0.16 0.007 
 
Table 5.9: Average of metrics computed from 10 different realizations of level I and II units within a level III boundary at 









Level I & II 
units within a 
level III 
boundary 
Level I & II 
units within a 
level III 
boundary 
Level I & II 
units within a 
level III 
boundary 
Level I & II 
units within a 
level III 
boundary 
OFGP  (Input) 0.19 0.18 0.17 0.16 
OFGP  (Output) 0.184 0.176 0.17 0.15 
Number of percolating 
clusters (x) 1.3 0 0 0 
Number of percolating 
clusters (y) 1.2 0.67 0 0 
Number of percolating 
clusters (z) 1.0 0.8 0 0 
Volume fraction of OFG 
in percolating clusters 0.07 0.001 0 0 
Volume fraction of OFG 
in the largest cluster 0.09 0.03 0.02 0.01 
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Here two large scale realizations of a cubic domain of 1000.0 m by 500.0 m by 
5.0 m were generated to represent a portion of a channel-belt deposit with all levels of the 
hierarchy. For this purpose, the IGL of all unit types at all levels were drawn randomly 
from normal distributions with means and variances from Table 5.1. A grid cell of 2.0 m 
by 2.0 m by 0.1 m was used in both realizations. 
The realization 1 of a portion of a channel-belt deposit was generated using an 
input POFG of 0.18 and realization 2 was generated using an input POFG of 0.17. The 
results are given in Table 5.10. Table 5.10 shows that the OFG percolate in the realization 
1 at a POFG of 0.18 (only in the z coordinate direction) but they do not percolate in the 
realization 2 at a POFG of 0.14. These results are consistent with what was observed in 
section 5.3. Thus, the realizations observed in section 5.3 appear to explain percolation 
after the level III unit types are merged together. Figure 5.4 shows an image of the 
percolating OFG cluster in realization 1.  
 
5.5: Conclusions 
 In a model for the channel-belt deposit studied by Lunt et al. (2004), the 
percolation of OFG is mostly limited by the POFG in compound bar deposits. At a POFG of 
0.18 or above, the OFG spanned across the boundaries of unit bar deposits and compound 
bar deposits and percolated a portion of a channel-belt deposit. If the POFG is above 0.25, 
the OFG percolate in essentially one cluster that spanned the domain in all three 




Table 5.10: Metrics computed from the two large scale realizations of a portion of a 
channel-belt deposit. Realization 1: with conditions favorable for percolation and, 
Realization 2: with conditions unfavorable for percolation 
 
 
 Level III units within a sample of channel-belt 
Level III units within a 
sample of channel-belt 
 Realization 1 Realization 2 
OFGP  (Input) 0.18 0.17 













Volume fraction of 
OFG in percolating 
clusters 
0.27 0 
Volume fraction of 




Figure 5.4: A percolating OFG cluster in a realization of a por-







To the extent that the model represents a channel-belt deposit, OFG should be expected 








 The percolation of high-permeability zones in georeservoir models is affected by 
cluster correlation and by lattice size. These effects can be studied using an analytical 
methodology without the need for Monte Carlo simulations. A methodology for doing so 
was presented in Chapter 2. The method showed that correlation affects both high-
permeability and low-permeability clusters equally, and thus correlation does not likely 
affect the percolation threshold for infinite lattices. On finite lattices, the analysis showed 
that the effect of correlation on lowering the percolation threshold can be understood 
through the truncation of low-permeability cluster-size distributions.  
 A new code was developed which creates models for aquifer and reservoir 
heterogeneity. The models represent the hierarchical stratal architecture formed by 
braided rivers in channel belts. The code uses a geometric-based approach to simulate 
strata observed over multiple scales. Larger-scale unit types form the bounding regions of 
associations of smaller-scale unit types.  Accordingly, unit types at each scale are 
organized as a hierarchy. The input parameters are primarily univariate statistics such as 
the proportions and the mean and variance for characteristic lengths, of sedimentary unit 
types, at each hierarchical level. The models were created as a 3-D cubic lattice (i.e. a 




A digital model for the hierarchical sedimentary architecture in channel-belt 
deposits was created using the code. The simulated architecture was compared both 
qualitatively and quantitatively to the real stratal architecture observed in an abandoned 
channel-belt of the Sagavanirktok River, Alaska by Lunt et al. (2004). The study shows 
that based on the collective qualitative and quantitative comparisons of the digital model 
to natural deposits, the code can be used to generate models which represent the 
hierarchical stratal architecture in channel-belt deposits. 
 In this model, the high-permeability zones percolated across boundaries at all 
hierarchical levels if volume proportions were 0.18 or above. This threshold value is 
lower than the threshold proportion required for percolation on the infinite random lattice 
(0.3116). When the proportion is above 0.25, the high-permeability zones percolated in 
essentially one cluster that spanned the domain in all three coordinate directions. The 
majority (~80%) of the high-permeability cells were part of that large cluster. Thus, the 
high-permeability zones in the channel-belt deposit studied by Lunt et al. (2004) should 
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Figure A1: Histograms of 
IGL generated by a nor-
mal random number gen-
erator. (a-c) length width 
and height of level III 
hulls, (d-f) length width 
and height of unit bar 
polygons, (g-h) width and 







Figure A1 (cont.): Histograms 
of IGL generated by a normal 
random number generator.  (a-c) 
length width and height of level 
III hulls, (d-f) length width and 
height of unit bar polygons, (g-











Figure A1 (cont.): Histograms of IGL generated by a normal random number 
generator.  (a-c) length width and height of level III hulls, (d-f) length width and 




Figure A2: Histograms of ESL for 
each unit type in the three coordi-
nate directions, from exhaustive 
sampling of lengths from the large 
scale run, a) compound bar deposits, 
b) major channel fills, c) unit bar 
deposits, d) cross bar channel fills, 
e) sand cross stratasets, f) open 
framework gravel cross stratasets, g) 













Figure A2 (cont.): Histograms of 
ESL for each unit type in the three 
coordinate directions, from exhaus-
tive sampling of lengths from the 
large scale run, a) compound bar 
deposits, b) major channel fills, c) 
unit bar deposits, d) cross bar chan-
nel fills, e) sand cross stratasets, f) 
open framework gravel cross 








Figure A2 (cont.): Histograms of 
ESL for each unit type in the three 
coordinate directions, from exhaus-
tive sampling of lengths from the 
large scale run, a) compound bar 
deposits, b) major channel fills, c) 
unit bar deposits, d) cross bar chan-
nel fills, e) sand cross stratasets, f) 
open framework gravel cross 










Figure A2 (cont.): Histograms of 
ESL for each unit type in the three 
coordinate directions, from exhaus-
tive sampling of lengths from the 
large scale run, a) compound bar 
deposits, b) major channel fills, c) 
unit bar deposits, d) cross bar chan-
nel fills, e) sand cross stratasets, f) 
open framework gravel cross 












Figure A2 (cont.): Histograms of ESL for each unit type in the three coordinate directions, from exhaus-
tive sampling of lengths from the large scale run, a) compound bar deposits, b) major channel fills, c) unit 
bar deposits, d) cross bar channel fills, e) sand cross stratasets, f) open framework gravel cross stratasets, 









Figure A2 (cont.): Histograms of ESL for each unit type in the three coordinate directions, from exhaustive sampling of 
lengths from the large scale run, a) compound bar deposits, b) major channel fills, c) unit bar deposits, d) cross bar 










Figure A2 (cont.): Histograms of ESL for each unit type in the three coordinate directions, from exhaustive sampling 
of lengths from the large scale run, a) compound bar deposits, b) major channel fills, c) unit bar deposits, d) cross bar 

























Figure B1: Histograms of ESL for perco-
lating OFG clusters in a unit bar deposit. 








Figure B2: Histograms of ESL for non-
percolating OFG clusters in a unit bar 






Figure B3: Histograms of ESL for all 
OFG clusters in a unit bar deposit. a) 







Figure B4: Histograms of ESL for 
background clusters in a unit bar depos-







Figure B5: Histograms of ESL for per-
colating OFG clusters in a compound 
bar deposit. a) y-coordinate direction, 






Figure B6: Histograms of ESL for non-
percolating OFG clusters in a com-
pound bar deposit. a) y-coordinate 





Figure B7: Histograms of ESL for all 
OFG clusters in a compound bar depos-






Figure B8: Histograms of ESL for back-
ground clusters in a compound bar 






Figure B9: Histograms of ESL for per-
colating OFG clusters in a portion of a 
channel-belt deposit. a) y-coordinate 





Figure B10: Histograms of ESL for non-
percolating OFG clusters in a portion of 
a channel-belt deposit. a) y-coordinate 






Figure B11: Histograms of ESL for all 
OFG clusters in a portion of a channel-







Figure B12: Histograms of ESL for 
background clusters in a portion of a 
channel-belt deposit. a) y-coordinate 
































C   LARGE 
C       CONNEC3D.FOR            VER.11-NOV-2002 
C 
C       PROGRAM FOR CONNECTIVITY ANALYSIS OF A 3D INDICATOR MAP 
C 
C       GIVEN AN INDICATOR FIELDS (VALUES 0 AND 1 ONLY), THE RANDOM SET 
C       WITH VALUES 1 IS ANALYSED FOR CONNECTIVITY. 
C 
C       INPUT PARAMETER FILE WITH 
C 
C       IPHA : 0 OR 1 FOR CONNECTIVITY ANALYSIS OF PHASE 0 OR 1. 
C       ICON : 6, 18 OR 26-CONNECTIVITY. 
C       CINP : INPUT FILE WITH INDICATOR VARIABLE (VALUS 0/1 ONLY) 
C       NX NY NZ : NUMBER OF POINTS IN X AND Y 
C       DX DY DZ : GRID DIMENSIONS IN X AND Y 
C       N2    : NUMBER OF LAGS FOR CONNECTIVITY FUNCTION CALCULATION 
C       COUT  : OUTPUT FILE WITH STATISTICS 
C       COU2  : OUTPUT FILE WITH CONNECTED COMPONENTS 
C       COU3  : OUTPUT FILE WITH CONNECTIVITY FUNCITON 
C 
C       DX,DY,DZ ARE ONLY USED FOR CONVERTING GRID UNITS TO REAL UNITS. 
C       NX : NUMBER OF POINTS ALONG THE X DIRECTION 
C       NY : NUMBER OF POINTS ALONG THE Y DIRECTION 
C       NZ : NUMBER OF POINTS ALONG THE Z DIRECTION 
C 
C       IND(I,J,L) : 0/1 INDICATOR VALUE 
C       AT THE TERMINATION OF THE PROGRAM THE MATRIX IND(I,J) CONTAINS 
C       THE CONNECTED COMPONENTS WITH VALUES 1,2,3,4,5,... FOR FIRST, 
C       SECOND, THIRD, ... ETC CONNECTED COMMPONENTS. 
C       THE VALUE 0 REMAINS 0. 
C       COUT : OUTPUT FILE WITH STATISTICS AND CONNECTIVITY FUNCTION. 
C       COU2 : OUTPUT FILE WITH THE CONNECTED COMPONENTS. 
C       COU3 : OUTPUT FILE WITH CONNECTIVITY FUNCTION 
C 
C       FOR THE CONNECTIVITY FUNCTION: 
C       NPX(K): NUMBER OF PAIRS OF VALUES SEPARATED A DISTANCE K ALONG 
C               THE X DIRECTION AND THAT BELONG TO FACIES 1. 
C       NPCX(K): NUMBER OF THE PREVIOUS VALUES THAT ARE CONNECTED. 
C       NPY(K): NUMBER OF PAIRS OF VALUES SEPARATED A DISTANCE K ALONG 
C               THE Y DIRECTION AND THAT BELONG TO FACIES 1. 
C       NPCY(K): NUMBER OF THE PREVIOUS VALUES THAT ARE CONNECTED. 
C       NPZ(K): NUMBER OF PAIRS OF VALUES SEPARATED A DISTANCE K ALONG 
C               THE Z DIRECTION AND THAT BELONG TO FACIES 1. 
C       NPCZ(K): NUMBER OF THE PREVIOUS VALUES THAT ARE CONNECTED. 
C 
C 
C       PPHA      : PROPORTION OF FACIES 1. 
C       NCC       : NUMBER OF CONNECTED COMPONENTS. 
C       RISM      : MEAN CONNECTED COMPONENT SIZE IN PIXELS. 
C       RSME      : MRAN SIZE IN REAL UNITS. 
C       RTOT      : MEAN SIZE RELATIVE TO SIZE OF FACIES 1. 
C       RXME      : MEAN LENGTH ALONG THE X DIRECTION. 
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C       RYME      : MEAN LENGTH ALONG THE Y DIRECTION. 
C       RZME      : MEAN LENGTH ALONG THE Z DIRECTION. 
C       ICOM      : NUMBER OF THE LARGEST COMPONENT. 
C       ISMA      : SIZE IN PIXELS (OR LARGEST COMPONENT). 
C       RSIZ      : SIZE RELATIVE TO SIZE OF FACIES 1. 
C       IXMA      : MAXIMUM LENGTH ALONG X. 
C       IYMA      : MAXIMUM LENGTH ALONG Y. 
C       IZMA      : MAXIMUM LENGTH ALONG Z. 
C       ISMI      : SIZE OF SMALLEST COMPONENT. 
C       IXMI      : MINIMUM LENGTH ALONG X. 
C       IYMI      : MINIMUM LENGTH ALONG Y. 
C       IZMI      : MINIMUM LENGTH ALONG Z. 
C       IPX       : NUMBER OF PERCOLATING COMPONENTS ALONG X. 
C       IPY       : NUMBER OF PERCOLATING COMPONENTS ALONG Y. 
C       IPZ       : NUMBER OF PERCOLATING COMPONENTS ALONG Z. 
C       CCFU(.,.) : CONNECTIVITY FUNCTION. 
C 
C        CCFU(.,1): CONNECTIVITY FUNCTION ALONG X (E-W). 
C        CCFU(.,2): CONNECTIVITY FUNCTION ALONG Y (N-S). 
C        CCFU(.,3): CONNECTIVITY FUNCTION ALONG Z (VERTICAL). 
C        CCFU(.,4): CONNECTIVITY FUNCTION ALONG 3D FIRST DIAGONAL. 
C        CCFU(.,5): CONNECTIVITY FUNCTION ALONG 3D SECOND DIAGONAL. 
C        CCFU(.,6): CONNECTIVITY FUNCTION ALONG 3D THIRD DIAGONAL. 
C        CCFU(.,7): CONNECTIVITY FUNCTION ALONG 3D FOURTH DIAGONAL. 
C        CCFU(.,8): MEAN CONNECTIVITY FUNCTION ALONG X AND Y. 
C        CCFU(.,9): MEAN CONNECTIVITY FUNCTION ALONG X,Y,Z. 
C        CCFU(.,10): MEAN CONNECTIVITY FUNCTION ALONG THE 3D DIAGONALS. 
C        CCFU(.,11): CONNECTIVITY FUNCTION ALONG FIRST DIAGONAL X-Y PLANE. 
C        CCFU(.,12): CONNECTIVITY FUNCTION ALONG SECOND DIAGONAL X-Y PLANE. 
C        CCFU(.,13): CONNECTIVITY FUNCTION ALONG FIRST DIAGONAL X-Z PLANE. 
C        CCFU(.,14): CONNECTIVITY FUNCTION ALONG SECOND DIAGONAL X-Z PLANE. 
C        CCFU(.,15): CONNECTIVITY FUNCTION ALONG FIRST DIAGONAL Y-Z PLANE. 
C        CCFU(.,16): CONNECTIVITY FUNCTION ALONG SECOND DIAGONAL Y-Z PLANE. 
C 
C 
C       ---------------------------------------------------------------- 
C 
C        modify on 7-13-08 
         Integer*4, ALLOCATABLE :: NPX(:),NPY(:) 
         Integer*4, ALLOCATABLE :: IND(:,:,:),IND1(:,:,:) 
         Integer*4, ALLOCATABLE :: NPCX(:),NPCY(:) 
         Integer*4, ALLOCATABLE :: NPZ(:),NPCZ(:),NP1(:),NP2(:) 
    Integer*4, ALLOCATABLE :: NP3(:),NP4(:),NPC1(:),NPC2(:) 
         Integer*4, ALLOCATABLE :: NPC3(:),NPC4(:) 
         Real*4, ALLOCATABLE :: CCFU(:,:),X(:),Y(:),Z(:)  
    Integer*4, ALLOCATABLE :: NXY1(:),NXY2(:),NXZ1(:),NXZ2(:),ICAT(:) 
         Integer*4, ALLOCATABLE :: NYZ1(:),NYZ2(:),NCXY1(:),NCXY2(:) 
    Integer*4, ALLOCATABLE :: NCXZ1(:),NCXZ2(:),NCYZ1(:),NCYZ2(:) 
  integer*2 :: VAL,NCAT,inbd  
     
C 
        CHARACTER*12 CPAR,CINP,COUT,COU2,COU3 
C 
C       MATRIX DIMENSION LIMITATION 
C 
        open(33,FILE='pixdata.out',status='unknown') 
        read(33,*)NXM,NYM,NZM 
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   NC=256 
   NA=4 
   ALLOCATE (IND(NXM,NYM,NZM),STAT=IERR) 
   ALLOCATE (IND1(NXM,NYM,NZM),STAT=IERR) 
   ALLOCATE (X(NXM),STAT=IERR) 
   ALLOCATE (Y(NYM),STAT=IERR) 
   ALLOCATE (Z(NZM),STAT=IERR) 
          ALLOCATE (ICAT(NA),STAT=IERR) 
   ALLOCATE (NPX(NC),STAT=IERR) 
   ALLOCATE (NPY(NC),STAT=IERR) 
   ALLOCATE (NPCX(NC),STAT=IERR) 
   ALLOCATE (NPCY(NC),STAT=IERR) 
   ALLOCATE (NPZ(NC),STAT=IERR) 
   ALLOCATE (NPCZ(NC),STAT=IERR) 
   ALLOCATE (NP1(NC),STAT=IERR) 
   ALLOCATE (NP2(NC),STAT=IERR) 
   ALLOCATE (NP3(NC),STAT=IERR) 
   ALLOCATE (NP4(NC),STAT=IERR) 
   ALLOCATE (NPC1(NC),STAT=IERR) 
   ALLOCATE (NPC2(NC),STAT=IERR) 
   ALLOCATE (NPC3(NC),STAT=IERR) 
   ALLOCATE (NPC4(NC),STAT=IERR) 
   ALLOCATE (CCFU(NC,NA),STAT=IERR) 
   ALLOCATE (NXY1(NC),STAT=IERR) 
   ALLOCATE (NXY2(NC),STAT=IERR) 
   ALLOCATE (NXZ1(NC),STAT=IERR) 
   ALLOCATE (NXZ2(NC),STAT=IERR) 
   ALLOCATE (NYZ1(NC),STAT=IERR) 
   ALLOCATE (NYZ2(NC),STAT=IERR) 
   ALLOCATE (NCXY1(NC),STAT=IERR) 
   ALLOCATE (NCXY2(NC),STAT=IERR) 
   ALLOCATE (NCXZ1(NC),STAT=IERR) 
   ALLOCATE (NCXZ2(NC),STAT=IERR) 
   ALLOCATE (NCYZ1(NC),STAT=IERR) 
   ALLOCATE (NCYZ2(NC),STAT=IERR) 
   WRITE(*,*)'Do you want to calculate conn func' 
   READ(*,*)iconn 
          WRITE(*,*)'number of Category' 
          READ(*,*)ncat 
          do i = 1, ncat 
    WRITE(*,*)'Category of interest' 
    READ(*,*)icat(i) 
          END DO 
          write(*,*)icat 
          write(*,*)'boundary cat' 
          read(*,*)inbd 
C 
        open(1999,file='connec2.out',status='unknown') 
        WRITE (6,400) 
        READ (5,100) CPAR 
        OPEN (1,FILE=CPAR) 
        READ (1,*) IPHA 
        IF (IPHA.NE.0.AND.IPHA.NE.1) THEN 
          WRITE (6,*)'ERROR IN PARAMETER FILE !!!' 
          WRITE (6,*)'THE FIRST LINE IN THE PARAMETER FILE' 
          WRITE (6,*)'MUST BE A 0 OR A 1' 
          WRITE (6,*)'0 FOR CONNECTIVITY ANALYSIS OF PHASE 0' 
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          WRITE (6,*)'1 FOR CONNECTIVITY ANALYSIS OF PHASE 1' 
          WRITE (6,*)'THE ACTUAL VALUE IN THE PARAMETER FILE IS: ',IPHA 
          STOP 
        END IF 
        READ (1,*) ICON 
        IF (ICON.NE.6.AND.ICON.NE.18.AND.ICON.NE.26) THEN 
          WRITE (6,*)'ERROR IN PARAMETER FILE !!!' 
          WRITE (6,*)'THE SECOND LINE IN THE PARAMETER FILE' 
          WRITE (6,*)'MUST BE 6, 18 OR 26' 
          WRITE (6,*)'6 MEANS 6-CONNECTIVITY (FACE CONNECTIVITY)' 
          WRITE (6,*)'18 MEANS 18-CONNECTIVITY (FACE+EDGE CONNECTIVITY)' 
          WRITE (6,*)'26 MEANS 26-CONNECTIVITY (FACE+EDGE+VERTEX CONN.)' 
          WRITE (6,*)'THE ACTUAL VALUE IN THE PARAMETER FILE IS: ',ICON 
          STOP 
        END IF 
        READ (1,100) CINP 
        READ (1,*) NX,NY,NZ 
        READ (1,*) DX,DY,DZ 
        READ (1,*) N2 
        READ (1,100) COUT 
        READ (1,100) COU2 
        READ (1,100) COU3 
        CLOSE (1) 
        IF (NX.GT.NXM) THEN 
          WRITE (6,*)'ERROR IN PARAMETER FILE !!!' 
          WRITE (6,*)'MAXIMUM ALLOWED NX IS ',NXM 
          WRITE (6,*)'ACTUAL VALUE IS ',NX 
          STOP 
        END IF 
        IF (NY.GT.NYM) THEN 
          WRITE (6,*)'ERROR IN PARAMETER FILE !!!' 
          WRITE (6,*)'MAXIMUM ALLOWED NY IS ',NYM 
          WRITE (6,*)'ACTUAL VALUE IS ',NY 
          STOP 
        END IF 
        IF (NZ.GT.NZM) THEN 
          WRITE (6,*)'ERROR IN PARAMETER FILE !!!' 
          WRITE (6,*)'MAXIMUM ALLOWED NZ IS ',NZM 
          WRITE (6,*)'ACTUAL VALUE IS ',NZ 
          STOP 
        END IF 
C 
C       READING EXPERIMENTAL INDICATOR DATA 3D FIELD 
C 
        OPEN (1,FILE=CINP,form='unformatted') 
 JPHA=0 
        JPHA=0 
        ii4 = 0 
        ii7=0 
        ii10=0 
        ii13=0 
        DO 1 I=1,NY 
         DO 2 J=1,NX 
          DO 3 L=1,NZ 
           READ (1)X(J),Y(I),Z(L),IND1(J,I,L) 
3         CONTINUE 
2        CONTINUE 
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1       CONTINUE 
        CLOSE (1) 
 DO 1111 I = 1,NX 
  DO 1112 J = 1,NY 
   DO 1113 L = 1,NZ 
    IND(I,J,L)=IND1(I,J,L) 
           if (IND(I,J,L).EQ.inbd)THEN 
            IND(I,J,L)=99999 
            go to 1113 
           end if 
           do n = 1,ncat 
            IF (IND(I,J,L).EQ.icat(n))THEN 
             IND(I,J,L) = 1 
             JPHA = JPHA+1 
             GO TO 1113 
            END IF 
           END DO 
           IND(I,J,L)=0 
1113      CONTINUE 
1112     CONTINUE 
1111    CONTINUE 
        write(*,*)jpha 
        IARE=NX*NY*NZ 
        PPHA=FLOAT(JPHA)/IARE 
        WRITE (6,*) 
        IF (ICON.EQ.6) WRITE (6,*)'6-CONNECTIVITY ANALYSIS' 
        IF (ICON.EQ.18) WRITE (6,*)'18-CONNECTIVITY ANALYSIS' 
        IF (ICON.EQ.26) WRITE (6,*)'26-CONNECTIVITY ANALYSIS' 
        WRITE (6,*) 
        WRITE (6,*)'PROPORTION OF PHASE 1 IS: ',PPHA 
C 
C 
C       LOOKING FOR CONNECTED COMPONENTS 
C 
        NCC=0 
C 
5       DO 6 I=1,NX 
          DO 7 J=1,NY 
            DO 67 L=1,NZ 
              IF (IND(I,J,L).EQ.1) THEN 
                IAI=I 
                IAJ=J 
                IAL=L 
                GOTO 8 
              END IF 
67          CONTINUE 
7         CONTINUE 
6       CONTINUE 
C       NO MORE CONNECTED COMPONENTS SENDING CONTROL TO LABEL 20 
        GOTO 20 
C 
C       A NEW COMPONEND HAS BEEN FOUND, INCREASE NUMBER OF 
C       CONNECTED COMPONENTS BY 1 
C 
C 
8       NCC=NCC+1 




C       LOOKING FOR COMPONENT NCC WITH LABEL NNC+1 
C 
        IND(IAI,IAJ,IAL)=NCC+1 
        DO 9 I=IAI,NX 
          DO 10 J=IAJ,NY 
            DO 68 L=IAL,NZ 
C 
C                 6-CONNECTIVITY 
C 
              IF ((I-1).GT.0) THEN 
                IF (IND(I-1,J,L).EQ.1) THEN 
                  IF (IND(I,J,L).EQ.NCC+1) IND(I-1,J,L)=NCC+1 
                END IF 
              END IF 
              IF (I+1.LE.NX) THEN 
                IF (IND(I+1,J,L).EQ.1) THEN 
                  IF (IND(I,J,L).EQ.NCC+1) IND(I+1,J,L)=NCC+1 
                END IF 
              END IF 
              IF (J-1.GT.0) THEN 
                IF (IND(I,J-1,L).EQ.1) THEN 
                  IF (IND(I,J,L).EQ.NCC+1) IND(I,J-1,L)=NCC+1 
                END IF 
              END IF 
              IF (J+1.LE.NY) THEN 
                IF (IND(I,J+1,L).EQ.1) THEN 
                  IF (IND(I,J,L).EQ.NCC+1) IND(I,J+1,L)=NCC+1 
                END IF 
              END IF 
              IF (L-1.GT.0) THEN 
                IF (IND(I,J,L-1).EQ.1) THEN 
                  IF (IND(I,J,L).EQ.NCC+1) IND(I,J,L-1)=NCC+1 
                END IF 
              END IF 
              IF (L+1.LE.NZ) THEN 
                IF (IND(I,J,L+1).EQ.1) THEN 
                  IF (IND(I,J,L).EQ.NCC+1) IND(I,J,L+1)=NCC+1 
                END IF 
              END IF 
C 
C                   18-CONNECTIVITY 
C 
              IF (ICON.GT.6) THEN 
                IF ((J-1).GT.0.AND.(L-1).GT.0) THEN 
                  IF (IND(I,J-1,L-1).EQ.1) THEN 
                    IF (IND(I,J,L).EQ.NCC+1) IND(I,J-1,L-1)=NCC+1 
                  END IF 
                END IF 
                IF ((J+1).LE.NY.AND.(L-1).GT.0) THEN 
                  IF (IND(I,J+1,L).EQ.1) THEN 
                    IF (IND(I,J,L).EQ.NCC+1) IND(I,J+1,L-1)=NCC+1 
                  END IF 
                END IF 
                IF ((J-1).GT.0.AND.(L+1).LE.NZ) THEN 
                  IF (IND(I,J-1,L+1).EQ.1) THEN 
                    IF (IND(I,J,L).EQ.NCC+1) IND(I,J-1,L+1)=NCC+1 
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                  END IF 
                END IF 
                IF ((J+1).LE.NY.AND.(L+1).LE.NZ) THEN 
                  IF (IND(I,J+1,L+1).EQ.1) THEN 
                    IF (IND(I,J,L).EQ.NCC+1) IND(I,J+1,L+1)=NCC+1 
                  END IF 
                END IF 
                IF ((I-1).GT.0.AND.(L-1).GT.0) THEN 
                  IF (IND(I-1,J,L-1).EQ.1) THEN 
                    IF (IND(I,J,L).EQ.NCC+1) IND(I-1,J,L-1)=NCC+1 
                  END IF 
                END IF 
                IF ((I+1).LE.NX.AND.(L-1).GT.0) THEN 
                  IF (IND(I+1,J,L).EQ.1) THEN 
                    IF (IND(I,J,L).EQ.NCC+1) IND(I+1,J,L-1)=NCC+1 
                  END IF 
                END IF 
                IF ((I-1).GT.0.AND.(L+1).LE.NZ) THEN 
                  IF (IND(I-1,J,L+1).EQ.1) THEN 
                    IF (IND(I,J,L).EQ.NCC+1) IND(I-1,J,L+1)=NCC+1 
                  END IF 
                END IF 
                IF ((I+1).LE.NX.AND.(L+1).LE.NZ) THEN 
                  IF (IND(I+1,J,L+1).EQ.1) THEN 
                    IF (IND(I,J,L).EQ.NCC+1) IND(I+1,J,L+1)=NCC+1 
                  END IF 
                END IF 
                IF ((I+1).LE.NX.AND.(J+1).LE.NY) THEN 
                  IF (IND(I+1,J+1,L).EQ.1) THEN 
                    IF (IND(I,J,L).EQ.NCC+1) IND(I+1,J+1,L)=NCC+1 
                  END IF 
                END IF 
                IF ((I+1).LE.NX.AND.(J-1).GT.0) THEN 
                  IF (IND(I+1,J-1,L).EQ.1) THEN 
                    IF (IND(I,J,L).EQ.NCC+1) IND(I+1,J-1,L)=NCC+1 
                  END IF 
                END IF 
                IF ((I-1).GT.0.AND.(J+1).LE.NY) THEN 
                  IF (IND(I-1,J+1,L).EQ.1) THEN 
                    IF (IND(I,J,L).EQ.NCC+1) IND(I-1,J+1,L)=NCC+1 
                  END IF 
                END IF 
                IF ((I-1).GT.0.AND.(J-1).GT.0) THEN 
                  IF (IND(I-1,J-1,L).EQ.1) THEN 
                    IF (IND(I,J,L).EQ.NCC+1) IND(I-1,J-1,L)=NCC+1 
                  END IF 
                END IF 
              END IF 
C 
C                    26-CONNECTIVITY 
C 
              IF (ICON.GT.18) THEN 
                IF ((I-1).GT.0.AND.(J-1).GT.0.AND.(L-1).GT.0) THEN 
                  IF (IND(I-1,J-1,L-1).EQ.1) THEN 
                    IF (IND(I,J,L).EQ.NCC+1) IND(I-1,J-1,L-1)=NCC+1 
                  END IF 
                END IF 
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                IF ((I+1).LE.NX.AND.(J-1).GT.0.AND.(L-1).GT.0) THEN 
                  IF (IND(I+1,J-1,L-1).EQ.1) THEN 
                    IF (IND(I,J,L).EQ.NCC+1) IND(I+1,J-1,L-1)=NCC+1 
                  END IF 
                END IF 
                IF ((I-1).GT.0.AND.(J+1).LE.NY.AND.(L-1).GT.0) THEN 
                  IF (IND(I-1,J+1,L-1).EQ.1) THEN 
                    IF (IND(I,J,L).EQ.NCC+1) IND(I-1,J+1,L-1)=NCC+1 
                  END IF 
                END IF 
                IF ((I+1).LE.NX.AND.(J+1).LE.NY.AND.(L-1).GT.0) THEN 
                  IF (IND(I+1,J+1,L-1).EQ.1) THEN 
                    IF (IND(I,J,L).EQ.NCC+1) IND(I+1,J+1,L-1)=NCC+1 
                  END IF 
                END IF 
                IF ((I-1).GT.0.AND.(J-1).GT.0.AND.(L+1).LE.NZ) THEN 
                  IF (IND(I-1,J-1,L+1).EQ.1) THEN 
                    IF (IND(I,J,L).EQ.NCC+1) IND(I-1,J-1,L+1)=NCC+1 
                  END IF 
                END IF 
                IF ((I+1).LE.NX.AND.(J-1).GT.0.AND.(L+1).LE.NZ) THEN 
                  IF (IND(I+1,J-1,L+1).EQ.1) THEN 
                    IF (IND(I,J,L).EQ.NCC+1) IND(I+1,J-1,L+1)=NCC+1 
                  END IF 
                END IF 
                IF ((I-1).GT.0.AND.(J+1).LE.NY.AND.(L+1).LE.NZ) THEN 
                  IF (IND(I-1,J+1,L+1).EQ.1) THEN 
                    IF (IND(I,J,L).EQ.NCC+1) IND(I-1,J+1,L+1)=NCC+1 
                  END IF 
                END IF 
                IF ((I+1).LE.NX.AND.(J+1).LE.NY.AND.(L+1).LE.NZ) THEN 
                  IF (IND(I+1,J+1,L+1).EQ.1) THEN 
                    IF (IND(I,J,L).EQ.NCC+1) IND(I+1,J+1,L+1)=NCC+1 
                  END IF 
                END IF 
              END IF 
68          CONTINUE 
10        CONTINUE 
9       CONTINUE 
        DO 40 I=IAI,1,-1 
          DO 41 J=IAJ,1,-1 
            DO 69 L=IAL,1,-1 
C 
C                 6-CONNECTIVITY 
C 
              IF ((I-1).GT.0) THEN 
                IF (IND(I-1,J,L).EQ.1) THEN 
                  IF (IND(I,J,L).EQ.NCC+1) IND(I-1,J,L)=NCC+1 
                END IF 
              END IF 
              IF (I+1.LE.NX) THEN 
                IF (IND(I+1,J,L).EQ.1) THEN 
                  IF (IND(I,J,L).EQ.NCC+1) IND(I+1,J,L)=NCC+1 
                END IF 
              END IF 
              IF (J-1.GT.0) THEN 
                IF (IND(I,J-1,L).EQ.1) THEN 
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                  IF (IND(I,J,L).EQ.NCC+1) IND(I,J-1,L)=NCC+1 
                END IF 
              END IF 
              IF (J+1.LE.NY) THEN 
                IF (IND(I,J+1,L).EQ.1) THEN 
                  IF (IND(I,J,L).EQ.NCC+1) IND(I,J+1,L)=NCC+1 
                END IF 
              END IF 
              IF (L-1.GT.0) THEN 
                IF (IND(I,J,L-1).EQ.1) THEN 
                  IF (IND(I,J,L).EQ.NCC+1) IND(I,J,L-1)=NCC+1 
                END IF 
              END IF 
              IF (L+1.LE.NZ) THEN 
                IF (IND(I,J,L+1).EQ.1) THEN 
                  IF (IND(I,J,L).EQ.NCC+1) IND(I,J,L+1)=NCC+1 
                END IF 
              END IF 
C 
C                   18-CONNECTIVITY 
C 
              IF (ICON.GT.6) THEN 
                IF ((J-1).GT.0.AND.(L-1).GT.0) THEN 
                  IF (IND(I,J-1,L-1).EQ.1) THEN 
                    IF (IND(I,J,L).EQ.NCC+1) IND(I,J-1,L-1)=NCC+1 
                  END IF 
                END IF 
                IF ((J+1).LE.NY.AND.(L-1).GT.0) THEN 
                  IF (IND(I,J+1,L).EQ.1) THEN 
                    IF (IND(I,J,L).EQ.NCC+1) IND(I,J+1,L-1)=NCC+1 
                  END IF 
                END IF 
                IF ((J-1).GT.0.AND.(L+1).LE.NZ) THEN 
                  IF (IND(I,J-1,L+1).EQ.1) THEN 
                    IF (IND(I,J,L).EQ.NCC+1) IND(I,J-1,L+1)=NCC+1 
                  END IF 
                END IF 
                IF ((J+1).LE.NY.AND.(L+1).LE.NZ) THEN 
                  IF (IND(I,J+1,L+1).EQ.1) THEN 
                    IF (IND(I,J,L).EQ.NCC+1) IND(I,J+1,L+1)=NCC+1 
                  END IF 
                END IF 
                IF ((I-1).GT.0.AND.(L-1).GT.0) THEN 
                  IF (IND(I-1,J,L-1).EQ.1) THEN 
                    IF (IND(I,J,L).EQ.NCC+1) IND(I-1,J,L-1)=NCC+1 
                  END IF 
                END IF 
                IF ((I+1).LE.NX.AND.(L-1).GT.0) THEN 
                  IF (IND(I+1,J,L).EQ.1) THEN 
                    IF (IND(I,J,L).EQ.NCC+1) IND(I+1,J,L-1)=NCC+1 
                  END IF 
                END IF 
                IF ((I-1).GT.0.AND.(L+1).LE.NZ) THEN 
                  IF (IND(I-1,J,L+1).EQ.1) THEN 
                    IF (IND(I,J,L).EQ.NCC+1) IND(I-1,J,L+1)=NCC+1 
                  END IF 
                END IF 
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                IF ((I+1).LE.NX.AND.(L+1).LE.NZ) THEN 
                  IF (IND(I+1,J,L+1).EQ.1) THEN 
                    IF (IND(I,J,L).EQ.NCC+1) IND(I+1,J,L+1)=NCC+1 
                  END IF 
                END IF 
                IF ((I+1).LE.NX.AND.(J+1).LE.NY) THEN 
                  IF (IND(I+1,J+1,L).EQ.1) THEN 
                    IF (IND(I,J,L).EQ.NCC+1) IND(I+1,J+1,L)=NCC+1 
                  END IF 
                END IF 
                IF ((I+1).LE.NX.AND.(J-1).GT.0) THEN 
                  IF (IND(I+1,J-1,L).EQ.1) THEN 
                    IF (IND(I,J,L).EQ.NCC+1) IND(I+1,J-1,L)=NCC+1 
                  END IF 
                END IF 
                IF ((I-1).GT.0.AND.(J+1).LE.NY) THEN 
                  IF (IND(I-1,J+1,L).EQ.1) THEN 
                    IF (IND(I,J,L).EQ.NCC+1) IND(I-1,J+1,L)=NCC+1 
                  END IF 
                END IF 
                IF ((I-1).GT.0.AND.(J-1).GT.0) THEN 
                  IF (IND(I-1,J-1,L).EQ.1) THEN 
                    IF (IND(I,J,L).EQ.NCC+1) IND(I-1,J-1,L)=NCC+1 
                  END IF 
                END IF 
              END IF 
C 
C                    26-CONNECTIVITY 
C 
              IF (ICON.GT.18) THEN 
                IF ((I-1).GT.0.AND.(J-1).GT.0.AND.(L-1).GT.0) THEN 
                  IF (IND(I-1,J-1,L-1).EQ.1) THEN 
                    IF (IND(I,J,L).EQ.NCC+1) IND(I-1,J-1,L-1)=NCC+1 
                  END IF 
                END IF 
                IF ((I+1).LE.NX.AND.(J-1).GT.0.AND.(L-1).GT.0) THEN 
                  IF (IND(I+1,J-1,L-1).EQ.1) THEN 
                    IF (IND(I,J,L).EQ.NCC+1) IND(I+1,J-1,L-1)=NCC+1 
                  END IF 
                END IF 
                IF ((I-1).GT.0.AND.(J+1).LE.NY.AND.(L-1).GT.0) THEN 
                  IF (IND(I-1,J+1,L-1).EQ.1) THEN 
                    IF (IND(I,J,L).EQ.NCC+1) IND(I-1,J+1,L-1)=NCC+1 
                  END IF 
                END IF 
                IF ((I+1).LE.NX.AND.(J+1).LE.NY.AND.(L-1).GT.0) THEN 
                  IF (IND(I+1,J+1,L-1).EQ.1) THEN 
                    IF (IND(I,J,L).EQ.NCC+1) IND(I+1,J+1,L-1)=NCC+1 
                  END IF 
                END IF 
                IF ((I-1).GT.0.AND.(J-1).GT.0.AND.(L+1).LE.NZ) THEN 
                  IF (IND(I-1,J-1,L+1).EQ.1) THEN 
                    IF (IND(I,J,L).EQ.NCC+1) IND(I-1,J-1,L+1)=NCC+1 
                  END IF 
                END IF 
                IF ((I+1).LE.NX.AND.(J-1).GT.0.AND.(L+1).LE.NZ) THEN 
                  IF (IND(I+1,J-1,L+1).EQ.1) THEN 
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                    IF (IND(I,J,L).EQ.NCC+1) IND(I+1,J-1,L+1)=NCC+1 
                  END IF 
                END IF 
                IF ((I-1).GT.0.AND.(J+1).LE.NY.AND.(L+1).LE.NZ) THEN 
                  IF (IND(I-1,J+1,L+1).EQ.1) THEN 
                    IF (IND(I,J,L).EQ.NCC+1) IND(I-1,J+1,L+1)=NCC+1 
                  END IF 
                END IF 
                IF ((I+1).LE.NX.AND.(J+1).LE.NY.AND.(L+1).LE.NZ) THEN 
                  IF (IND(I+1,J+1,L+1).EQ.1) THEN 
                    IF (IND(I,J,L).EQ.NCC+1) IND(I+1,J+1,L+1)=NCC+1 
                  END IF 
                END IF 
              END IF 
69          CONTINUE 
41        CONTINUE 
40      CONTINUE 
C 
62      NNN=0 
        DO 60 I=1,NX 
          DO 61 J=1,NY 
            DO 70 L=1,NZ 
C 
C                 6-CONNECTIVITY 
C 
              IF ((I-1).GT.0) THEN 
                IF (IND(I-1,J,L).EQ.1) THEN 
                  IF (IND(I,J,L).EQ.NCC+1) THEN 
                    IND(I-1,J,L)=NCC+1 
                    NNN=NNN+1 
                  END IF 
                END IF 
              END IF 
              IF (I+1.LE.NX) THEN 
                IF (IND(I+1,J,L).EQ.1) THEN 
                  IF (IND(I,J,L).EQ.NCC+1) THEN 
                    IND(I+1,J,L)=NCC+1 
                    NNN=NNN+1 
                  END IF 
                END IF 
              END IF 
              IF (J-1.GT.0) THEN 
                IF (IND(I,J-1,L).EQ.1) THEN 
                  IF (IND(I,J,L).EQ.NCC+1) THEN 
                    IND(I,J-1,L)=NCC+1 
                    NNN=NNN+1 
                  END IF 
                END IF 
              END IF 
              IF (J+1.LE.NY) THEN 
                IF (IND(I,J+1,L).EQ.1) THEN 
                  IF (IND(I,J,L).EQ.NCC+1) THEN 
                    IND(I,J+1,L)=NCC+1 
                    NNN=NNN+1 
                  END IF 
                END IF 
              END IF 
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              IF (L-1.GT.0) THEN 
                IF (IND(I,J,L-1).EQ.1) THEN 
                  IF (IND(I,J,L).EQ.NCC+1) THEN 
                    IND(I,J,L-1)=NCC+1 
                    NNN=NNN+1 
                  END IF 
                END IF 
              END IF 
              IF (L+1.LE.NZ) THEN 
                IF (IND(I,J,L+1).EQ.1) THEN 
                  IF (IND(I,J,L).EQ.NCC+1) THEN 
                    IND(I,J,L+1)=NCC+1 
                    NNN=NNN+1 
                  END IF 
                END IF 
              END IF 
C 
C                   18-CONNECTIVITY 
C 
              IF (ICON.GT.6) THEN 
                IF ((J-1).GT.0.AND.(L-1).GT.0) THEN 
                  IF (IND(I,J-1,L-1).EQ.1) THEN 
                    IF (IND(I,J,L).EQ.NCC+1) THEN 
                      IND(I,J-1,L-1)=NCC+1 
                      NNN=NNN+1 
                    END IF 
                  END IF 
                END IF 
                IF ((J+1).LE.NY.AND.(L-1).GT.0) THEN 
                  IF (IND(I,J+1,L).EQ.1) THEN 
                    IF (IND(I,J,L).EQ.NCC+1) THEN 
                      IND(I,J+1,L-1)=NCC+1 
                      NNN=NNN+1 
                    END IF 
                  END IF 
                END IF 
                IF ((J-1).GT.0.AND.(L+1).LE.NZ) THEN 
                  IF (IND(I,J-1,L+1).EQ.1) THEN 
                    IF (IND(I,J,L).EQ.NCC+1) THEN 
                      IND(I,J-1,L+1)=NCC+1 
                      NNN=NNN+1 
                    END IF 
                  END IF 
                END IF 
                IF ((J+1).LE.NY.AND.(L+1).LE.NZ) THEN 
                  IF (IND(I,J+1,L+1).EQ.1) THEN 
                    IF (IND(I,J,L).EQ.NCC+1) THEN 
                      IND(I,J+1,L+1)=NCC+1 
                      NNN=NNN+1 
                    END IF 
                  END IF 
                END IF 
                IF ((I-1).GT.0.AND.(L-1).GT.0) THEN 
                  IF (IND(I-1,J,L-1).EQ.1) THEN 
                    IF (IND(I,J,L).EQ.NCC+1) THEN 
                      IND(I-1,J,L-1)=NCC+1 
                      NNN=NNN+1 
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                    END IF 
                  END IF 
                END IF 
                IF ((I+1).LE.NX.AND.(L-1).GT.0) THEN 
                  IF (IND(I+1,J,L).EQ.1) THEN 
                    IF (IND(I,J,L).EQ.NCC+1) THEN 
                      IND(I+1,J,L-1)=NCC+1 
                      NNN=NNN+1 
                    END IF 
                  END IF 
                END IF 
                IF ((I-1).GT.0.AND.(L+1).LE.NZ) THEN 
                  IF (IND(I-1,J,L+1).EQ.1) THEN 
                    IF (IND(I,J,L).EQ.NCC+1) THEN 
                      IND(I-1,J,L+1)=NCC+1 
                      NNN=NNN+1 
                    END IF 
                  END IF 
                END IF 
                IF ((I+1).LE.NX.AND.(L+1).LE.NZ) THEN 
                  IF (IND(I+1,J,L+1).EQ.1) THEN 
                    IF (IND(I,J,L).EQ.NCC+1) THEN 
                      IND(I+1,J,L+1)=NCC+1 
                      NNN=NNN+1 
                    END IF 
                  END IF 
                END IF 
                IF ((I+1).LE.NX.AND.(J+1).LE.NY) THEN 
                  IF (IND(I+1,J+1,L).EQ.1) THEN 
                    IF (IND(I,J,L).EQ.NCC+1) THEN 
                      IND(I+1,J+1,L)=NCC+1 
                      NNN=NNN+1 
                    END IF 
                  END IF 
                END IF 
                IF ((I+1).LE.NX.AND.(J-1).GT.0) THEN 
                  IF (IND(I+1,J-1,L).EQ.1) THEN 
                    IF (IND(I,J,L).EQ.NCC+1) THEN 
                      IND(I+1,J-1,L)=NCC+1 
                      NNN=NNN+1 
                    END IF 
                  END IF 
                END IF 
                IF ((I-1).GT.0.AND.(J+1).LE.NY) THEN 
                  IF (IND(I-1,J+1,L).EQ.1) THEN 
                    IF (IND(I,J,L).EQ.NCC+1) THEN 
                      IND(I-1,J+1,L)=NCC+1 
                      NNN=NNN+1 
                    END IF 
                  END IF 
                END IF 
                IF ((I-1).GT.0.AND.(J-1).GT.0) THEN 
                  IF (IND(I-1,J-1,L).EQ.1) THEN 
                    IF (IND(I,J,L).EQ.NCC+1) THEN 
                      IND(I-1,J-1,L)=NCC+1 
                      NNN=NNN+1 
                    END IF 
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                  END IF 
                END IF 
              END IF 
C 
C                    26-CONNECTIVITY 
C 
              IF (ICON.GT.18) THEN 
                IF ((I-1).GT.0.AND.(J-1).GT.0.AND.(L-1).GT.0) THEN 
                  IF (IND(I-1,J-1,L-1).EQ.1) THEN 
                    IF (IND(I,J,L).EQ.NCC+1) THEN 
                      IND(I-1,J-1,L-1)=NCC+1 
                      NNN=NNN+1 
                    END IF 
                  END IF 
                END IF 
                IF ((I+1).LE.NX.AND.(J-1).GT.0.AND.(L-1).GT.0) THEN 
                  IF (IND(I+1,J-1,L-1).EQ.1) THEN 
                    IF (IND(I,J,L).EQ.NCC+1) THEN 
                      IND(I+1,J-1,L-1)=NCC+1 
                      NNN=NNN+1 
                    END IF 
                  END IF 
                END IF 
                IF ((I-1).GT.0.AND.(J+1).LE.NY.AND.(L-1).GT.0) THEN 
                  IF (IND(I-1,J+1,L-1).EQ.1) THEN 
                    IF (IND(I,J,L).EQ.NCC+1) THEN 
                      IND(I-1,J+1,L-1)=NCC+1 
                      NNN=NNN+1 
                    END IF 
                  END IF 
                END IF 
                IF ((I+1).LE.NX.AND.(J+1).LE.NY.AND.(L-1).GT.0) THEN 
                  IF (IND(I+1,J+1,L-1).EQ.1) THEN 
                    IF (IND(I,J,L).EQ.NCC+1) THEN 
                      IND(I+1,J+1,L-1)=NCC+1 
                      NNN=NNN+1 
                    END IF 
                  END IF 
                END IF 
                IF ((I-1).GT.0.AND.(J-1).GT.0.AND.(L+1).LE.NZ) THEN 
                  IF (IND(I-1,J-1,L+1).EQ.1) THEN 
                    IF (IND(I,J,L).EQ.NCC+1) THEN 
                      IND(I-1,J-1,L+1)=NCC+1 
                      NNN=NNN+1 
                    END IF 
                  END IF 
                END IF 
                IF ((I+1).LE.NX.AND.(J-1).GT.0.AND.(L+1).LE.NZ) THEN 
                  IF (IND(I+1,J-1,L+1).EQ.1) THEN 
                    IF (IND(I,J,L).EQ.NCC+1) THEN 
                      IND(I+1,J-1,L+1)=NCC+1 
                      NNN=NNN+1 
                    END IF 
                  END IF 
                END IF 
                IF ((I-1).GT.0.AND.(J+1).LE.NY.AND.(L+1).LE.NZ) THEN 
                  IF (IND(I-1,J+1,L+1).EQ.1) THEN 
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                    IF (IND(I,J,L).EQ.NCC+1) THEN 
                      IND(I-1,J+1,L+1)=NCC+1 
                      NNN=NNN+1 
                    END IF 
                  END IF 
                END IF 
                IF ((I+1).LE.NX.AND.(J+1).LE.NY.AND.(L+1).LE.NZ) THEN 
                  IF (IND(I+1,J+1,L+1).EQ.1) THEN 
                    IF (IND(I,J,L).EQ.NCC+1) THEN 
                      IND(I+1,J+1,L+1)=NCC+1 
                      NNN=NNN+1 
                    END IF 
                  END IF 
                END IF 
              END IF 
70          CONTINUE 
61        CONTINUE 
60      CONTINUE 
        IF (NNN.GT.0) GOTO 62 
        GOTO 5 
C 
C       THE CONNECTED COMPONENT IS THE COMPONENT WITH VALUES 
C       IA(I,J,L)=NCC, WE SUBSTRACT 1 FROM THE LEBEL 
C 
20      DO 50 I=1,NX 
          DO 51 J=1,NY 
            DO 71 L=1,NZ 
          IF (IND(I,J,L).NE.0) IND(I,J,L)=IND(I,J,L)-1 
              write(1999,*)X(I),Y(J),Z(L),IND(I,J,L) 
71          CONTINUE 
51        CONTINUE 
50      CONTINUE 
        close(1999) 
C 
C       STATISTICS ON CONNECTED COMPONENTS 
C 
        ISME=0 
        IXME=0 
        IYME=0 
        IZME=0 
        ISMI=NX*NY*NZ 
        ISMA=1 
        IXMI=NX 
        IXMA=1 
        IYMI=NY 
        IYMA=1 
        IZMI=NZ 
        IZMA=1 
        IPX=0 
        IPY=0 
        IPZ=0 
        WRITE (6,*) 
        WRITE (6,*)'NUMBER OF CONNECTED COMPONENTS: ',NCC 
        DO 14 III=1,NCC 
          IS=0 
          IX1=NX 
          IY1=NY 
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          IZ1=NZ 
          IX2=1 
          IY2=1 
          IZ2=1 
          DO 11 I=1,NX 
            DO 12 J=1,NY 
              DO 72 L=1,NZ 
                IF (IND(I,J,L).EQ.III) THEN 
                  IS=IS+1 
                  IF (I.LT.IX1) IX1=I 
                  IF (I.GT.IX2) IX2=I 
                  IF (J.LT.IY1) IY1=J 
                  IF (J.GT.IY2) IY2=J 
                  IF (L.LT.IZ1) IZ1=L 
                  IF (L.GT.IZ2) IZ2=L 
                END IF 
72            CONTINUE 
12          CONTINUE 
11        CONTINUE 
          IXSI=IX2-IX1+1 
          IYSI=IY2-IY1+1 
          IZSI=IZ2-IZ1+1 
          ISME=ISME+IS 
          IXME=IXME+IXSI 
          IYME=IYME+IYSI 
          IZME=IZME+IZSI 
          open(1988,FILE='conn1.out',STATUS='unknown') 
          WRITE(1988,*)III,ISME,IS 
          IF (IS.LT.ISMI) ISMI=IS 
          IF (IS.GT.ISMA) THEN 
            ISMA=IS 
            ICOM=III 
          END IF 
          IF (IXSI.LT.IXMI) IXMI=IXSI 
          IF (IXSI.GT.IXMA) IXMA=IXSI 
          IF (IYSI.LT.IYMI) IYMI=IYSI 
          IF (IYSI.GT.IYMA) IYMA=IYSI 
          IF (IZSI.LT.IZMI) IZMI=IZSI 
          IF (IZSI.GT.IZMA) IZMA=IZSI 
          IF (IXSI.EQ.NX) IPX=IPX+1 
          IF (IYSI.EQ.NY) IPY=IPY+1 
          IF (IZSI.EQ.NZ) IPZ=IPZ+1 
14      CONTINUE 
        close(1988) 
         
C 
C       OUTPUT 
C 
        OPEN (1,FILE=COUT) 
        IF (ICON.EQ.6) WRITE (1,430) CPAR 
        IF (ICON.EQ.18) WRITE (1,440) CPAR 
        IF (ICON.EQ.26) WRITE (1,450) CPAR 
        WRITE (1,110) CINP 
        WRITE (1,120) NX 
        WRITE (1,130) NY 
        WRITE (1,131) NZ 
        WRITE (1,140) DX 
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        WRITE (1,150) DY 
        WRITE (1,151) DZ 
        WRITE (1,160) IPHA,PPHA 
        WRITE (1,170) NCC 
        RSME=DX*DY*DZ*ISME/FLOAT(NCC) 
        RISM=FLOAT(ISME)/NCC 
        RTOT=RISM/JPHA 
        WRITE (1,175) 
        WRITE (1,180) RISM 
        WRITE (1,190) RSME 
        WRITE (1,200) IPHA,RTOT 
        RXME=FLOAT(IXME)/NCC 
        RYME=FLOAT(IYME)/NCC 
        RZME=FLOAT(IZME)/NCC 
        WRITE (1,210) RXME 
        WRITE (1,240) RYME 
        WRITE (1,241) RZME 
        WRITE (1,177) 
        WRITE (1,235) ICOM 
        WRITE (1,236) ISMA 
        RSIZ=FLOAT(ISMA)/JPHA 
        WRITE (1,237) IPHA,RSIZ 
        WRITE (1,230) IXMA 
        WRITE (1,260) IYMA 
        WRITE (1,261) IZMA 
        WRITE (1,176) 
        WRITE (1,238) ISMI 
        WRITE (1,220) IXMI 
        WRITE (1,250) IYMI 
        WRITE (1,251) IZMI 
        WRITE (1,178) 
        WRITE (1,270) IPX 
        WRITE (1,280) IPY 
        WRITE (1,281) IPZ 
        WRITE (1,290) COU2 
        WRITE (1,295) COU3 
   IF (iconn == 1)THEN 
    GOTO 199 
   ENDIF 
C 
C       CONNECTIVITY FUNCTION 
C       CALCULATED FOR N2 LAGS 
C 
        DO 595 I=1,N2 
          NPX(I)=0 
          NPY(I)=0 
          NPZ(I)=0 
          NP1(I)=0 
          NP2(I)=0 
          NP3(I)=0 
          NP4(I)=0 
          NPCX(I)=0 
          NPCY(I)=0 
          NPCZ(I)=0 
          NPC1(I)=0 
          NPC2(I)=0 
          NPC3(I)=0 
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          NPC4(I)=0 
595     CONTINUE 
        DO 30 I=1,NX 
          DO 31 J=1,NY 
            DO 73 L=1,NZ 
              I1=IND(I,J,L) 
              IF (I1.EQ.0) GOTO 73 
              DO 32 K=1,N2 
C 
C                ALONG X 
C 
                IF (I+K.LE.NX) THEN 
                  IF (IND(I+K,J,L).NE.0) THEN 
                    NPX(K)=NPX(K)+1 
                    IF (I1.EQ.IND(I+K,J,L)) NPCX(K)=NPCX(K)+1 
                  END IF 
                END IF 
C 
C                ALONG Y 
C 
                IF (J+K.LE.NY) THEN 
                  IF (IND(I,J+K,L).NE.0) THEN 
                    NPY(K)=NPY(K)+1 
                    IF (I1.EQ.IND(I,J+K,L)) NPCY(K)=NPCY(K)+1 
                  END IF 
                END IF 
C 
C                ALONG Z 
C 
                IF (L+K.LE.NZ) THEN 
                  IF (IND(I,J,L+K).NE.0) THEN 
                    NPZ(K)=NPZ(K)+1 
                    IF (I1.EQ.IND(I,J,L+K)) NPCZ(K)=NPCZ(K)+1 
                  END IF 
                END IF 
C 
C                ALONG 3D DIAGONAL 1 (I+, J+, K+) 
C 
                IF ((J+K.LE.NY).AND.(I+K.LE.NX).AND.(L+K.LE.NZ)) THEN 
                  IF (IND(I+K,J+K,L+K).NE.0) THEN 
                    NP1(K)=NP1(K)+1 
                    IF (I1.EQ.IND(I+K,J+K,L+K)) NPC1(K)=NPC1(K)+1 
                  END IF 
                END IF 
C 
C                ALONG 3D DIAGONAL 2 (I+, J-, K+) 
C 
                IF ((J-K.GT.0).AND.(I+K.LE.NX).AND.(L+K.LE.NZ)) THEN 
                  IF (IND(I+K,J-K,L+K).NE.0) THEN 
                    NP2(K)=NP2(K)+1 
                    IF (I1.EQ.IND(I+K,J-K,L+K)) NPC2(K)=NPC2(K)+1 
                  END IF 
                END IF 
C 
C                ALONG 3D DIAGONAL 3 (I-, J-, K+) 
C 
                IF ((J-K.GT.0).AND.(I-K.GT.0).AND.(L+K.LE.NZ)) THEN 
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                  IF (IND(I-K,J-K,L+K).NE.0) THEN 
                    NP3(K)=NP3(K)+1 
                    IF (I1.EQ.IND(I-K,J-K,L+K)) NPC3(K)=NPC3(K)+1 
                  END IF 
                END IF 
C 
C                ALONG 3D DIAGONAL 4 (I-, J+, K+) 
C 
                IF ((J+K.LE.NY).AND.(I-K.GT.0).AND.(L+K.LE.NZ)) THEN 
                  IF (IND(I-K,J+K,L+K).NE.0) THEN 
                    NP4(K)=NP4(K)+1 
                    IF (I1.EQ.IND(I-K,J+K,L+K)) NPC4(K)=NPC4(K)+1 
                  END IF 
                END IF 
C 
C               FIRST DIAGONAL IN THE PLANE X-Y 
C 
                IF ((I+K.LE.NX).AND.(J+K.LE.NY)) THEN 
                  IF (IND(I+K,J+K,L).NE.0) THEN 
                    NXY1(K)=NXY1(K)+1 
                    IF (I1.EQ.IND(I+K,J+K,L)) NCXY1(K)=NCXY1(K)+1 
                  END IF 
                END IF 
C 
C               SECOND DIAGONAL IN THE PLANE X-Y 
C 
                IF ((I+K.LE.NX).AND.(J-K.GT.0)) THEN 
                  IF (IND(I+K,J-K,L).NE.0) THEN 
                    NXY2(K)=NXY2(K)+1 
                    IF (I1.EQ.IND(I+K,J-K,L)) NCXY2(K)=NCXY2(K)+1 
                  END IF 
                END IF 
C 
C               FIRST DIAGONAL IN THE PLANE X-Z 
C 
                IF ((I+K.LE.NX).AND.(L+K.LE.NZ)) THEN 
                  IF (IND(I+K,J,L+K).NE.0) THEN 
                    NXZ1(K)=NXZ1(K)+1 
                    IF (I1.EQ.IND(I+K,J,L+K)) NCXZ1(K)=NCXZ1(K)+1 
                  END IF 
                END IF 
C 
C               SECOND DIAGONAL IN THE PLANE X-Z 
C 
                IF ((I+K.LE.NX).AND.(L-K.GT.0)) THEN 
                  IF (IND(I+K,J,L-K).NE.0) THEN 
                    NXZ2(K)=NXZ2(K)+1 
                    IF (I1.EQ.IND(I+K,J,L-K)) NCXZ2(K)=NCXZ2(K)+1 
                  END IF 
                END IF 
C 
C               FIRST DIAGONAL IN THE PLANE Y-Z 
C 
                IF ((J+K.LE.NY).AND.(L+K.LE.NZ)) THEN 
                  IF (IND(I,J+K,L+K).NE.0) THEN 
                    NYZ1(K)=NYZ1(K)+1 
                    IF (I1.EQ.IND(I,J+K,L+K)) NCYZ1(K)=NCYZ1(K)+1 
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                  END IF 
                END IF 
C 
C               SECOND DIAGONAL IN THE PLANE Y-Z 
C 
                IF ((J+K.LE.NY).AND.(L-K.GT.0)) THEN 
                  IF (IND(I,J+K,L-K).NE.0) THEN 
                    NYZ2(K)=NYZ2(K)+1 
                    IF (I1.EQ.IND(I,J+K,L-K)) NCYZ2(K)=NCYZ2(K)+1 
                  END IF 
                END IF 
32            CONTINUE 
73          CONTINUE 
31        CONTINUE 
30      CONTINUE 
        WRITE (1,300) 
        DO 33 I=1,N2 
          CCFU(I,1)=FLOAT(NPCX(I))/AMAX0(1,NPX(I)) 
          WRITE (1,310) I*DX,CCFU(I,1),NPCX(I),NPX(I) 
33      CONTINUE 
        WRITE (1,320) 
        DO 34 I=1,N2 
          CCFU(I,2)=FLOAT(NPCY(I))/AMAX0(1,NPY(I)) 
          WRITE (1,310) I*DY,CCFU(I,2),NPCY(I),NPY(I) 
34      CONTINUE 
        WRITE (1,321) 
        DO 36 I=1,N2 
          CCFU(I,3)=FLOAT(NPCZ(I))/AMAX0(1,NPZ(I)) 
          WRITE (1,310) I*DZ,CCFU(I,3),NPCZ(I),NPZ(I) 
36      CONTINUE 
        DXYZ=SQRT(DX*DX+DY*DY+DZ*DZ) 
        DXY=SQRT(DX*DX+DY*DY) 
        DXZ=SQRT(DX*DX+DZ*DZ) 
        DYZ=SQRT(DY*DY+DZ*DZ) 
        WRITE (1,322) 
        DO 37 I=1,N2 
          CCFU(I,4)=FLOAT(NPC1(I))/AMAX0(1,NP1(I)) 
          WRITE (1,310) I*DXYZ,CCFU(I,4),NPC1(I),NP1(I) 
37      CONTINUE 
        WRITE (1,323) 
        DO 81 I=1,N2 
          CCFU(I,5)=FLOAT(NPC2(I))/AMAX0(1,NP2(I)) 
          WRITE (1,310) I*DXYZ,CCFU(I,5),NPC2(I),NP2(I) 
81      CONTINUE 
        WRITE (1,324) 
        DO 82 I=1,N2 
          CCFU(I,6)=FLOAT(NPC3(I))/AMAX0(1,NP3(I)) 
          WRITE (1,310) I*DXYZ,CCFU(I,6),NPC3(I),NP3(I) 
82      CONTINUE 
        WRITE (1,325) 
        DO 83 I=1,N2 
          CCFU(I,7)=FLOAT(NPC4(I))/AMAX0(1,NP4(I)) 
          WRITE (1,310) I*DXYZ,CCFU(I,7),NPC4(I),NP4(I) 
83      CONTINUE 
        WRITE (1,330) 
        DO 35 I=1,N2 
          CCFU(I,8)=(NPCX(I)+NPCY(I))/AMAX0(1,(NPX(I)+NPY(I))) 
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          WRITE (1,310) I*0.5*(DX+DY),CCFU(I,8),NPCX(I)+NPCY(I) 
     *                 ,NPX(I)+NPY(I) 
35      CONTINUE 
        WRITE (1,328) 
        DO 84 I=1,N2 
          CCFU(I,9)=(NPCX(I)+NPCY(I)+NPCZ(I))/AMAX0(1,(NPX(I)+NPY(I) 
     *     +NPZ(I))) 
          WRITE (1,310) I*(DX+DY+DZ)/3.0,CCFU(I,9),NPCX(I)+NPCY(I) 
     *                 +NPCZ(I),NPX(I)+NPY(I)+NPZ(I) 
84      CONTINUE 
        WRITE (1,327) 
        DO 38 I=1,N2 
        CCFU(I,10)=(NPC1(I)+NPC2(I)+NPC3(I)+NPC4(I)) 
     *             /AMAX0(1,(NP1(I)+NP2(I)+NP3(I)+NP4(I))) 
          WRITE(1,310) I*DXYZ,CCFU(I,10), 
     *     NPC1(I)+NPC2(I)+NPC3(I)+NPC4(I),NP1(I)+NP2(I)+NP3(I)+NP4(I) 
38      CONTINUE 
        WRITE (1,329) 
        DO 91 I=1,N2 
          CCFU(I,11)=FLOAT(NCXY1(I))/AMAX0(1,NXY1(I)) 
          WRITE (1,310) I*DXY,CCFU(I,11),NCXY1(I),NXY1(I) 
91      CONTINUE 
        WRITE (1,331) 
        DO 92 I=1,N2 
          CCFU(I,12)=FLOAT(NCXY2(I))/AMAX0(1,NXY2(I)) 
          WRITE (1,310) I*DXY,CCFU(I,12),NCXY2(I),NXY2(I) 
92      CONTINUE 
        WRITE (1,332) 
        DO 93 I=1,N2 
          CCFU(I,13)=FLOAT(NCXZ1(I))/AMAX0(1,NXZ1(I)) 
          WRITE (1,310) I*DXZ,CCFU(I,13),NCXZ1(I),NXZ1(I) 
93      CONTINUE 
        WRITE (1,333) 
        DO 94 I=1,N2 
          CCFU(I,14)=FLOAT(NCXZ2(I))/AMAX0(1,NXZ2(I)) 
          WRITE (1,310) I*DXZ,CCFU(I,14),NCXZ2(I),NXZ2(I) 
94      CONTINUE 
        WRITE (1,334) 
        DO 95 I=1,N2 
          CCFU(I,15)=FLOAT(NCYZ1(I))/AMAX0(1,NYZ1(I)) 
          WRITE (1,310) I*DYZ,CCFU(I,15),NCYZ1(I),NYZ1(I) 
95      CONTINUE 
        WRITE (1,335) 
        DO 96 I=1,N2 
          CCFU(I,16)=FLOAT(NCYZ2(I))/AMAX0(1,NYZ2(I)) 
          WRITE (1,310) I*DYZ,CCFU(I,16),NCYZ2(I),NYZ2(I) 
96      CONTINUE 
        CLOSE (1) 
C 
C       OUTPUT FILE WITH CONNECTED COMPONENTS 
C 
        OPEN (1,FILE=COU2) 
C 
        DO 15 I=1,NX 
          DO 16 J=1,NY 
            DO 85 L=1,NZ 
              WRITE (1,*) IND(I,J,L) 
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85          CONTINUE 
16        CONTINUE 
15      CONTINUE 
C 
        CLOSE (1) 
        CLOSE (2) 
        OPEN (1,FILE=COU3) 
        DO 17 I=1,N2 
          WRITE (1,*) I*DX,CCFU(I,1),NPCX(I),NPX(I) 
17      CONTINUE 
        WRITE (1,*) 
        DO 18 I=1,N2 
          WRITE (1,*) I*DY,CCFU(I,2),NPCY(I),NPY(I) 
18      CONTINUE 
        WRITE (1,*) 
        DO 86 I=1,N2 
          WRITE (1,*) I*DZ,CCFU(I,3),NPCZ(I),NPZ(I) 
86      CONTINUE 
        WRITE (1,*) 
        DO 19 I=1,N2 
          WRITE (1,*) I*DXYZ,CCFU(I,4),NPC1(I),NP1(I) 
19      CONTINUE 
        WRITE (1,*) 
        DO 23 I=1,N2 
          WRITE (1,*) I*DXYZ,CCFU(I,5),NPC2(I),NP2(I) 
23      CONTINUE 
        WRITE (1,*) 
        DO 87 I=1,N2 
          WRITE (1,*) I*DXYZ,CCFU(I,6),NPC3(I),NP3(I) 
87      CONTINUE 
        WRITE (1,*) 
        DO 88 I=1,N2 
          WRITE (1,*) I*DXYZ,CCFU(I,7),NPC4(I),NP4(I) 
88      CONTINUE 
        WRITE (1,*) 
        DO 21 I=1,N2 
          WRITE (1,*) I*0.5*(DX+DY),CCFU(I,8),NPCX(I)+NPCY(I) 
     *               ,NPX(I)+NPY(I) 
21      CONTINUE 
        WRITE (1,*) 
        DO 89 I=1,N2 
          WRITE (1,*) I*(DX+DY+DZ)/3.0,CCFU(I,9),NPCX(I)+NPCY(I) 
     *               +NPCZ(I),NPX(I)+NPY(I)+NPZ(I) 
89      CONTINUE 
        WRITE (1,*) 
        DO 22 I=1,N2 
          WRITE (1,*) I*DXYZ,CCFU(I,10),NPC1(I)+NPC2(I)+NPC3(I)+NPC4(I) 
     *               ,NP1(I)+NP2(I)+NP3(I)+NP4(I) 
22      CONTINUE 
        WRITE (1,*) 
        DO 111 I=1,N2 
          CCFU(I,11)=FLOAT(NCXY1(I))/AMAX0(1,NXY1(I)) 
          WRITE (1,*) I*DXY,CCFU(I,11),NCXY1(I),NXY1(I) 
111     CONTINUE 
        WRITE (1,*) 
        DO 112 I=1,N2 
          CCFU(I,12)=FLOAT(NCXY2(I))/AMAX0(1,NXY2(I)) 
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          WRITE (1,*) I*DXY,CCFU(I,12),NCXY2(I),NXY2(I) 
112     CONTINUE 
        WRITE (1,*) 
        DO 113 I=1,N2 
          CCFU(I,13)=FLOAT(NCXZ1(I))/AMAX0(1,NXZ1(I)) 
          WRITE (1,*) I*DXZ,CCFU(I,13),NCXZ1(I),NXZ1(I) 
113     CONTINUE 
        WRITE (1,*) 
        DO 114 I=1,N2 
          CCFU(I,14)=FLOAT(NCXZ2(I))/AMAX0(1,NXZ2(I)) 
          WRITE (1,*) I*DXZ,CCFU(I,14),NCXZ2(I),NXZ2(I) 
114     CONTINUE 
        WRITE (1,*) 
        DO 115 I=1,N2 
          CCFU(I,15)=FLOAT(NCYZ1(I))/AMAX0(1,NYZ1(I)) 
          WRITE (1,*) I*DYZ,CCFU(I,15),NCYZ1(I),NYZ1(I) 
115     CONTINUE 
        WRITE (1,*) 
        DO 116 I=1,N2 
          CCFU(I,16)=FLOAT(NCYZ2(I))/AMAX0(1,NYZ2(I)) 
          WRITE (1,*) I*DYZ,CCFU(I,16),NCYZ2(I),NYZ2(I) 
116     CONTINUE 
        CLOSE (1) 
199     continue    
        WRITE (6,410) COUT 
        WRITE (6,420) COU2 
        WRITE (6,425) COU3 
        STOP 
C 
100     FORMAT (A) 
110     FORMAT (1X,'INPUT INDICATOR FILE : ',A12) 
120     FORMAT (1X,'NX : ',I6) 
130     FORMAT (1X,'NY : ',I6) 
131     FORMAT (1X,'NZ : ',I6) 
140     FORMAT (1X,'DX : ',F10.3) 
150     FORMAT (1X,'DY : ',F10.3) 
151     FORMAT (1X,'DZ : ',F10.3) 
160     FORMAT (1X,'PROPORTION OF FACIES ',I1,' : ',F10.4) 
170     FORMAT (/1X,'CONNECTED COMPONENTS STATISTICS'// 
     *          /1X,'NUMBER OF CONNECTED COMPONENTS : ',I6) 
175     FORMAT (/1X,'AVERAGES'/1X,8('=')) 
176     FORMAT (/1X,'MINIMA'/1X,6('=')) 
177     FORMAT (/1X,'MAXIMA'/1X,6('=')) 
178     FORMAT (/1X,'PERCOLATION'/1X,11('=')) 
180     FORMAT (1X,'MEAN SIZE IN PIXELS : ',F10.4) 
190     FORMAT (1X,'MEAN SIZE REAL UNITS : ',F12.4) 
200     FORMAT (1X,'MEAN SIZE RELATIVE TO TOTAL AREA OF FACIES ',I1, 
     *             ' : ',F10.4) 
210     FORMAT (1X,'MEAN LENGTH ALONG X (IN PIXELS) : ',F10.4) 
220     FORMAT (1X,'MINIMUM LENGTH ALONG X (IN PIXELS) : ',I6) 
230     FORMAT (1X,'MAXIMUM LENGTH ALONG X (IN PIXELS) : ',I6) 
235     FORMAT (1X,'THE LARGEST COMPONENT IS NUMBER : ',I6) 
236     FORMAT (1X,'WITH MAXIMUM SIZE IN PIXELS : ',I6) 
237     FORMAT (1X,'AND RELATIVE TO TOTAL AREA OF FACIES ' 
     *  ,I1,' : ',F10.4) 
238     FORMAT (1X,'SIZE IN PIXELS OF SMALLEST COMPONENT : ',I6) 
240     FORMAT (1X,'MEAN LENGTH ALONG Y (IN PIXELS) : ',F10.4) 
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241     FORMAT (1X,'MEAN LENGTH ALONG Z (IN PIXELS) : ',F10.4) 
250     FORMAT (1X,'MIMIMUN LENGTH ALONG Y (IN PIXELS) : ',I6) 
260     FORMAT (1X,'MAXIMUM LENGTH ALONG Y (IN PIXELS) : ',I6) 
251     FORMAT (1X,'MIMIMUN LENGTH ALONG Z (IN PIXELS) : ',I6) 
261     FORMAT (1X,'MAXIMUM LENGTH ALONG Z (IN PIXELS) : ',I6) 
 
270     FORMAT (1X,'NUMBER OF PERCOLATING COMPONENTS IN X : ',I6) 
280     FORMAT (1X,'NUMBER OF PERCOLATING COMPONENTS IN Y : ',I6) 
281     FORMAT (1X,'NUMBER OF PERCOLATING COMPONENTS IN Z : ',I6) 
290     FORMAT (/1X,'OUTPUT FILE WITH CONNECTED COMPONENTS : ',A12) 
295     FORMAT (/1X,'OUTPUT FILE WITH CONNECTIVIY FUNCTION : ',A12) 
300     FORMAT (/1X,'CONNECTIVITY FUNCTION'/1X,21('=') 
     *          //1X,'ALONG THE X DIRECTION (1,0,0)') 
310     FORMAT (F10.3,F12.6,2I12) 
320     FORMAT (/1X,'ALONG THE Y DIRECTION (0,1,0)') 
321     FORMAT (/1X,'ALONG THE Z DIRECTION (0,0,1)') 
322     FORMAT (/1X,'ALONG THE FIRST 3D DIAGONAL (1,1,1)') 
323     FORMAT (/1X,'ALONG THE SECOND 3D DIAGONAL (1,-1,1)') 
324     FORMAT (/1X,'ALONG THE THIRD 3D DIAGONAL (-1,-1,1)') 
325     FORMAT (/1X,'ALONG THE FOURTH 3D DIAGONAL (-1,1,1)') 
327     FORMAT (/1X,'AVERAGE ALONG THE 3D DIAGONALS') 
330     FORMAT (/1X,'AVERAGE ALONG X AND Y') 
328     FORMAT (/1X,'AVERAGE ALONG X, Y AND Z') 
329     FORMAT (/1X,'FIRST DIAGONAL ON THE X-Y PLANE (1,1,0)') 
331     FORMAT (/1X,'SECOND DIAGONAL ON THE X-Y PLANE (1,-1,0') 
332     FORMAT (/1X,'FIRST DIAGONAL ON THE X-Z PLANE (1,0,1)') 
333     FORMAT (/1X,'SECOND DIAGONAL ON THE X-Z PLANE (1,0,-1)') 
334     FORMAT (/1X,'FIRST DIAGONAL ON THE Y-Z PLANE (0,1,1)') 
335     FORMAT (/1X,'SECOND DIAGONAL ON THE Y-Z PLANE (0,1,-1)') 
400     FORMAT (25(/),1X,'CONNEC3D PROGRAM   VER. 1.0'/1X,27('=')/// 
     *          1X,'INPUT PARAMETER FILE ---> ',$) 
410     FORMAT (/1X,'OUTPUT FILE WITH STATISTICS AND CONNECTIVITY ' 
     *          'FUNCTION: ',A12) 
420     FORMAT (/1X,'OUTPUT FILE WITH CONNECTED COMPONENTS: ',A12) 
425     FORMAT (/1X,'OUTPUT FILE WITH CONNECTIVITY FUNCTION: ',A12) 
430     FORMAT (1X,'OUTPUT RESULTS OF CONNEC3D'//1X'6-CONNECTIVITY' 
     *          ' ANALYSIS'/1X,'PARAMETER FILE WAS : ',A12//) 
440     FORMAT (1X,'OUTPUT RESULTS OF CONNEC3D'//1X'18-CONNECTIVITY' 
     *          ' ANALYSIS'/1X,'PARAMETER FILE WAS : ',A12//) 
450     FORMAT (1X,'OUTPUT RESULTS OF CONNEC3D'//1X'26-CONNECTIVITY' 
     *          ' ANALYSIS'/1X,'PARAMETER FILE WAS : ',A12//) 




!       
! Code converted using TO_F90 by Alan Miller 
! Date: 2007-11-26  Time: 11:20:38 
  
!      
!     ****************************************************************** 
 
REAL*4,allocatable  :: x(:),y(:),z(:),nng(:),yi(:),zi(:) 
integer*4, allocatable::ind(:,:,:) 
integer*2,allocatable :: iil(:),iir(:),iif(:),iib(:),iit(:),iibt(:) 
REAL*4, allocatable :: thick1(:),thick2(:),thick3(:),thick4(:),thick0(:) 
REAL*4,allocatable  ::thick5(:),thick6(:),thick7(:),thick8(:),thick9(:) 
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REAL*4               :: topz,oldx,oldy,oldz 
real*4             :: dx,dy,dz 
INTEGER*4          :: i,ii,nn,nx,ny,nz,iin,ifn,ig,ibnd 
integer*2          :: icat1,iflag,ngp 
CHARACTER (LEN=80) :: header 





WRITE(*,*) "ENTER TOTAL NUMBER OF GPS: " 
READ(*,*)ngp 
write(*,*)ngp 
WRITE(*,*) "ENTER BOUND IND " 
READ(*,*)ibnd 
















DO i =1,nx 
 DO j =1,ny 
  DO k =1,nz 
   read(2,*)x(i),y(j),z(k),ind(i,j,k) 
  end do 











 DO i = 1,nx 
  DO j = 1,ny 
   DO k = 1,nz 
    do n = 1,ngp 
     IF (ind(i,j,k)==n)THEN 
      IF (iflag==1)THEN 
       IF (i>1)THEN 
        IF(ind(i-1,j,k)==ibnd)THEN 
         iil(n) = 1 
         goto 3 
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        END IF 
       END IF 
        IF(i<nx)THEN 
         IF(ind(i+1,j,k)==ibnd)THEN 
          iir(n) = 1 
          goto 3 
         END IF 
        END IF 
      ELSE IF (iflag==2)THEN  
       IF (j>1)THEN 
        IF(ind(i,j-1,k)==ibnd)THEN 
         iif(n) = 1 
         goto 3 
        END IF 
       END IF 
        IF(j<ny)THEN 
         IF(ind(i,j+1,k)==ibnd)THEN 
          iib(n) = 1 
          goto 3 
         END IF 
        END IF 
      ELSE IF (iflag==3)THEN  
         IF (k==1)THEN 
          iit(n)=1 
          go to 3 
         end if 
         IF (ind(i,j,k-1)==ibnd)THEN 
           iit(n)=1 
           goto 3 
         END IF 
         IF (k==nz)THEN 
          iibt(n)=1 
          go to 3 
         end if 
          IF (ind(i,j,k+1)==ibnd)THEN 
           iibt(n)=1 
           goto 3 
          END IF 
      END IF 
     END IF 
3    continue 
    END DO 
   END DO 
  END DO 






 IF (iflag==1)THEN 
  IF (iil(n)==1.and.iir(n)==1)THEN 
   write(*,*)'connected',n,iil(n),iir(n) 
   write(33,*)n,iil(n),iir(n) 
  END IF 
 ELSE IF (iflag==2)THEN 
  IF (iif(n)==1.and.iib(n)==1)THEN 
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   write(*,*)'connected',n,iif(n),iib(n) 
   write(34,*)n,iif(n),iib(n) 
  END IF 
 ELSE IF (iflag==3)THEN 
  IF (iit(n)==1.and.iibt(n)==1)THEN 
   write(*,*)'connected',n,iit(n),iibt(n) 
   write(35,*)n,iit(n),iibt(n) 
  END IF 
 END IF 
end do 
STOP 
END 
 
 
